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Introduction
One of the fastest, and probably easiest, ways to grow a church is to invite and incorporate new
families. Why? Well, just for starters, when a family comes you get two, three, four or more
people at a time! And families, especially those with younger children, are open to, may even
be looking to join a church. Most importantly,
parents want what is best for their children. They
Children and youth are 28% of the US
population but only 17% of our church
often feel that a religious environment will
population—which means they are the
benefit their child. So if you can confirm that
largest “unreached” group. Families with
sense for them, they will bring their child to your
children means we reach children, teens
church.
and young adults (their parents).
The real questions are: How will they find you?
Why would they choose your church over
another church or faith group?

Data from “Facts on Growth 2010” a report by
the Hartford Institute for Religion Research

Too often we assume that our job is to welcome
people when they come. We forget that,
especially today, we have to invite people. We can do that as congregations and as individuals.
But in both cases, you earn the right to invite – you earn it by establishing a relationship and
meeting the needs of the families you are serving and not by just focusing on getting “butts in
the pews and pledges in the plate.”
OPEN DOORS is designed to make the mechanical parts of this process easy for you so your
members have the time and energy to focus on building relationships and inviting people. You
don’t need to waste time on designing materials, figuring out the best way to do this, thinking
up creative ideas or attractive graphics and logos. We can do that for you. But what you, and
only you, can do is to reach out to families, connect with them and invite them to your church.
OPEN DOORS gives you what need to conduct a sustained process of invitation and
incorporation. You’ll learn about the four key entry points during the year when families are
most likely to visit your church. You learn how you can build a relationship with them so you
earn the right to invite them to come again. You’ll get the resources and tools you need to
engage your entire congregation in this effort. And you’ll get easy‐to‐use, downloadable files
you can just print and use – or customize if you wish. We give you a range of options to choose
from so you can pick the ones that best suit your situation.
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Here are some of the resources that will help you reach families this year:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

A detailed description of the four key entry points and how you can incorporate them
into your church life
An outline of what to do and what to say at events
A list of the roles and responsibilities of your campaign team members and how to
engage your congregation in this process
Resources to help you recruit and train your team
Timelines and lists of what you will need
Ready‐to‐use articles for your newsletter, notices for your bulletin, cards, posters and
other promotional materials – all professionally written and attractively designed and
including nametags and all those little things that take forever to prepare!
Recommended media and curricular resources – we even include several liturgies,
pageants, activities, and ideas you can choose from for each key entry point.
A clearly outlined follow up process to ensure incorporation including follow up events
after the key entry point, cards and letters to send to families that visited you, tracking
sheets and a range of ideas to help you keep those families who come to visit

The Episcopal Church, along with many mainline denominations, is losing members daily.
America has shifted from a nation that goes to church to one that is “spiritual but not religious.”
Before we could say: “The Episcopal Church Welcomes You.” Today we need to say: “The
Episcopal Church Invites You!” That means we need to learn how to become an inviting church.
OPEN DOORS will help your congregation invite families find a place where they are loved by
God and God’s people, where they can know Jesus Christ and grow in faith.
There are many things we can
and must do. OPEN DOORS is
designed to give your
congregation a fairly simple and
do‐able way to grow your
church. No, it isn’t all about
numbers. And yes, it is about
creating an environment where
people can encounter Christ and
be transformed – our role is to
invite them in. This isn’t a “magic
pill” to fix what ails us. But it is
an important step.

21%
with
10%
under
34 grow

29%
with
11‐20%
under
34 grow
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32% with
21‐40 %
under the
age of 34
grow

42% of
churches
with 41%
or more
under the
age of 34
grow

There is a direct relationship
between the participation of
children, youth and young adults
and church growth. Only 21% of
churches with fewer than 10%
under 34‐year‐olds show growth
while 42% of churches with more
than 41% of their members
under age 34 show growth.
Data from “Facts on Growth 2010” a report by
the Hartford Institute for Religion Research

Four Key Entry Points
Families with children are most inclined to “check out” a church at four key times of the year.
OPEN DOORS gives you resources to literally open the doors of your church—wide open—to
take advantage of these four natural entry points:
•
•
•
•

Fall: the start of Sunday School
Winter: the Christmas Pageant
Spring: the Easter service
Summer: Vacation Bible School

FALL: Start of Sunday School
Most of us know about the beginning of Sunday School as an entry point—it aligns with the
start of the school year and is one time new families often show up at church. BUT, it is a
daunting experience—especially if the family hasn’t gone to church much or maybe not at all.
Think about it:
For whatever reason your family decides to find a church to attend. They search
for one—most likely by visiting websites of churches in your area (more than
80% of all newcomers have visited your website first). They chose your church.
They may have driven through the parking lot during the week to check it out in
person. Now they have gotten the children up and dressed—and tried to explain
to them what they were about to experience: “We’re going to church, honey.
There will be a class for you and the other children to learn about God while I go
to a service where we’ll sing songs and listen to the preacher.” And that’s
probably about all they would be able to say.
They arrive...and try to figure out where the children’s classroom is located. If
the church is like most churches, there isn’t a clue anywhere in sight! If they are
lucky, someone from your church will notice them standing awkwardly in the
narthex and offer to help. Otherwise, they will likely escort your children into the
worship service, telling them that maybe they will find the class for children next
time. Only if they are really brave will they wander down a long hallway or
through some winding path—maybe even to a neighboring building—to find the
Sunday School rooms. That is, assuming they even know there is such a thing as
a Sunday School or a nursery with a caretaker for the baby.
What would you do if you had never been in place before? How would you find out what was
available for your children, where to go and what would happen there? Would you be
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comfortable leaving your baby or child in the hands of someone you’ve never met before in a
room far from where you will be and maybe a path to it that you’re not sure you can
remember?
Most parents are rightly hesitant to walk into a strange place, hunt for the rooms where they
then leave their children with strangers who will do something with them—but they don’t even
know what! Yet we expect them to arrive on a Sunday morning, put the baby in the nursery and
their young child in a Sunday School classroom while they go to worship.
So the first thing we need to do is make that entry easier. The first section of OPEN DOORS will
give you a process to invite new families in a way that makes that entry much easier—and gives
you ways to encourage them to come back after that first encounter with you.

WINTER: Christmas Pageant
The Christmas Pageant is a very popular entry point for families. It is usually held on an
afternoon—a time that feels more like “fun” than like “church.” It is easy to involve children
who haven’t been there before and it is fun for children who might not want to be in the
pageant but can watch it. In addition, it is really easy for your parishioners to invite friends with
children to this event. No one expects it to be too “churchy” or to get a high pressure sell at a
Christmas Pageant. And it is already a time when parents are quietly checking you out.
So what do we do with this entry point? We do the pageant. Period. We don’t use this
opportunity to open our doors and invite families into our community. OPEN DOORS will give
you simple ways to make the Christmas pageant a true entry point for families.

SPRING: Easter Service
The Easter service is still a time when nominally Christian people go to church—often because
they are visiting grandma or their parents and are just along for the ride. But some will come
for just that one service a year—or maybe for the Christmas Eve service if their children are
older or grown. But those with little ones will come for an Easter service—especially if you have
an Easter Egg Hunt afterwards. They will also come because you do something like the
“flowering of the cross” and they will enjoy the release of the Alleluias if you have a tradition of
burying an Alleluia banner or something akin to it.
Yes, some of these traditions aren’t really about our faith or have been taken over by the
secular world. Easter Egg hunts are hosted by the White House and sponsored by local
businesses—and can become competitive races, especially if you have overly competitive
parents! But we’re not talking about faith formation yet. We’re talking about making it easy to
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invite people to church and making it easy for families to accept the invitation. Fun activities for
their children is at the top of their list.
If they come so their children can be in the Easter Egg Hunt, it provides them an opportunity to
check out your church and feel connected to you so they are more comfortable coming back.
OPEN DOORS will help you do these traditional activities for children in ways that open the
doors of your church to families who need just a little (or a lot of) encouragement before they
will cross that threshold.

SUMMER: Vacation Bible School
Vacation Bible Schools (VBS) or, more likely, its successor by other names (which sound less
“schoolish) are making a comeback. Some of that is due to the fact that most families now how
both parents working and so need programming for their children over the summer. But some
of it is also due to the fact the churches recognize that VBS is a low‐threat entry point for
families. What could be better than having your children at a summer camp at a church where
they make friends, learn the layout of the facility and become familiar with some of the adults
who are part of that church. Now when the invitation to join the fall Sunday School program
arrives, that family knows where to go, who will be there and have some idea of what to
expect. OPEN DOORS will help you find a way for even smaller churches to host a VBS program
and—more importantly—make that an entry point for families instead of an end onto itself.

Extras
These are the four key entry points. But you can’t expect that families will respond to the first
invitation—you have to offer multiple invitations. And you can’t just open the doors and expect
that families will come back the next week—or the week after that. One of the important steps
churches usually fail to take is incorporating families into the ongoing life of the church. We
might invite them—or they may show up on their own at one of these key entry points—but we
don’t follow up. We don’t invite them back. And we don’t give them a good reason to return.
Going to church is a habit and it takes time for families to make it a regular part of their lives.
You need to help them make this a habit—a spiritual practice. OPEN DOORS provides you with
the perfect intermediate events and ideas that enable you to encourage families to come back,
again and again, until coming to church becomes a part of their lives. THEN you can invite them
into a spiritual journey to a deeper faith.
Fifty years ago families came to church because that’s what you did. It was expected. It was
normal. It was routine. Today, going to church is counter‐cultural. It takes time and effort to
establish weekly worship and Christian formation as a normal part of life. The culture puts lots
of barriers in the way, from sports, school and fun events for children to parental exhaustion
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and limited time together as a family. We can no longer assume that families will come to
church. We need to invite them. We need to make it inviting and easy for them to come. And
only then can we begin to do what many of us in the church really hope for—engaging all
members of that family in a process of growing in faith and love of God and each other in
Christ.

One Caution
In surveys of church members, “reaching new families” is ranked high as a desired outcome by
almost everyone in every denomination. It is likely that the average church member
instinctually knows that growing a church requires families with children. Or at least that is the
common assumption. But it is wrong. Families with children are often the engine of church
growth but they are not the only way to grow a church. And, most importantly, holding onto
that assumption can, in some cases, sabotage church growth. For example, if your church is
located in a community that has very few families with children and a growing number of older
adults, focusing on inviting families to church is guaranteed to fail. A church in that context
needs to focus on inviting older adults to church! So, before you launch into this, assess your
community:
1. How many families with children do you have?
2. Is that number growing or shrinking?
3. What is the age distribution of the children (e.g., a bubble at the lower end means you
need to focus more on families with younger children)
Too often we fail through dissonance—we want two things that are mutually exclusive. In this
case, we want families with children to come to our church in a community that has very few
families with children. Or we want families with middle school aged children to come, but our
community has predominantly families with younger children.
Look at your community first. If you don’t have families with children, stop here and don’t beat
your head against a wall. You might adopt a couple of these ideas, but you can’t build a church
on a population that doesn’t exist! If you see a bubble of very little ones, adapt what you do by
making sure you have nursery care and more things for families with toddlers. Likewise, if you
see a bubble at the teen years, either adapt the activities here or re‐think how to reach those
families. OPEN DOORS is largely geared to families with children in the ages of 5 to about 12.
You can add older and younger children, but you need to have an available pool of children in
those age ranges for this to work. If this isn’t what you have available in your community, start
with what you DO have and develop a strategy for those people. You can still use the principles
embodies in OPEN DOORS, but you’ll have to re‐think what you do. A community with a
growing population of adults over 60 might do the same process of providing easy entry points
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through fun (and, in the case of adults, meaningful or helpful) activities. So instead of inviting
families and doing activities with children, you would invited adults (often single adults) to
activities that would connect with that age group.

Congregational Commitment
OPEN DOORS, like any process, requires a committed congregation. This isn’t something that
will magically happen by itself. We’ve made it as easy as possible by giving you lots of ready‐to‐
use materials and clear directions. But you still need people. And, more importantly, you need a
congregation committed to inviting families into your life. Not because you need more people
(or worse yet, more pledge income). But because you have a passion to share the Good News
of Jesus Christ with the families in your community. There are many other groups you might
want to invite into your life or with whom you want to engage (as the missional church
movement would say). We encourage you to consider starting with families because it is the
easiest group to reach. This is a way for you to practice the spiritual practice of invitation—with
the greatest likelihood of success. We’re human, after all, and having a positive result
encourages us to try again. Inviting people to church, sharing our faith, going out into the
community and joining God’s action with others out there are all spiritual practices most of us
would say are a bit rusty! So many of us are reluctant to jump into the deep water immediately.
Inviting families is probably the easiest way for you to hone the spiritual practice of invitation
and engagement with people who are not members of a church or even Christian. Start here
and you can apply the same principles to other groups and activities. But start with something
relatively simple and most likely to be rewarding.
OPEN DOORS requires that the leaders of the church—including vestry or governing Board,
clergy, staff and key lay leaders affirm this initiative. The goal is to invite new families AND
provide a systematic way for the congregation as an organizational entity and the individual
members of your congregation to practicing inviting people to people to church. This requires a
commitment to do so. Most of us have good intentions, but we need some externals to help us
carry out our intentions. Here is what we recommend for each OPEN DOORS congregation:
•

•

The vestry or governing board passes a formal resolution authorizing the initiative and
allocating the needed funds. The individual members of the board sign a pledge to
support the initiative with their prayers and participation. You can make up your own,
adapt the one we provide or just add your name to the template and print them.
The clergy, staff, heads of committee/ministry teams and Christian formation leaders
sign the pledge.
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•

Members of the congregation are encouraged to “sign up” to participate in a variety of
ways. The act of signing something helps reinforce the commitment so don’t just make
an announcement and expect participation. Practice inviting by inviting people to make
a commitment! And don’t forget to include children and youth.

Invitation as Spiritual Practice
Remember that inviting others is a spiritual practice. It is more than just getting people to come
to church. It is about attending to people—paying attention to them, their needs, their hopes,
their lives. So you don’t just rush out and invite a bunch of people to church. You need to
prepare prayerfully, identify who you feel called to invite and then connect with that person or
family. You earn the right to invite. You earn that right primarily by being “other‐focused”
rather than by thinking of this as just a way to fill up your pews.
You want to “seek and serve Christ in all people.” So you are looking for the Holy in the family
you are inviting. That means you need to get to know them, if you don’t already. Invite them to
your home for a meal. Offer to watch their children. Invite their children to play with your child,
join you when your grandchildren are visiting or whatever fits your life situation. And pray for
that family daily before you invite them.
As you do this, you may discover that God is calling you to invite someone who is not a family.
That’s obviously fine! We are focusing on families because it’s often easiest to invite someone
with children to something their children will enjoy or benefit from. But the goal is to improve
our spiritual practice of invitation so certainly invite anyone you feel called to invite. Listen to
the voice of God within you and follow God’s leading.
OPEN DOORS follows a few simple Principles of Invitation. You will find them on one page at the
end of this overview. Make copies of that page and keep them with you—these are the
principles you will use to guide the decisions you make and the ministry to will be doing. This is
the spiritual practice of invitation and it calls for us to “practice” it. We are not just rustling up
some new members! We are learning how to be guided by God to attend to people in our lives
and open the doors to a deeper faith for them and for yourself.

What if we’re a small church?
Smaller congregations will likely choose to do only some of the OPEN DOORS process—and you
will need to make some adaptations. You won’t have multiple Sunday School rooms so you can
do one or two activities in a single room during the Back‐to‐School Party. Or you may not even
have a Sunday School at all. That’s OK. Sunday Schools weren’t invented until the late 1880’s—
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which means the church has formed children and youth as Christians for over 1800 years
without Sunday Schools. You don’t need to rush out and start a Sunday School program.
Instead, think about how you can form your children and youth (and adults) as faithful
Christians.
Meanwhile, you can do many of the events
outlined here. My church with 20 regular
attendees, mostly over 60 years of age, does an
occasional children’s event on Saturday, a
Christmas pageant that draws in about 30
community children and attracts families for
the blessing of the animals and an Easter Egg
Hunt. Pick the ideas that appeal to you, fit your
situation and are do‐able by your team. Be
hospitable and welcoming and do the follow up
activities. The only difference is you won’t have
a full‐fledged Sunday School program to invite
families to join the next day. Do something like
a picnic or anything festive and fun instead. If
you include children and youth in your parish
life, the fact that you don’t have a formal
Sunday School isn’t a problem. The reason
families leave when there is no Sunday School
is because we then tend to ignore children
entirely. If children and youth are welcomed,
loved, included and engaged in fun and
meaningful activities, they can become some of
your staunchest advocates.

What’s the clergy role?

Christian Formation without Sunday School
You can include children and youth in your
worship, service ministries and do
intergenerational events. Make serving as an
acolyte special and include as many children as
you can on any given Sunday morning. If you
have someone who is good with teaching
children how to sing, start a children’s choir—
which you can do with four children—youth
might join, direct or accompany them. Schedule
a monthly potluck lunch and learning time when
you act out and then discuss some of the great
stories of the Bible. Find and use an
intergenerational curriculum (like Godly Journey
– about the Paul and the early church available
at www.LeaderResources.org/Godly‐Journey).
If you have very few or basically no children and
youth at all, doing this process will, essentially,
become your “Sunday School.” No, it isn’t very
deep or wide...but it IS welcoming and it
communicates “God loves you and we love you.”
If you can convey that sense to children, that
alone is worthwhile. Start where you are and
don’t “covet thy neighbor’s wife” – or Sunday
school! Start where you are and let God lead you
to where God is already present with God’s
children. Then see “How to start a Sunday School
from Scratch” for ideas on how you can build a
program over time.

This section is especially addressed to the laity in your congregation.
Your clergy must be committed to this or it won’t work. That’s true for almost anything in
church, but this is one of those things where your clergy can kill it pretty quickly. So make sure
your clergy are on board and enthusiastic, willing to put in the work required to do it and, most
importantly, willing to do what needs to be done when your church starts growing! That’s the
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place where your clergy will need to be most involved and that will draw most on his or her
leadership.
That said, the clergy don’t actually have much to do in making OPEN DOORS happen. Their
support is behind the scenes: cheering, encouraging, mentoring and praying for you. And their
role is to be the official “face” of the church: welcoming visitors, greeting them, talking with
them, listening to them, connecting with them. Newcomers want to know the clergy. So it is
very important that you introduce them to your clergy and help get the conversation going. The
clergy need to be focused totally on the visitors – they can’t be distracted by paying attention
to the logistical details, running the show or listening to parishioner’s complaints about
something unrelated to the event.
There are only a few places where we have a specific task for the clergy—e.g., giving the
“Keeping Your Child Safe” talk and, of course, blessing animals, backpacks, etc. But the primary
role of the clergy is to connect with the visitors at each and every event. This bears repeating:
They need to be wandering around, talking with people. And if you see them standing around
looking lost, bring a newcomer over, introduce them and start a conversation before walking
away!
This means that the organizing and the inviting work is done by laity. Why? Only 1% of
newcomers come to a church because a clergyperson invited them. The vast majority (over
90%) come because someone they know (a lay person) invited them. When a clergyperson
invites someone to church, he or she is perceived as just “doing their job.” So their invitation
doesn’t carry much weight. Yours does!
Second, the organizing is done by the laity. The clergy “stand by” – their job is to cheer,
encourage and, if needed, help solve problems, etc. But you are inviting people to YOUR
church, not to your clergyperson’s church. You are the hosts. So you prepare the meal – or in
this case, you prepare the events and refreshments, invite the guests, say “thanks for coming,
please come again.” Remember 90+% of people who come will come because a lay person
invited them (only 10% come because a clergy person invited them). And they will stay if they
have seven or more friends. Clergy can’t be their friends. So laity are the ones who have to
create the environment, invite people in and befriend them.
What if your church isn’t used to having laity lead? What if you are one of those churches
where everything is done by the clergyperson?
If this is your situation, you will just have to be brave and try it! This is not rocket science; it is
not hard to do. You are basically just planning parties and inviting guests. This is not some
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complicated thing that requires you to have special knowledge or go to seminary. Adapt it to
your culture, your circumstances; think about what you’d do in your own home and just do it!
The advantage of doing this is that once you’ve done it, you’ll realize that there are lots of other
things you can do in church and with God in fulfilling God’s mission. Inviting families is the
easiest way to start—and organizing, leading and doing this is probably one of the easiest
places to start. So start here. Once you’re used to inviting families, it will be easier to invite
others. Once you’d organized, led and done events for OPEN DOORS, it will be easier to
organize, lead and do other things. So just jump in. Learn from what works and what flops.
Don’t worry about what goes wrong—just learn from it. Have fun, laugh, don’t take yourself to
seriously! These are, after all, just events that are fun for kids and their families. A great place
for you to learn and make a few friends along the way.

What About Going Out as Well as Inviting In?
A current trend is to focus on being a “missional church”—moving out of our churches and into
the community, meeting people where they are and joining God’s mission already happening
“out there.” All trends have a tendency to become just that—trendy. And they can get reduced
to almost a caricature. This one is no exception. We DO need to move into our communities
and engage people where they are. No question. But that does not preclude inviting people
into church. Some people will never come in—and for them we must go out. But others will not
only come in if they are invited—they want to come in. The last section of OPEN DOORS EVENTS
TEAM manual will give you some “going out” ideas. But this is primarily about inviting people
into church. Not because it is superior to going out but simply because that’s what this initiative
is about! Missional church can help us go out into the world. This process can help us invite the
world we so often ignore to come in. It is designed to help us open our church doors—and open
doors mean that it is easier for people to come in, AND go out!

What NOT to do...
Make a list of the things you want to avoid doing and how you will help your congregation’s
members understand and refrain from doing them. For example, a focus on inviting new
families can lead some people to become overly friendly. Give visitors space. Treat them like
you would treat any guest—with graciousness, kindness and be helpful if they need to know
something. But don’t gush over them. Don’t ALL invite them urgently to come back next week.
Keep it light, warm and friendly so you don’t scare them away. Don’t immediately recruit them
for a committee or task. Don’t assume they will come back. Don’t assume they are stupid—but
don’t assume they have a clue about what church is or does either. Do unto others as you
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would want them to do to you in the same situation. And be ready to intervene and gently re‐
direct a member of your congregation that is going overboard in some way.
Pay attention to your visitors and respond appropriately. Let me repeat: pay attention to them.
“Attending” to another person is a spiritual practice—it is the practice of seeking and serving
Christ in all people. So always remember to focus less on getting a task done or having
something go exactly the way you think it should go and focus more on attending to the small
clues that tell you what that visitor might want or need. Attend to them. Seek and serve Christ
in them.
Lyda Hawes wrote a blog entry that gives some ideas of what not to do (and what TO DO). It is
worth reading and discussing as you prepare to launch the OPEN DOORS process.
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An Open Letter to Churches
Seeking New Members
by Lyda K. Hawes
My husband and I moved to the city a few years ago and have been
“between churches” ever since. We’ve been to visit quite a few of your
churches and have some observations you may find helpful in encouraging
more new members:

No public humiliation. Please don’t make us stand up in a room full of total strangers and
introduce ourselves. We want to be anonymous because we’re not sure we want to see you again; and,
frankly, we’re still seeing other churches. It’s not you; it’s us. We just don’t know you very well yet.

Acknowledge we exist. Being anonymous is not the same as being invisible. We’re probably going
to be a little confused about what to do and where to go, so having someone greet us and ask if we have
questions is most appreciated. Plus, if you act like we’re not there, we start to think we might as well not
be there.

Put it in writing. Spell out everything we need to know in the bulletin: when to sit, when to stand,
where to find the words. Even if you have one of those groovy new digital displays, include in the bulletin
what will and won’t be on the screen.

No stalking. Please don’t run out of the church and down the street chasing after us to tell us you
were glad to see us. When you act like it’s a miracle of God that you have visitors, it freaks us out. We
may or may not fill out an information card, but that doesn’t mean we don’t like you. It may just mean we
found everything we needed on your website.

Remember us. You get a gold star if we come back and you remember our names, but really just a
friendly “nice to see you again” makes us feel like you noticed we were there.

Have a website. If you don’t have a website, we won’t be coming to your church. Nothing personal,
but that alone tells us enough to know you aren’t ready for new people. You can get a basic website for
free and your own URL for about $25 a year. There is simply no excuse not to have one.

When, where, what. There are basically three things we want to know when we come to your
website: when your worship services are held, where you are located, and what you believe. And we
really like to see all three on the home page, but at least make them SUPER easy to find and no more
than one click away. If you are having special services like Christmas Eve, Ash Wednesday, Easter
(when visitors like us are likely to attend), please put those special worship times on the home page. We
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have encountered any number of church websites that seem to be more interested in looking pretty than
actually being useful. You don’t have to be fancy and super-tech to get what we need to decide whether
to come visit. (Here’s a great example of a simple, but effective, website from a church in Michigan that
has all three covered on the home page.)

Tell us what you really believe. Be proud of what you believe and s-p-e-l-l it out on your website.
Progressive? Great! Theologically conservative? Super! But what do those things mean in the life of your
community? It’s really helpful before we show up waving our rainbow flags to know that you’ll be
petitioning for an Intelligent Design curriculum in the local schools. And if that is your community’s belief,
that’s wonderful, but we both know we’re not going to be a good fit there, so we might as well save each
other the frustration. We’re going to find out soon enough, so why don’t we get that awkward part out of
the way online. Besides, there is someone out there who would love to find a community like yours if only
they knew it existed.
Finding a new church home is not always easy, especially if the one you came from was such an
important part of your lives. We were very, very close to our previous faith community; and it’s hard to
think of anywhere else coming close. Or maybe we’ve never been to church, and we want to explore that
spiritual side of ourselves for the first time; but it’s all so new and confusing. Or perhaps we’re broken and
need a place where we can be broken, and it’s still okay.
Any number of the things that might bring us to your doorstep can make it hard to do much more than
show up, sit quietly in the back, and sneak out afterward. But that’s the beautiful thing about church
communities — they bring new people into your life, they can open your heart and mind to new
experiences, they can mend those deepest of wounds, and affirm your relationship with God. With all that
on the line, don’t let the little things mentioned above get in the way of connecting people to the Good
News.

Lyda K. Hawes blogs at “See Lyda Run” where this article first appeared:
http://seelydarun.com/2012/02/27/open-letter-to-churches-seeking-new-members.
Used with permission.
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How to organize
Every church will need to organize this effort in a way that fits their culture and resources. The
size of your congregation, the other activities you do, the number of people willing participate,
etc. all will impact how you organize and implement this process. Here are the functions that
need to be carried out. We’ve labeled them as a “team” but in a small church a team might be
two people....and sometimes may be only one person! In a larger church, one team might turn
into several teams. So adjust this according to your circumstances.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Invitations Team (recruits, trains and encourages inviters, coordinates and tracks
invitations)
A Communications Team (does publicity—might be your existing team)
A Hospitality Team (handles food and welcoming/greeting)
A Logistics Team (makes sure the event leaders have the supplies they need)
An Event Team (or four of them: one for each season: Fall Team, Winter Team, etc.)
A Prayer Team (prays for everyone!)
An Incorporation Team (makes sure anyone who starts attending more than three
times is given the help they need to become part of the congregation)

Begin by reading this overview together—either the teams (small to medium sized churches) or
at least with team leaders (large church). Ask each team (or team leader) to read the manual
specific to them. Then meet and discuss:
1. How did the shift from “The Episcopal Church Welcomes You” to “The Episcopal Church
Invites You” impact you? What difference does changing that one word make?
2. What did we learn about the spiritual practice of invitation? How is that different from
just inviting people to church?
3. What, in particular, energized or excited you?
4. What caused you to be concerned?
5. What best fits us? Prepare four sheets of newsprint:
a. On one sheet of newsprint, list the things you already do—what amendments
might we want to make to those? Who needs to be engaged in order for those
changes to happen?
b. On another sheet, list the things you know you definitely want to do.
c. List the things you think you might want to do but have some questions or
reservations about.
d. List the things you don’t think fit you or that you don’t want to do and say why.
Then follow the rule of five “whys.” This is a simple technique that helps you
uncover the REAL reason that is usually buried about five layers down. So say
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why you don’t think you should do it. Then ask yourself why? Then ask why for
that next reason and so on. Here’s what that looks like in one instance:
i. We should not do the Lessons and Carols because it won’t appeal to
families. Why?
ii. Because it is a really adult service with choir anthems and long lessons
and no sermon. Why?
iii. Because it is a “day off” for the clergy who don’t have to prepare a
sermon and a time for the choir to shine. Why?
iv. Because the clergy have several Christmas services and the choir doesn’t
get much opportunity to do their favorite anthems. Why?
v. Because the rector doesn’t allow Christmas carols before Christmas and
everyone wants to sing Christmas carols...including the choir who wants
to do more Christmas anthems that they love.
As you can see, the real reason had nothing to do with Lessons and Carols
not appealing to visitors. It was really about not changing the service that
the choir loved and it was about a simmering resentment about the
rector’s rules about carols before Christmas. So, if you surface something
like that, acknowledge it and then move on. Visitors can come and enjoy
the Lessons and Carols with or without your congregations dealing with
the issue between the choir and the rector! That’s their issue. Your
concern is making the event welcoming to visitors. If this describes your
church, then you will want to do something special with children during
the service so the choir can do their anthems. Children love to sing
Christmas Carols—so do a children’s version of the service with lots of
the simpler carols and much shorter lessons, including opportunities for
them to act out some lessons or have a story teller tell them, perhaps
even substitute some of the less story‐like lessons with a more
interesting story. And then focus on having a fun party afterwards. Don’t
let something five layers down de‐rail your event. What the “five why’s”
does is surface the often hidden reason behind what sounds like a logical
reason but isn’t the real reason someone is objecting to something.
Now go back to your newsprint sheets and look at what your schedule looks like. Do you have
at least two events per season? If not, is there a way to add at least a second event (preferably
a third event)? If not, put most of your energy into the Fall and Winter seasons. Those are the
most likely times for new families to start attending. So if you are limited in what you think you
can do, you are better doing three events for the Fall and Winter seasons and then just one for
the Spring and Summer seasons.
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Finally, don’t forget to look to some of the other groups in your church. For example, do you
have a Men’s Group, Women’s Group, Youth Group, etc. that might be interested in taking on
the Epiphany Party or the Easter Egg Hunt. Might your Outreach Committee be interested in
taking on the Compassion and Mercy Sunday? If so, ask them to invite a couple of your
experienced Event Team members to help them adapt their event to fit the OPEN DOORS
process and principles. That might be an easy way to get some other people in the congregation
involved and give the primary OPEN DOORS teams some relief.
Draw up your schedule of events and make a list of who has to be informed or who you need to
check with for each one. Review it with your clergyperson and ideally present it to your Vestry
(or board) so they can lend their support. Even after you have your plan organized, remember
to do a weariness check after each season. If your team is starting to wear out, cut back on
what you do or recruit new people to help out. You want to create an environment that makes
it easy for new families to come into your community—but you don’t want to wear out your
existing people in the process!
If you are getting weary, either adjust your plans or ask your clergy and vestry (board) to meet
with you to think about other things in the church life that can be stopped or simplified.
Sometimes (actually often) we keep doing things simply because no one has ever said “stop
doing it!” Or we keep doing them the hard way simply because no one has ever looked at it and
figured out a simpler way to do it. The vast majority of things we do in church can be done with
much less work and many things don’t need to be done at all. It is an issue of prioritizing. Ask
yourself: “Will be still be the church if we stop doing this?” or “Will be still be _______ Church if
we stop doing this (ie. it is part of your core identity)?” If the answer is “yes,” then it is an “add‐
on” that you can subtract. Often we have to stop doing A before we can begin doing B. If you
are going to focus on inviting families to church, you’ll probably have to stop doing some of the
other things you are now doing—at least until you reach the next size level. And even then,
you’ll have new people with new ideas so what your start up might not be identical to what you
stopped.

Impact of Growth
When a new person enters a group, any group, the group changes in highly predictable ways. It
goes through four developmental stages: Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing. The first
stage, Forming, is about who is in and who is out. The question is: Do I belong to this group?
That’s what your visitors will be asking. Having multiple events in close proximity means that
they will get to know people, feel the surroundings are familiar and they will begin to feel that
they “belong” in your church. That makes it far more likely that they will come back!
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Of course, the questions your members will be asking are: Does this family belong—do they “fit
in” with us? One of the challenges of inviting people to church is that they might actually show
up! And then we have to work on welcoming them, making space for them and even
recognizing that their presence changes us, as a group and even as individuals. The existing
members begin to wonder: “Do I belong? This used to be my church, I knew I belonged, I knew
my place, my roles and my relationships. Now that all of these new people are coming, I’m not
so such where I fit in. It is important to recognize that these feelings are inevitable and
normal—to talk about them, acknowledge them and support each other through the
uncomfortable transitions.
Once a new person has entered and decided to stay, the other three stages will ripple through
the group:
•

•

•

Storming: Who has the power? Any time a new person enters a group, the power shifts
in the group and the group consciously or unconsciously re‐negotiates who has the
power. People whose familiar roles, responsibilities or even just whose voice is heard
may become upset when the groups power shift occurs and others take on roles and
responsibilities or receive the group’s attention.
Norming: How are we going to work together now? This is when the group members,
consciously or unconsciously, recognize that with a new member, things have shifted
and the groups settles on a new way of working together.
Performing: When that negotiation is complete, the group moves to optimal
performance. Things are humming, the group is working together well and everyone
knows and is reasonably comfortable with who has the power, how decisions are made,
where things are going, etc. There are always a couple of folks who need more time to
adjust and are uncomfortable with the new life of the group, but that’s normal. Most of
the group members, however, are ready to move on.

It is important that your Events Team and the entire OPEN DOORS TEAM be aware of these
stages. As new people arrive and choose to stay, your congregation will go through these stages
over and over again. If you recognize them, you can relax and just know that it is normal that
some people will feel uncomfortable with the shifts in power, how things are done, who gets
attention, etc. That’s normal. Recognizing it, talking about it, even finding ways to laugh at
yourself when you catch yourself getting annoyed because “we always used to do it THIS way”
helps. Being gentle with each other and just loving each other helps too!
But most important is to make this public and normal—there isn’t anything usual about feeling
this way. And there isn’t anything we can do except go through the process. Talking about it,
knowing it is normal and being open about our feelings helps a group go through the stages
faster. Avoiding it means that people can project their feeling onto each other or, often, onto
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the clergy person. Suddenly someone who was a faithful member gets upset or even angry and
leaves or have very hurt feelings, ends up in an argument over some seemingly small thing.
Someone who used to have more power in the group and feels the groups energy shifting may
feel rejected or even perceive something someone does or says as an insult. It is even possible
that conflict will emerge as people struggle to get the group to go back to how it was before. If
that happens, stop, talk about it and, if necessary, get a trained outsider to come in and work
with you. All of that is normal—and likely to happen if you grow quickly. But there isn’t
anything wrong with it nor do you want to avoid it by stopping your invitation of new families!
Talking about it in advance, and making sure that everyone knows that your congregation will
be going through these stages and that there will be some discomfort as you adjust to new
people coming into the congregation will help the existing member through that process. And
this is one place where your clergy are very important. Everyone needs to be aware of who is
upset or feeling hurt and let the clergy know. Not because they are responsible for fixing it! But
because they need to know and they may be able to offer support to the person. But it is far
more helpful to have another lay person commiserate, especially if they can honestly say they
have similar feelings but have moved past them.
Managing change is part of the OPEN DOORS process. Bringing new people into the
congregation means the congregation will inevitably change. That will inevitably create ripples
throughout the congregation. Some of that will be positive—ripples of new energy, new life,
excitement and joy. Some of it will be somewhat uncomfortable. That’s the nature of growth.
As long as you remember to be honest about the discomfort and focus on what you want to
have grow (the joy, excitement, etc.), you will be fine.

All aboard
Finally, the last piece of work is to make sure that everyone is informed. Make sure that all of
the parish leaders know what is happening, when, where, how, etc. That includes the staff—
secretaries, musicians, even custodians. You’d be surprised how much difference it makes to a
parent to have a custodian who not only makes sure all of the poisons are safely stored, but
also welcomes them with a smile. So involve all of your staff members in this process.
And educate your parishioners. Every newsletter needs to have an article that says what you
have done and are doing next. Your internal communications vehicles (usually the newsletter)
are the primary way you can keep the congregation as a whole informed and engaged. Work
with your Communications Team to make sure that the information and the stories are told
throughout the year and not just at the beginning.
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Reflect and Review
The end of each event provides a time for you to stop, reflect and review that event. At the end
of each season, meet as a full team and check on plans for the next couple of seasons. Make
adjustments as needed. Keep these meetings short and focused—how is it going, what did you
learn, how will it impact your plans going forward, etc. Thank people for their part of the
process. Give thanks to God and ask for God’s blessing.
Finally, thank you for becoming an OPEN DOORS congregation. The church needs congregations
willing and able to invite others into the Christian community. Your willingness to engage in this
ministry is a gift to the whole church. For that and for each of you, I give God thanks and praise.
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Principles of Invitation
We’re inviting families to church so all of us can deepen our relationship with God and each
other in Christ. So we start from the stance that this is mutually beneficial and not that the
Inviter is somehow better than, holier or more spiritual than the family being invited.
We earnestly seek God’s guidance and blessing—we ask God to invite the family through us.
We earn the right to invite by being in relationship with them before the invitation. So
encourage your Inviters to build a relationship with people by:
•

Engaging in conversation where you listen as much as you talk.

•

•

Listen and watch for ways you can help someone—even simple things like offering to
load groceries in the car, to water plants while a neighbor is away, or provide
homemade cookies for a treat. You know, basic friendly neighbor behaviors!
Offering to have their children come over to play at your house.

•

Inviting them to share a meal with your family.

•

Inviting them to join you and your grandchildren for something fun—attending an
event, going to play in the park, etc.
Hosting an afternoon pool party with a church family that has similar aged children (e.g.,
if you are an older adult reaching out to a neighbor family)
Asking another child teenager to join you for any social event (e.g., if you are the same
age)

•
•

We invite people we know. Over 90% of newcomers who are not already looking for a church,
come to church because they were invited by someone they knew.
We recognize that the invitation will be accepted when it is the right time for that family. So we
accept a “no” gracefully. We don’t take it personally, don’t pressure people and we don’t
assume that the “no” is final. So we ask again later. It takes the average buyer three times
before they hear the offer and seven times before they buy. If that’s how the human brain
works, why do we think that our invitation will be heard and accepted the first time?
We maintain and seek to deepen the relationship, continuing to pray for that family and
thanking God for them and for his presence in their lives.
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Where Do I Find It?
There are separate manuals for each team that contain the information that team needs to do
its work. But it might also be helpful to other teams to see or at least hear about what the
various teams will do. So you might provide PDF copies to everyone so they can read them on
their computer, even if you don’t print out copies of everything for everyone. Adapt
distribution to fit your group and your situation.
OPEN DOORS includes the follow items:
1. This OVERVIEW MANUAL
2. INVITATION TEAM MANUAL has instructions on how to recruit and train inviters
3. EVENTS TEAM MANUAL has the activities or liturgies for each event and the directions
for the LOGISTICS TEAM which works closely with them (or may be the same people)
4. HOSPITALITY TEAM MANUAL has instructions and the RECIPE BOOK
5. INCORPORATION TEAM MANUAL has instructions on following up on repeat visitors
6. CLERGY GUIDE MANUAL has their talk scripts, accompanying brochures, etc.
7. PRAYER TEAM MANUAL has their guidelines
8. COMMUNICATIONS TEAM MANUAL outlines their tasks and gives them samples
9. TEMPLATES provides nametags, certificates, etc.
Each of these can be reproduced and adapted for your use. You can, for example, add your
church name to the brochures or change the directions to fit your situation before you print it
for the team members. This is your process and your materials. It is licensed to your church so
you can use it in whatever way suits you. The copyright does not allow you to share it with
other churches or individuals outside of your church, but we encourage you to make this yours
so it fits your particular situation.
We also welcome additions, improvements, ideas and especially photographs of what you’ve
done (make sure you have permission from the people in them). We will often be able to add
those to the program for future users. These are “evolutionary resources” which means they
are constantly being improved by those who use them. Share your insights with others—and
come back to the website in a few months to download the latest files.
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Thank you for becoming an OPEN DOORS congregation—and thank you for your ministry in
God’s church!
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OPEN DOORS
I N V I T I N G FA M I L I E S T O C H U R C H

EVENTS TEAM

Introduction
One of the fastest, and probably easiest, ways to grow a church is to invite and incorporate new
families. Why? Well, just for starters, when a family comes you get two, three, four or more
people at a time! And families, especially those with younger children, are open to, may even
be looking to join a church. Most importantly, parents want what is best for their children. They
often feel that a religious environment will benefit their child. So if you can confirm that sense
for them, they will bring their child to your church.
The real questions are: How will they find you? Why would they choose your church over
another church or faith group.....or instead of a sports program?
Too often we assume that our job is to welcome people when they come. We forget that today
we have to invite people. We can do that as congregations and as individuals. But in both cases,
you earn the right to invite – you earn it by establishing a relationship and meeting the needs of
the families you are serving and not by just focusing on getting “butts on the pews and pledges
in the plate.”
Before you begin planning your first event, read the OPEN DOORS OVERVIEW so you can see
how you fit into the overall picture. Then meet with all of the other teams (or, if you are a large
church, with the team leaders) and review what each team does. Your role is to coordinate the
events. The Inviters Team will focus on inviting your members and guests. The Hospitality Team
will take care of the food and drinks, make sure the restrooms are stocked and the place looks
good and is welcoming. The Communications Team will promote the events. And the Prayer
Team will undergird all of your work with prayer.
Your role is to recruit and organize the people who will lead the activities. In some cases there
is a prescribed role for clergy; in other events, they will only have their primary role: connecting
with your guests. So while you will want to include clergy in your planning, the laity take lead in
inviting guests and in planning and leading the events. Newcomers look to clergy to see if they
“connect” with them. They generally need to feel that the clergy are warm, welcoming, care
about them, etc. before they will feel comfortable being a part of your church. So that’s your
clergyperson’s primary responsibility.
If you are a small church (under 50 worshipping on Sunday mornings), you will want to do this
as a “committee of the whole.” In other words, everyone will be involved in some way! You
“teams” may be only two people at the planning stage and each team will then include others
in doing the work. Medium sized churches (50‐200 in worship) can have teams of 4‐6 people.
Larger churches will need and be able to have larger teams.
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No matter what size church you are, we encourage you to consider having four Event Teams
with some overlap from one event to the next. This process is divided into seasons: Fall, Winter,
Spring and Summer. So you might have a Fall team of four people, two of whom will serve on
the Winter Term and then the two new Winter team members would serve on the Spring
Team, etc. This will, of course, depend on how many events you do and how your team works.
But consider some kind of rotation that keeps an experienced member or two on the team
while adding new people for the next season.
Read through the information provided for each event. Your OPEN DOORS TEAM will need to
decide which events your church will do. The events listed are optimal for a medium to large
church; smaller congregations may choose to do fewer events or, perhaps better, do them
more simply. The reason we recommend a cluster of events around each key entry point is
because that’s how you build momentum. A visiting family needs to come a few times before
they will begin to feel like they “belong.” That “belonging” feeling will happen much faster if
they come to three events in close proximity to each other than if they come to one fall event,
one winter event and one spring event. While it is possible the visiting families will connect with
you if they do just one event per season, it is much less likely. They are more likely to just see
you as a place that has interesting events to attend, rather than connect with you in a way that
makes them feel like they “belong.”
Your goal is to invite them and help them feel that they belong to this community. When new
members enter a group, any group, the group goes through four developmental stages:
Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing. The first stage, Forming, is about who is in and
who is out. The question is: Do I belong to this group? That’s what your visitors will be asking.
Having multiple events in close proximity means that they will get to know people, feel the
surroundings are familiar and they will begin to feel that they “belong” in your church. That
makes it far more likely that they will come back!
A quick overview of the other stages:
•

•

•

Storming: Who has the power? Any time a new person enters a group, the power shifts
in the group and the group consciously or unconsciously re‐negotiates who has the
power. People whose familiar roles, responsibilities or even just whose voice is
dominant may become upset when the groups power shift occurs and others take on
roles and responsibilities or receive the group’s attention.
Norming: How are we going to work together now? This is when the group members,
consciously or unconsciously, recognize that with a new member, things have shifted
and the groups settles on a new way of working together.
Performing: When that negotiation is complete, the group moves to optimal
performance. Things are humming, the group is working together well and everyone
knows and is reasonably comfortable with who has the power, how decisions are made,
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where things are going, etc. There are always a couple of folks who need more time to
adjust and are uncomfortable with the new life of the group, but that’s normal. Most of
the group members, however, are ready to move on.
It is important that your Events Team and the entire OPEN DOORS TEAM be aware of these
stages. As new people arrive and choose to stay, your congregation will go through these stages
over and over again. If you recognize them, you can relax and just know that it is normal that
some people will feel uncomfortable with the shifts in power, how things are done, who gets
attention, etc. That’s normal. Recognizing it, talking about it, even finding ways to laugh at
yourself when you catch yourself getting annoyed because “we always used to do it THIS way”
helps. Being gentle with each other and just loving each other helps too!

Four Key Entry Points
OPEN DOORS is built around the four key entry points—natural moments with families who
might be inclined to come to church would already be looking at. What you want to do is build
on these entry points:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The start of Sunday school
The Christmas Pageant
Easter Sunday
Vacation Bible School

You build on these four entry points by adding events before or after the key event. You do that
because a family who comes to two or three events in a row is MUCH more likely to come to
church. Remember, in the beginning it is all about belonging. So the more often the family
comes, the quicker they begin to feel like they belong here.
So these events have one primary purpose: to help people feel at home in your church. That
building relationships with people at your church and especially for children it means having
fun! This is not primarily about teaching children about God or the faith—although we, of
course, want children to learn about God and the Christian faith. But that will happen at greater
depth later. Right now, it is about getting them to connect with the children and people at your
church and feeling “at home” in your church.
You may want to form four separate teams, one for each season. It is best if you can have at
least one “carry‐over” member so what the team from the prior season learned can be
conveyed to the second team. Another way to do it is to have half of the team do two and then
rotate off. So half of the Fall Team would join the Winter Team and then rotate off. The “fresh”
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half of the Winter Team would stay for the Spring Team. And so on.... Of course, if you are a
small church, your Fall Team may only be two people. So to rotation gets simplier!
Either meet with the other Teams and discuss what they will be doing and/or (ideally) at least
skim the other Team Guides so you can see what’s said there and also so you don’t think you
have to do everything. You have lots of help! Plus we encourage you to recruit a sub‐group of
this team to serve as the Logistics Team. They can shop or organize all of the materials you will
need for the events so you can focus on the event.
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First Key Entry Point

IN THIS SECTION:
•

Preparation

• Key Entry Point: Back‐to‐School Party and
• Sunday School Launch
•
•
•
•
•

Follow‐up
Blessing of the Backpacks
St. Francis Day: Blessing of the Animals
Thanksgiving
Review
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Tab 1

FALL: Sunday School Start‐up

Preparation
Read the introduction and make sure you’ve gotten everyone on‐board, signed up and thinking
about this before you start. The first step is to get your Invitation Team up and running.
Invitation Team Guide tells them how to recruit, train/inspire and equip the congregational
Inviters—preferably by mid‐July. The Inviters ideally will have 4‐6 weeks before your Back‐to‐
School Party to connect with the families they will invite. So begin by checking with the
Invitations Team to make sure they are taking care of that side of things.
A month before your Sunday School launch, gather a group of people to plan the party. This
team should include people from the Communications Team, the Invitation Team and the
Inviters. Include children and teens—they often have better party ideas than adults!

Theme and Schedule
Pick a party theme—keep it fun and fairly neutral. This is a party, not “church.” We’ve included
several activities and food around an animal theme simply because it appeals to kids. You can
do the same thing around any other theme—or just use what we provided. What we’ve given
you is an example, not a rule. If you’re crunched for time and ideas, use our theme and ideas
the first year and get creative next year.
Plan on about 90 minutes and include these elements:
•
•
•

•
•
•

A gathering activity (10‐15 minutes)
A video or other fun presentation (10‐15 minutes)
A craft activity (30‐40 minutes including travel time)
o At the same time: a parent’s gathering with the clergy for a talk on “Keeping
Your Child Safe” and to “meet and greet”
A show‐and‐tell time (5 minutes)
Food! (25‐45 minutes)
Farewells, a party favor and an invitation to come back the next day

That’s it. No need to make it too complicated. But, the real work comes BEFORE the party. Read
the Invitation Team Guide so you know what they will be working on and how everything fits
together. The Inviters need to start inviting, posters needs to be posted, a story needs to go
into the local newspaper, a posting needs to go on your website and parishioners needs to start
spreading the word. So your Invitation and Communications Teams have lots of work to do
while you start planning your party!
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The goals of the party are simple:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a low‐threat way for families to “check out” your church
Provide a natural way for families to meet people at your church and find out where the
Sunday School rooms, restrooms, etc. are located
Offer a fun experience for children
Offer basic information to parents on how to keep their children safe
Provide a warm, friendly environment that is welcoming to all

Plan your party with these goals in hand. You don’t need to go overboard with decorations,
food or activities. Do what is natural for you so what these families experience, should they
choose to come back, is in line with what you usually do. Put the emphasis on welcome and
caring for people.

Planning
Prepare your theme decorations, select songs, etc.—the normal things you do to plan a party.
One different item is to make sure that you have nametags for each child and adult. On the
front write each child’s name and their age/grade, so you know what Sunday School class they
will join. On the back, write the names of the parent(s) so you know who to summon if a
situation warrants it.
Meet with your education director and/or the teachers to plan their activity:
•
•

•
•

Identify supplies they will need (enroll the assistance of the Logistics Team to buy and
organize the needed supplies)
Discuss how to welcome parents and children—the teachers need to greet each family,
introduce themselves and ask if there is anything special needs or concerns they need to
know about that child
Have copies of the curriculum available for parents to review
The director will circulate and make sure everything is going well; it would be well to
have an assistant for this role, especially if you have more than 25‐30 children

Recruit someone or, even better, several people to lead the music (if you will be singing—which
is the easiest and probably most “fun” way to gather. Make sure they know how to work with
younger children.
•
•

Put the words to each song on large poster boards or newsprint or project them on a
wall
Position a few teenagers and adults around the circle the lead the singing and be ready
to assist a child who may need it
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•

Pick some songs with hand motions, clapping, foot stomping, etc. and ask you lead
singers to “get into it” so the children are comfortable joining in

Norms and Handling Issues
Talk about what norms you will establish and how you will handle various behavioral issues.
Someone needs to welcome everyone and explain a few simple rules:
•

For example: “Good afternoon boys and girls. We are so glad you came to our party! Are
you ready to have fun?? [Yes....] In just a couple of minutes we’re going to watch a video
and then do a special project where you can make a gift for your parent....and then eat
the animals! But first let me tell you about how we act here in church. This is God’s
house and we are all God’s children. So we try our best to be kind and loving to each
other. That means no hitting or saying mean things to each other. And to be safe, we
don’t run around the room or throw things. Can you help me by following these rules
today? [Yes!] Oh come on...you can do better than that! Let me hear it: Can you help me
by following these rules today? [YES!!] Great....let’s watch a movie!

So identify someone who is comfortable doing this and can do it with grace, gusto and a sense
of humor. Your Sunday School Director or clergyperson would be good candidates IF they have
the personality and are comfortable doing this. You do NOT want someone who comes across
as the big “meanie” – but you do need to have someone who conveys that this is serious.
Decide in advance how to handle behavioral issues. You will need to have some helpers on
hand “just in case” so they and everyone who will be interacting with the families needs to
know what to do when. Here are some scenarios and possible responses you could agree on:
•
•

•

•
•
•

A child starts to cry (comfort them; find their parent if necessary—see name on the back
side of the child’s nametag....you did remember to write the name there!)
A child runs down the hall or races around the room (a designated adult needs to
intervene, stop them, talk with them, go with them to their room or sit with them
during the video or activity, etc.)
A child pushes or hits another child or two kids get into a real fight (again, a designated
adult intervenes; if it is seriously aggressive, remove the children from the room and talk
with them away from the rest of the children – make sure two adults are present)
A child says mean things, shouts at other children, etc. (same as above)
A child refuses to participate (a designated adult spends time with him/her to see if you
can coax him/her into joining in or just talking with you or sitting and watching)
A child throws a real temper tantrum—kicking, screaming, etc. (A designated adult sits
on the floor next to the child and waits quietly, making sure the child doesn’t hurt
him/herself but not fussing over the child. Everyone else is either ushered out of the
area or room and encouraged to just ignore the situation. It the situation is not resolved
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•
•
•

•

•

fairly quickly you may need to call their parent but if you don’t “feed it” with too much
attention, tantrums generally wear out fairly quickly.)
A child is physically hurt (a designated adult applies basic first aid, call 911 if it is an
emergency and in any case, summon the parent immediately)
A child finds an exit door and runs outside and/or disappears down the hall (two
designated adults immediately follow and retrieve the child)
A parent is unhappy about how you dealt with their child or something else about the
situation (Listen quietly, empathize, apologize; if the parent becomes loud or abusive,
ask him/her to come with you and walk him/her away from others to a private area
where you can handle it—a second adult should come with you. Don’t argue but also
don’t allow anyone to be abusive—ask them to calm down, lower their voice and speak
kindly. If they are unwilling or unable to do so, ask them to leave.)
A couple of your own folks get into an argument about how something should be done
or handled. (The Hospitality Team members step in and immediately ask them to step
into the kitchen or other private area and work it out there—remind people that they
are to model appropriate behavior for both children and adults who are visiting. We’re
not perfect—but we work at being honest but kind and caring to one another.)
Invent your own scenarios and decide how you would respond.

There are some additional things you will want to consider:
•

•

It is possible (and increasingly likely) that some families will never have been to church
before. Ask: Are you familiar with Sunday School? Listen. If they say no, tell them what it
is. Don’t assume they know!
Think about possible scenarios with differently abled persons. What will you do if
someone is in a wheelchair, blind or unable to hear? How will you help that parent or
that child participate?

If you have a cadre of children and youth who are already part of your congregation, consider
including them in these conversations and/or talk with them about how they can help with
issues that might occur. With younger children, focus on the easier issues:
•

•
•
•
•

If children new to our church come to the Back‐to‐School party, how do you think they
will feel about being here? Do you think some of them might feel shy or a bit lost? How
might you know? How might you help?
What if a child gets hurt? What could you do?
What would you do if another child said or did something mean to another child? To
you?
What if a child doesn’t want to join the group...what could you do?
Etc.
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With older children and teens, you can be more direct and raise some of the more difficult
issues like child leaving the premises or throwing a real temper tantrum. In both cases, have a
conversation about how to welcome strangers. Invite them to remember a time they were the
newcomer and talk about how they felt, what people did that made them feel welcome. Talk to
your children and youth—but also listen to them. Ask for their advice. You might be surprised
to discover that they have good ideas about what might go wrong, what helps a child feel
welcome and especially what children are likely to appreciate or hate!
Finally review and follow safe church rules rigorously. Your clergyperson will be reviewing these
with parents so you’d better practice what he/she is preaching!
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Two adults present at all times and in all places—NEVER be alone with a child under 18
that is not your own child
Do not touch a child in any way that might be construed as sexual
Do not hit, push or hold onto a child tightly; do not yell at a child
Do not tease a child (not even in a way you think is fun or affectionate)
Leave doors to the classrooms open or at least have windows in them; never close a
solid wooden door anywhere at any time—with children or adults present. A closed
room is always a potentially dangerous place.
Make sure your director, clergy, teachers, nursery caregivers, youth leaders and ideally
several additional leaders (vestry members, Christian Education Committee members,
etc.) trained and certified in church‐safety rules
A couple of people who work as a team need to monitor the outdoor area, parking lot
and lonely parts of the church to make sure one is wandering around somewhere
getting into trouble.
Inspect your premises carefully and remove anything that is dangerous—sharp objects,
small objects a child could swallow, poisons or cleaning supplies within a child’s reach,
etc. Look around the room and remove tables with sharp pointed corners, look for nails
sticking out, sharp edges on chairs, etc If you are not familiar with how to child‐proof a
home invite a couple of parents from your congregation or neighborhood to help you
with this.
Make sure are exits are clearly labeled, fire extinguishers are up‐to‐date and that the
adults know what the evacuation plan is in case of a fire or other emergency. If you
don’t have an evacuation plan (which means your church needs to prepare one), make
sure you think of the worst‐case scenario and know of at least two ways to get yourself
and the children out of the building quickly and safely. If your primary exit is blocked,
what is your alternative exit? Your local fire department will generally be glad to help
you with this.
Check your First Aid Kit(s) to make sure it is fully stocked. If at all possible, have
someone with medical or first aid training as part of your team.
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•

Think about what you are putting within the reach of children—e.g., a glass punch bowl
needs to be far from the reach of a child, hot coffee pots need to be set back from the
edge of the table, the table needs to be sturdy enough so a toddler can’t tip it over, etc.

Logistics Team
Decide what supplies are needed, who will gather them, what budget will cover the cost, where
they will be on the day of the party and who will make sure they are set up and ready (and
when). It is helpful to have a designated Logistics Team who will focus on this, freeing the event
leaders to focus on planning and leading the event. Have a designated logistics person on
standby during the event in case someone drops the glue bottle and a kid stomps on it sending
glue all over the place! Or some other unforeseen problem. A helper in the hallway means a
teacher can just stick their head out of the open door and call for help!
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WINTER: Christmas
Tab 2

Second Key Entry Point

IN THIS SECTION:
•
•

Preparation
St. Nicholas Day Party

• Key Entry Point: Christmas Pageant
•
•
•
•

Follow‐up
Lessons and Carols
Winter VBS
Epiphany
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Preparation
The Winter Phase uses the same pattern as the Fall Phase. The key entry point is the Christmas
Pageant—many of our churches are packed for this event. Some are out‐of‐town visitors, some
are your own occasional‐attending members and some are families that are checking out
churches, vaguely thinking it might be time to find a church home. You want to welcome all of
them. That out‐of‐town visitor may not come back next week but if she raves about the
pageant and how nice the people at the church were, her cousin at the Christmas party might
overhear it and respond then or later. You’re planting seeds—to be generous and don’t worry
too much about immediate results. Sometimes it takes awhile.
You may want to do a St. Nicholas Day Party a couple of weeks before the Pageant as a sort‐of
“warm up” event. The outline below will give you ideas of what you can do to create a fun
event and, again, provide parents with something of value to them.
Follow up events you can do include the Lessons and Carols service often done by Episcopal
churches the Sunday after Christmas. This can easily be expanded to welcome the larger
community. Another option is to offer a Winter Vacation Bible School (VBS) the week after
Christmas when most schools are on vacation. In these tough economic times, families need a
low cost place where their children can receive care during the work day. Alternatively, you
might do it evenings (dinner + event) or over the weekend when the parents can join in and
help provide leadership as well as enjoy time together as a family.
Finally, Epiphany offers another time to have a party that you can invite families to attend. We
offer a number of suggestions you can use to make this a fun experience for your families and
the friends they invite to join them.
The first step your team needs to take is to decide which of these events and/or how many you
will do. If you are a very small church, you may choose to focus on just the Pageant. Others may
do two or more events. Remember, the more occasions you have to invite people, the more
likely you are to engage families that do not now attend church.
We will provide ideas and suggestions on the following pages, but not as detailed as before as
much of it would be repetitive. Use the Fall Phase process of invitation, welcoming and follow
up...combined with adjustments you make out of what you learned from your experience.
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SPRING: Easter
Third Key Entry Point

Tab 3

IN THIS SECTION:
•
•

Preparation
Lent, Palm Sunday & Holy Week

• Key Entry Point: Easter Day & Egg Hunt
•
•
•

Compassion Sunday
Holy Humor Sunday
Pentecost
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Preparation
Depending on the year, there can be a significant time lag between Epiphany and Easter. If you
don’t plan to offer anything special during Lent, you may choose to send one email with news
about your Lent, Holy Week and Easter schedule a week before Ash Wednesday and a second
on a week before Palm Sunday.
This is the time of the year when energy begins to lag—the February doldrums kick in and then
Lent start and Holy Week gets super busy making it easy to fall back into being internally
focused. You may need a break at this point—and if so, do it intentionally. This is a good time to
take a few weeks off after your Epiphany party and then re‐group two weeks before Ash
Wednesday so you can plan what you’re going to do. Look over the ideas on the following
pages and see what energizes you and what best fits into your congregation’s life and rhythm.
If the Spring Team didn’t attend the Winter Team’s review, check in with members of the Fall
and Winter Teams to find out what they learned. If they discovered that certain things didn’t
work in your setting, now’s the time to think of another way to do it—or not do it at all.
Remember, always focus most of your energy on whatever worked well. Do more of that.
Invest more time, energy, and resources on what is working.
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SUMMER: Vacation Bible School
Fourth Key Entry Point

IN THIS SECTION:
•
•
•
•

Preparation

Key Entry Point: Vacation Bible School
Follow‐up
Summer Church

Tab 4
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Preparation
The Summer Team needs to decide how much to do during the summer. If your church tends to
have most of your families disappear during the summer, talk with several families to see what
they’d find most helpful. We often assume that families disappear because they are on
vacation, busy doing fun things or just want some time off. But, to be honest, families in many
other denominations don’t disappear for the summer. One big reason our families don’t come
to church is because Sunday School ends! So they go away until the fall when Sunday School
begins again.
If this is your pattern, find out whether your families are interested in doing a children’s
program during the summer. Talk about their summer schedule. It may be that Sunday
mornings really aren’t a good time for families. One church found that by offering “Thursday
Church” (play time at 5 pm, cookout at 6 pm, Eucharist at 7 pm) all of those disappearing
families would come and then be able to go to the beach on the weekend—guilt‐free! Another
church found that over half of their children and youth came to church all summer when they
offered a one‐room schoolhouse‐style Sunday School so there was a reason for them to come.
Talk with your existing families and explore various options such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Vacation Bible School (VBS) during a week: half‐day, full‐day, evening, three days, five
days, weekend?
Summer Church—a more relaxed, fun‐oriented Sunday School each week
Intergenerational Events—perhaps monthly—lunch and a re‐enactment of a Bible story
or a movie with activities and discussion for all ages
Several social events like Sundae Sunday or Singing Sunday, designed for fellowship or
fun more than anything else
Several service events like a local park clean‐up day, work on a community garden,
repairing homes for the elderly, etc.
A continuation of Sunday School and youth group events (if you have enough children
and youth to make this viable)
Some combination of the above—or something you invent!

OPEN DOORS will provide general guidance for summer events, but you can find lots of
information about things to do—or create your own. So the following are just suggestions to
get your creative thinking going!
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Going Out
Community Ministry Ideas

IN THIS SECTION:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Going Out
Play Ball!
Do Good
Museum Mornings
Family Fun
Eat Around the World
Build It and They Will Come
Art Festival
Musical Tunes
Play Time
So what does this have to do with the Christian faith?

Tab 5
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Going Out
When you open the doors of your church to invite families it, it is easier to remember that
those open doors also are inviting us out. So often when we think about families (or anyone)
becoming a part of our church community, we often forget that our church is part of a larger
community. It’s not just about inviting people to join us—we need to join them. In fact, we are
more likely to understand some of the dynamics of entering an unfamiliar community if we do
it ourselves. The door swings both ways.
The first year you might well focus on just inviting families in. But by the second year, at the
latest, you want to begin venturing out of those open doors. Or you may have a group of
people who are more interested in being out in the community instead of just doing the “same
old thing” at church and can launch a parallel process. You might pick and choose—do a few of
the projects in the “inviting in” process and select a few from the following “going out” section.
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Do Good
Many young people today want to make a difference. And they want to teach their children the
value and importance of making a difference. Of course, this can quickly turn into an
opportunity to play Lady Bountiful, reinforcing our superiority over the poor people we are
helping out and making us feel better about ourselves and our vastly better life. It can “pay off”
some of our guilt for having much while others have little.
But this desire to make a difference can also be an entry into a deeper spiritual life and a faith
that transforms that desire into true service and a ministry. One route to that is life in a
congregation. But another is to go to where the people are busy doing good and join them
there. How do you do that?
First, figure out where they are! Are they digging in a community garden that provides food to
the poor? Are they volunteering at the local animal shelter (or, if not, might they be attracted
to doing that?). Are they helping clean up a park? Visiting elders at a nursing home?
Go online to see what is being offered. Check out the United Way or YMCA websites. Go to
http://www.doinggoodtogether.org for ideas. Read your local newspapers. Listen to what
families are talking about. Ask families what they do or would like to do or what they hear their
friends are doing.
Identify a weekly or monthly service activity. It might be the same thing or a different thing
every time. Or you might do the same thing the first week of each month and a different thing
the second week. This will take some time to figure out what works in your local situation.
Second, join people already doing good—or go with them, if you are organizing it. You might
not immediately attach worship to the service activities...unless your families want that. Find a
core group of families who don’t attend church but want to do good. Talk with them about
what they want to do or research a list of options with them, and then take it from there.
Follow their lead. If they want to volunteer at the animal shelter, meet there and bless the
animals! If they want to clean up a park, join in and give thanks for God’s creation.
Third, design what you do according to your group and the situation. Church doesn’t have to be
a worship service! Start by just working together—and maybe offering a shared prayer
together. Keep it simple. Build relationships. Only when you begin to know some of them better
begin to wonder aloud if there is any interest in doing something more spiritual. See what they
say. Respond to their expressed desires and needs. Be creative. Don’t immediately push
“churchy” things, put them on the newsletter list, ask them to serve on a committee at church,
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etc....focus on building relationships and doing good. Eventually your community or some
members in it MIGHT be open to those things. But don’t assume that. Instead, focus on building
what church is and means for your community out where it is. Don’t try to pull them into
traditional church...build church where they are.
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So what does this have to do
with the Christian faith?
Good question!
“Going out” assumes that God is already at work in the world and we are going out to join in
God’s mission. That’s all well and good. And if we are honestly looking to connect with God and
God’s mission outside of the church walls, we might find “church” becomes something very
different from what we now know it to be.
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

A worship service projected onto the screens at a local bar that serves a free brunch to
anyone who comes to participate in it.
A house church with a group of families that talk about how their faith guides their daily
life and prays together.
A group of artists and their families and friends that are on a mission to bring visual joy
to a blighted neighborhood—and gather after working on art projects for lunch, a hearty
hymn sing and some heart‐felt prayers.
A congregation that lets go of their building and moves into the Art Institute where their
moderately traditional services are open to the public.
A “pop‐up” church that literally “pops‐up” in different locations once a month—does an
“installation” of artwork, music and words that engages people in an encounter with the
Holy for a couple of days and then disappears.
A community group that gathers for brunch and worship at a local restaurant.
A theatre group that works together on an intergenerational production with each
rehearsal also being a time for worship and Christian formation.

All of these are examples of the kinds of things that might emerge (as they already have for
others). But we don’t know what will happen when we follow God out into the wilderness—we
just know that we are called to follow the cloud by day and the fire by night. We have no idea
where we are going or what constitutes the “Promised Land.” We just work and discerning
God’s call and following it where it leads us. That’s the call of “going out.”
The dangers of going out is that we will get lost. It is way too easy to stop following God and
just follow our own hearts or follow the culture. So we can quickly find ourselves becoming
“spiritual but not religious” to the point where we are no longer Christian. So this process
requires mature Christians as leaders and, if it is a small group from your congregation, it
requires ties back to the mother church. The larger congregation needs to stay connected with,
pray for and help the leaders of the “going out” mission group stay grounded in their faith. It
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may take lots of time and patience before people who are not part of a church are willing or
able to enter into a dialogue about who Jesus is. But at the end of the day, our mission is to go
forth into the world to proclaim the Good News of Jesus and baptize people in the name of the
Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. We aren’t just out there doing good, learning,
creating, cooking or making music. We are there, just as we are in the rest of our daily lives, to
live out and proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
That doesn’t mean we have to worship, pray, preach or teach all of the time. Because it may
mean we need to be the Christ to others before we build a worshipping community. So it is
right that we enter into God’s mission happening out there in the world gently, respectfully and
with an eye towards what we will learn, how we can be drawn into God’s work and what gifts
we receive as well as give.
Episcopalians, in particular, as pretty good at that...sometimes TOO good at it! We’re happy to
labor in the field with no one ever knowing that we have any relationship with Christ or a
church. Many of us are very private people—we don’t talk about our faith much. We largely
express it in and through our liturgy. And when you take us away from our liturgy, we tend to
just do the work we have been given to do. So the challenge for us is learning how to “bear
witness” to our faith in a way that is authentic to us and yet isn’t silent. People aren’t mind
readers—and they can’t learn about Jesus if no one ever says his name!
If you choose to start a “going out” strategy, keep this in
The Episcopal Church’s Standing
mind and have regular times when the “going out” team can
Commission on Mission and
meet with others and talk about how they are proclaiming
Evangelism shared the following video
the Gospel as well as living it out. We don’t need to be
clips in their report to the church as a
way to help people begin to think
obnoxious or pushy....we know too much of that from other
about what evangelism in this context
Christians and it makes most of us uncomfortable. But how
might look like.
can we proclaim the Good News? How can we share our
faith in those contexts where we have gone to join in God’s
http://youtu.be/wXr-E6Orrnk
mission in the world? How can we be open and honest about
our faith? Those are the questions we need to ask ourselves as we “go forth into the world.”
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TEAM

Getting Ready
The Hospitality Team is responsible for planning and preparing a welcoming
environment for events (in collaboration with any existing group). They:
•
•
•
•
•
•

make sure signage around the church is ample and clear
greet people as they arrive and help them find their way
prepare/organize refreshments
prepare/organize gifts or treats
add small welcoming touches: flowers, lotion, supplies in bathrooms, umbrellas
in narthex, baby supplies in the nursery, etc.
make sure the facility is neat, clean, organized and attractive

You are the welcome team! You might already provide hospitality for other events at
your church. In that case, you will know the basics. But this guide will give you some
ideas of extra steps that might be needed.
When you invite someone to your home, you mostly likely prepare for them. You might
clean the house, de‐clutter, pick up the kid’s toys and double check to make sure the
powder room (clean the toilet, put out clean towels, maybe even add a fragrance,
candle or flowers). You’d prepare a meal or refreshments and plan for how to present
them attractively. If children we coming, you might prepare games or a play space and
you’d talk with your children about who was coming and how they might invite them to
play.
Inviting someone to church is no different. You need to do the same things. But we
often forget about that—or we assume it is someone else’s responsibility (especially
true if there is a paid janitor). But janitorial staff rarely have the authority to go beyond
cleaning. Someone else generally needs to think about how to make the space
welcoming. That’s your first role in the OPEN DOORS initiative. Make your church
“inviting” in the same way you seek to make your home communicate an inviting and
welcoming message to your guests. Here are some things to consider:
•

•

Make sure everything is super clean and neat. When you come to church every
week, you no longer see the dirt and mess. But when you come somewhere for
the first time, you notice it—and it doesn’t make a good first impression. Clean
up if you need to or make sure the janitorial staff does so.
Make sure things are tidy. Again, it is amazing how many church entryways are
cluttered with junk or have bulletin boards with notices and pictures that are
weeks, months or even years old, with faded paper, torn edges, etc. Flat surfaces
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•

•

•

are often stacked with old bulletins and newsletters, lost and found items and
more. Remember it takes the average person just two minutes to decide if they
want to come back to church—just like it takes the average person even less
than two minutes to decide if they will buy your house! They won’t make an
affirmative decision in that time...but they will make a negative one. So you need
to minimize the possibility that someone will unconsciously react negatively to
your church simply because the entryway feels old, dirty and cluttered. What it
communicates is: “We don’t care about our church, therefore, we’re not likely to
care about you...and we probably don’t care about God either.” We don’t intend
to send that message, but often we do.
Check the classrooms or wherever you are going to have the children’s activities.
Make sure they are neat and clean. Wipe down tables, chairs and bookcases—
you might have a severely allergic child who can’t touch a trace of peanut butter
or milk left behind by another child’s hands.
Step outside. Go to the parking lot and walk towards your church entry. What do
you see? Is it clear where to go? Is the outside neat and attractive. Again you
don’t have to spend a fortune making it fancy—you just need to have it neat and
tidy?
Now walk around the church itself. What might you do that would make the
space more inviting? What would communicate that you cared about the people
who were coming? Imagine you were visiting for the first time—what would you
find helpful?
o Look at the signage—is it clear where to find the restrooms, children’s
classrooms, etc.
o Think about what you might stock in the restrooms that would be
hospitable. For example, what supplies might a parent with a small child
need? Sunscreen, lotion, band aids, etc. What would teenagers like to
have in a restroom? What might just be a “nice touch” that feels
welcoming? Remember that soaps and lotions often contain milk, soy,
nut oils or fragrances that cause and allergic reaction in some people.
Look around for something that is organic and fragrance‐free.
o Consider the needs of people who are differently abled or families who
may have needs your church hasn’t met before. For example, If you don’t
have a nursery, what can you do for families with small children? Can you
set up a back pew with soft toys? Is there a space where you can set up a
rocking chair and things to help a parent with a small child. Look into the
new wireless speakers—they are reasonably priced and allow you to put
a speaker in a nearby room or area so the adult can hear the service if he
or she needs to take a crying baby out of the service. Do all of this
BEFORE your first family with a baby shows up on Sunday morning so you
aren’t scrambling at the last minute.
o Less is often better. There is no need to spread around flowers or
pictures—fresh flowers may cause allergies, silk or plastic flowers look
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dusty and dated before long and aren’t very appealing to most younger
families. Pictures often don’t add much unless they are current (in the
last two months) photographs that highlight your parish events. Posters
often end up hanging in the same space for months if not years. Take
them down. Try to make your halls, walls and entryways neat, clean and
tidy—you know, the same thing you would do if you invited a guest to
your own home!
o Finally, figure out if there is something your congregation does that isn’t
obvious to a visitor. For example, do you have a lovely front door but
everyone in the parish is going to come into the building through the
kitchen door? If so, hang balloons there and put up a sign that says:
“Welcome to the Party!” so the visitors know that’s where they should
come into the building. Nothing worse than seeing everyone else going in
one door, you hesitantly go into the obvious main door to a deserted
hallway and uncertain directions on where to go. Even if you have a
greeter there (and you should), it feels odd to be coming in another way.
Better to have a greeter in the parking lot to welcome people and escort
them into the door that everyone else takes. That’s just one example—
but there are plenty of things we do is some non‐obvious way that we’ve
all learned just by hanging around the church. Try to figure out what
those are and help visitor adapt without having to go through the
awkwardness of discovering they’ve done the logical but “wrong” thing.
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Refreshments
Once you have done a building assessment, you can turn your attention to the food.
OPEN DOORS has a recipe book that gives you choices for various events (in some cases
there are also website links in the Events Team Manual). These recipes are geared to the
themes we’ve used in talking about what the Events Team might do. But first you need
to find out if your Events Team is going to use the theme we suggested or come up with
their own theme. If your church decides to use the theme we picked (e.g., animals for
the Back‐to‐School party), you can just use some of our recipes and/or use them to
inspire you. If they are using another theme, try to find recipes that fit that theme. If
you are struggling for ideas, search the web. That’s where we found most of ours. Type
“tree recipes” into Google and you’ll find links to lots of ideas.
No matter what your theme, there are some basics to remember. For example, avoid
peanuts, (including peanut butter) and other easily transmittable allergens. Provide
options so a child that must have gluten‐free, or dairy‐free items can have a treat too.
Label things carefully—remember that a peanut allergy, for example, can be fatal and
you don’t know who prepared what in the church kitchen in the last few weeks. So put a
sign on the table that warns parents that this food was NOT prepared in an allergen free
area (a sign that probably should always be on our refreshment tables!). Buy a couple of
allergen‐free items that are in a wrapper and inside of a box and hand that item to an
allergic child’s parent. Make sure it never touches any surface (keep it in the bag from
the store). That will reduce the changes of contamination. If you have a family with an
allergic child, ask them for advice on how to deal with allergies.
Make the display of food attractive but also accessible to children. That might mean a
lower table for younger children. Think about how you will serve the food, who will
supervise or serve it, etc. Make sure you think of safety hazards—a glass punch bowl
near the edge of a table where a toddler can pull it down on him/herself is not a good
idea!
Think about party decorations. Don’t go overboard, but you might want to decorate the
room or tables, especially if you have someone who enjoys doing that. A “Back to
School” banner and a stack of books, notebooks and pencils can suggest a theme.
Sometimes something as simple as scattering glitter on a white paper tablecloth can
lend a festive air. And the food itself can make the theme—e.g., serve animal crackers in
a new dog dish and goldfish crackers in a goldfish bowl at the Blessing of the Animals.
Put chocolate Santa Clauses on the table with miters and croziers and let the children
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turn Santa into St. Nicholas (http://www.stnicholascenter.org/pages/turn‐santa‐into‐
nicholas). Decorations and a goodie all in one!
Again, don’t spend enormous amounts of time, money and energy on decorations, but
think about what you might do to make it “special” and especially fun for children. They
don’t need fancy or expensive—but they do like fun and special.

At the event
Most of your team’s time at the event will be devoted to preparing the room and food,
serving and cleaning up afterwards. You, most likely, already know how to do that well.
What may be different about this is that, we hope, there will be new families showing
up. So you need to adjust to that new reality.
We’ve already mentioned allergies—something that is the first thing that’s likely to
come up. Expect it and be prepared. Listen to the concern and respond accordingly. If
you have set aside some options for an allergic child, see if any of those are appropriate.
Have a couple of pieces of fruit, little boxes of raisins, packets of gummy worms or other
fruit‐type candy, etc. available. Here are some thoughts from Wendy Kops Mondello,
mother of an allergic son:
•

•
•
•

Repect a parent’s judgment about how to keep his/her child safe. Remember, a
mistake on your part (ie., just a trace of milk on a serving spoon) can kill a child.
Don’t take the risk and don’t treat it lightly.
Don’t say: “You can’t have anything! What CAN you eat?!?”That makes the child
feel bad about something he/she can’t change.
Don’t treat the child differently beyond watching food allergies...he/she is just
like any other child.
Don’t be offended if a parent brings their own food. Offer them space in the
kitchen and thank them for assisting you in this way. Make sure you don’t
contribute to cross‐contamination—let the parent handle the food preparation
and keep other foods away from their preparation area.
•

http://www.realmomnutrition.com/2011/03/15/what‐can‐you‐eat‐other‐food‐allergy‐faux‐pas/

If you have a child (or adult) with severe allergies, it is best if everyone washes their
hands before eating. Not a bad idea in any case, but it prevents someone who had
peanut butter for a snack before the party from touching something that an allergic
child can’t eat and inadvertently contaminating it. One quick way to do that is to set up
wipes and just make it a norm that everyone (adults included) use one to scrub their
hands thoroughly before eating. It would be best to institute that in the child’s Sunday
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School room as well, just to make sure that there aren’t any trace elements on another
child’s hands.

Welcome help
You’ll likely have things organized and your own way of doing them. Then someone will
walk in and offer to help. “No thanks,” you reply, “we’ve got it.” And that person goes
away while you work harder trying to get it all done.
Instead, plan ahead and think of things someone else can easily do. Cut the cake into
serving sized pieces(cut a sample so they know what size to make them)? Put drinks on
that table? Pour goldfish crackers into that bowl? Whatever it is, welcome the help with
a smile. Some people feel more comfortable at an event like this if they are doing
something. So give them something to do. And if they don’t do it exactly the way you
envisioned, let it be. It doesn’t have to be perfect. Relationships and community building
are WAY more important than having everything set out exactly the way you planned!
Even some of your visitors may offer to help. Again, your first instinct will be to say “no.”
But first see if the person looks like they really want to help. If so, give them a small task
and see what happens. If they come back another time, let them join the team! If they
wander off or start talking with others, let them be. Let visitors find their way into the
group in away that is comfortable to them.
Likewise when cleanup time comes round, let people join in. After the guests have left
and the team does a quick check‐in and “thanks” time (which your team joins), its time
to clean up. Encourage people to quickly pick up things and get the furniture organized.
If you need to be ready for something the next day, you may have to sweep the floor as
well. If you have a custodian, you may be able to just leave a note explaining what needs
to be done.
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RECIPES
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Start of School Party
These recipes can be used to create an “animal” theme or just provide refreshments
that are interesting and good to eat! Many of them also work for the Blessing of the
Animals event.

Pudding Cup with Worms
Something’s Fishy (Jello)
Froggy Cupcakes
Bird’s Nests (macaroons)
Church Mice (chocolate cookies)
Spiders Galore (chocolate, marshmallow, chow mein noodle goodies)
Animal Chips (tortilla chips)
Snake Dogs (hot dogs)
Butterfly Bags (bags with candy, nuts, etc.)
More Animal Ideas
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Pudding Cup with Worms
Ingredients
•
•
•

•

Dark chocolate pudding mix
Milk as per your mix recipe
Oreo or similar dark chocolate cookies with
chocolate filling; if you can’t get chocolate filling,
just buy plain dark chocolate and milk chocolate
cookies
Multi‐colored Gummy worms

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear plastic 8 oz. cups
Mixing bowl, spoon, spatula, measuring cup
A sheet pan with green leaves or grass (real or artificial)
You can also add a bird or two onto the display, some rocks, twigs, etc.
Spoons for eating!

Directions
Prepare the pudding mix and chill. Spoon into cups, leaving the tops rough. Crush the
chocolate cookies and sprinkle on top. You could also use cocoa mix or crushed toffee
chips—anything that looks like dirt. Stick the worms into the pudding letting them hang
over the side. Refrigerate until ready to serve.
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Something’s Fishy!
Ingredients
•
•
•

Blue Jello Mix
Multi‐colored Gummy fish
(optional) Blue KoolAid, sugar or candy crystals

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear plastic 8 oz. cups
Mixing bowl, spoon, spatula, measuring cup
A sheet pan with sand and rocks
You can also coral, sea horses, sea grasses, etc.
Spoons for eating!

Directions
Prepare the blue Jello mix according to the directions on the box. Let cool a bit so you
don’t melt the plastic cups. Pour them in to the cups and refrigerate until partially set.
Inset 3‐5 Gummy fish in each cup. Refrigerate until ready to serve. Sprinkle with the
KoolAid, sugar or candy crystals if desired.

Alternative Presentation
Another way to prepare this is to pour the blue Jello into a bowl or fish bowl and spoon
into the cups at serving time.
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Froggy Cupcakes
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

Cupcakes prepared according to mix
White frosting
Green food coloring
Large marshmallows
Chocolate candies and other candies as desired

Supplies
•
•
•
•

Large, flat pan
Water, blue food coloring
Rocks
Other pond decorations as desired

Directions
Prepare any cupcake recipe (from mix if desired) and when cool, frost with green
frosting. Cut a large marshmallow in half and add a chocolate candy to each half for the
eyes. Use other candies or frosting to add a mouth.
If you want to be creative, set up a large flat pan and fill it with water and blue food
coloring. Add large, flat rocks around the edges and put the cupcakes on the rocks. You
can also put worms and fish in the water. Arrange most of the rocks on the table and
put cupcakes on those furthest away from the water or you’ll end up with cupcakes in
the pond!
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Bird’s Nests
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups all‐purpose flour
1 tablespoon baking powder
¼ teaspoon salt
¾ cup butter, softened
1 (8 ounce) package cream cheese
1 cup white sugar
¾ teaspoon vanilla extract
2 cups flaked coconut
2 drops red food coloring
2 drops yellow food coloring
1 cup pastel sugar coated almonds or M&M or mini‐jelly beans (do not use the
traditional chocolate covered peanuts as that is a common food allergy)

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 325 degrees F. Grease cookie sheets. Sift together the flour,
baking powder and salt, set aside.
2. In a medium bowl, cream together the butter, cream cheese, and sugar until
smooth. Stir in the vanilla, then gradually beat in the dry ingredients. Put mixture
into the refrigerator.
3. Divide the coconut into three portions and put two portions into separate jars.
Add two drops of red food coloring to one jar, and two drops of yellow coloring
into the other. Leave the third portions plain. Shake the jars to color the red and
yellow coconut. Toss the colored coconut together with the plain for a mixed
version or make nests our of different colored coconut.
4. Roll cookie dough into walnut sized balls, roll the balls in the coconut mixture,
then place them 2 inches apart onto the prepared cookie sheet. Press one candy
into the center of each ball to create a nest.
5. Bake for 12 minutes in the preheated oven, then remove from the oven and
press 2 more candies into the center of each cookie. Return to the oven to
continue baking for another 4 to 5 minutes, until golden brown. Cool cookies on
the baking sheet for a few minutes before removing to a wire rack to cool
completely.
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Alternatives
Add 2 oz. of melted chocolate instead of food coloring. Or add a spoonful of Nutella
after baking the nests and add eggs into the Nutella.
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Church Mice
Ingredients for 12 mice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

4 (1 ounce) squares semisweet chocolate
1/3 cup sour cream (or cream cheese)
1 cup chocolate cookie crumbs
1/3 cup chocolate cookie crumbs or chocolate
graham crackers
1/3 cup crushed graham crackers
24 pearl decorating candy
1/4 cup sliced almonds
Dark caramel candies (unwrap and roll into ropes thicker at one end
and thinner at the other to be the tails); you can also use red or black
licorice
A very small amount of pink frosting or tiny pink candy hearts
Chocolate sprinkles for the mice’s shoebox home
Toasted coconut or toasted sliced almonds for the mice’s shoebox
home

Supplies
•
•
•

Shoe box (or several if you plan to do several dozen mice); line with aluminum
foil and punch holes in the lid (as if your mice had been living in the box)
Scatter chocolate sprinkles in the box and add the mice

Directions
1. Melt the chocolate, and combine with sour cream. Stir in 1 cup chocolate cookie
crumbs. Cover and refrigerate until firm.
2. Roll by level tablespoonfuls into balls. Mold to a slight point at one end (the
nose). Keep mixture cold—return to refrigerator if it gets too messy.
3. Roll dough in graham crackers (for brown mice), and in chocolate cookie crumbs
(for dark mice). On each mouse, place candy in appropriate spot for eyes,
almond slices for ears, and a caramel rope for the tail. Add a drop of pink frosting
or an upside down pink heart for the nose.
4. Refrigerate for at least two hours, until firm.
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Spiders Glore
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup semisweet chocolate chips
1 teaspoon butter
24 large marshmallows
1 (6 ounce) package chow mein noodles
1 (12 ounce) package mini candy‐coated chocolate pieces

Supplies
•
•

Large
desired

Directions
1. In a microwave‐safe bowl, combine chocolate chips and butter. Microwave in 20
second increments until half melted; then microwave in 10 seconds until melted
completely. Stir after each round until chocolate is smooth. Pour chocolate into a
sealable plastic bag and set aside.
2. Line a cookie sheet with wax paper. Stick 4 chow mein noodles into each side of
marshmallow for legs, and arrange on wax paper. Using scissors, cut one corner
off the bag of melted chocolate. Drizzle over the marshmallow spiders. Attach 2
candies to each marshmallow for eyes. Chill until chocolate hardens.
3. Makes 24 spiders

Alternative Directions
Skip the marshmallows and just mix the chocolate mixture with the noodles. Drop on
waxed paper, pull out the legs of the spider, add candies for eyes and chill until firm.
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Animal Chips
Ingredients
•
•
•
•

Flour tortillas (white, whole wheat, flavored)
Salt or seasoned salt
Cinnamon and sugar
Spray cooking oil

Supplies
•

Animal cookie cutters

Directions
1. Cut tortillas into animal shapes, spray both sides with oil, sprinkle with salt or
seasoned salt. Alternatively, sprinkle with cinnamon and sugar. Bake at 350
degrees for 5 to 7 minutes or until lightly brown.
2. Serve savory animals with dips like guacamole, salsa, etc. Serve sweet animals
with dips like warm caramel sauce, warm Nutella (microwave until moderately
warm; stir several times between 10 second bursts), vanilla crème or custard or
mix warm cream cheese and brown sugar. Or serve plain!
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Snake Dogs
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

(11‐oz.) can Pillsbury® Refrigerated
Breadsticks
6 hot dogs with cheese
12 dried currants
1/2 teaspoon sharp Cheddar cold pack
cheese food (from 8‐oz. container)
Tiny squares of American cheese
Tiny strips of red bell pepper

Directions
1 Heat oven to 375°F. Remove breadsticks from can; do not unroll. Separate into 6
coils at perforations.
2 To make each snake, unroll 1 coil; press to seal center perforation, making 1 long
breadstick. Loosely wrap long breadstick around 1 hot dog, leaving about 1 1/2
inches of dough at each end of hot dog. Place seam side down on ungreased
cookie sheet. Pinch dough at one end into rounded point to form "head" of
snake. Repeat with remaining breadsticks and hot dogs.
3 Cut 12 (3‐inch) squares of foil; loosely shape each into small ball. Cut 6 (2‐inch)
squares of foil; shape each into tiny ball. Place 1 small ball at each end of dough‐
wrapped hot dogs. Prop "heads" and "tails" up on balls so they will stand up
when baked. Cut 1/2‐inch slit in tip of each "head" to form mouth. Prop each
"mouth" open with tiny ball of foil.
4 Bake at 375°F. for 14 to 17 minutes or until deep golden brown.
5 Remove "snakes" from cookie sheet; remove foil balls. On each "head," attach
tiny squares of American cheese and currants with cold pack cheese to make
eyes. Attach bell pepper in "mouth" to make tongue.
Makes six snakes—and is fairly complicated so best if you are only expecting a few
people!
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Butterfly Bags
This can be used as a food item or given as a party favor as children are leaving.

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

Small crackers, preferably in different colors or at least shades
Dried fruit in varied colors
M&Ms
Jelly beans
Other snack items of your choice

Supplies
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clothespins
Glitter glue
Glue
Googly eyes
Snack‐size ziplock bags
Pipe cleaners

Directions
•
•
•
•
•

Decorate the clothespin by painting it with acrylic paints or glitter glue.
Glue two small eyes near the open end of the clothespin. Set aside until dry.
Fill snack bags about half full with snacks of your choice. Seal the bag.
Cinch bag in the middle, moving aside all of the snack items until you can clip the
center with the clothespin.
Fold about ¼ inch of each end of the pipe
cleaner; fold pipe cleaner in half and grab it with
the business end of the clothespin.
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More Animal Ideas
•
•
•
•

•

•

Make favorite kid sandwiches and cut them into
animal shapes with cookie cutters
Buy or make animal cookies or cake
Buy goldfish crackers in various flavors; serve in
goldfish bowls
Make ants on a log with celery, cream cheese
(cheesecake flavored is great or mix in a bit of
sugar and vanilla) and raisins
Make Lady Bug pretzels by dipping 2/3 of a pretzel
into red candy coating and the other 1/3 into
chocolate; add chocolate dots the red part of the
pretzel. Use white chocolate or candy pearls for the eyes.
Make cream cheese sandwiches using round deli bread.
Insert eight thin pretzels around the edges. Add chocolate
chips, raisins, cranberries or olives for eyes. You can offer
some with strawberry jam and cream cheese (use
chocolate chips for eyes). And you can use a round cracker
instead of bread.

•
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St. Nicholas Day Party
Christmas food ideas are endless but here are a few of our favorite ones from the
website that has everything you need to know about St. Nicholas. If you want to find
more, go to http://www.stnicholascenter.org/pages/recipes.

St. Nicholas Hot Chocolate
St. Nicholas Surprise Purses
Spice cookies
St Nicholas Cupcakes
Dutch Almond Butter Bars #1
Dutch Almond Butter Bars #2
Speculaas Ginger Cookies
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Saint Nicholas Hot Chocolate
Hot chocolate is said to be St. Nicholas' favorite drink!
Ingredients
• Milk
• Cocoa and sugar or use a chocolate syrup or a hot chocolate mix
• Miniature marshmallows
• Finely crushed peppermint candy
• Candy canes, optional
Directions
Prepare hot chocolate according to the directions for your mix or to taste. Add a
teaspoon of peppermint candy to each mug or half‐teaspoon in a smaller cup and fill
with hot chocolate—and/or hang a candy cane over the side of the cup.
Have some cups without the peppermint candy as some children won’t want that in
their hot chocolate. Alternatively, you can put more candy in the cup and just fill with
hot milk for those who don’t like or can’t drink chocolate.
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St. Nicholas Surprise Purses
These little purses remind us of the of purses filled with gold that St. Nicholas threw into
the man’s house to serve has his daughter’s dowry.
Preheat oven to 350°F.
Ingredients
• 1 cup of sugar
• 4 eggs (at room temperature)
• start with 1 1/2 cups of all‐purpose flour
• 1 teaspoon of baking powder
• 1 cup of extra virgin olive oil
• 1 cup of crushed walnuts
• 1/2 cup of grated or crushed toasted bread crumbs (unflavored)
• 1 teaspoon of ground cinnamon
• 1 teaspoon of ground cloves
• 1/2 cup of honey
•
•

Optional: 2 egg yolks
Optional: 1‐2 tablespoons of water

•
•

baking parchment paper
a little oil for the baking pan

Directions
Make the dough by beating together the sugar and eggs for 10 minutes. Whisk together
the flour and baking powder and add to the mixture, together with 1 cup of olive oil,
and beat (or knead) to create a firm dough. If more flour is needed, add slowly.
NOTE: If you are in a hurry or not a baker, buy frozen bread dough, thaw and then roll it
out or buy pizza dough in a tube and just unroll it. Sprinkle with ½ cup of sugar on the
inside of the purse (frozen dough often already has some sugar so you can use less). This
will be more bread‐like than this pastry dough, but perfectly acceptable.
In a small bowl, mix together the cinnamon and cloves to combine well. Add the
walnuts, breadcrumbs, cinnamon and cloves, and honey, and mix—set this filling aside.
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Make the Pastry Purses
Roll out the dough to about 1/4 inch thickness or less, and cut into 4‐5 inch squares or
circles. A pizza wheel makes it easy to cut squares; a cookie cutter or coffee can can be
used to make circles.
Place a spoonful of the filling in the middle of each circle, and close the circle or square
up to the middle, pinching just below the top edge to create the purse shape. If you plan
to add ribbons, make sure you have a tight “neck” to tie around.
Optional: Beat egg yolks and water with a fork and use to brush the top and sides of the
pastries before baking. This makes the pastries shiny—which some people like and
others find artificial.
Lightly brush a baking pan (or cookie sheet) with oil and cover the pan with baking
parchment paper. Place purses on the paper and bake at 350°F (175°C) for about 25 to
30 minutes.
Note: toward the end of baking time, watch carefully. The pastries should be nicely
golden but not too dark.
Serve pastry purses warm or at room temperature. You can tie colorful ribbons around
the neck of the purse if you want to make it more decorative.

Other variations
Fill with a cheese filling: Beat together two 8‐oz. packages of room temperature cream
cheese with ½ cup powdered sugar and 1 egg. Add flavorings as desired: 2 teaspoons
grated orange peel and/or ¼ teaspoon almond extract. You can add 1 cup raisins and/or
½ cup chopped candied orange peel and/or chopped apricots, etc.
Fill with dried apricots or mango (looks the most like gold coins): Place a pound of whole
dried apricots or dried mango pieces (cut into pieces about the size of an apricot) into a
saucepan and add an 8 oz jar of apricot jam. Heat slowly until the jam is melted and
coats the apricots. Put one apricot and some of the jam into the center of each purse.
A savory filling can be made by beating together 8 oz. of room temperature cream
cheese, with 8 ounces of crumbled feta cheese, 1 egg, 1 cup finely chopped green onion
and white pepper. Add several drops of yellow and a drop of red food coloring if you
want the filling to look more like gold coins. Omit the sugar if you are using frozen
dough.
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Spice Cookies
Spice cookies are tradition European St. Nicholas Day cookies. You can use your
own favorite spice cookie recipe check out some of the recipes on:
http://www.stnicholascenter.org/pages/cookies. You can order bishop cookie
cutters (or other shapes) from the St. Nicholas Center’s shop or just draw the
outline of a bishop on cardboard, cut it out and use that as a template to cut the
cookie dough. Bake and then decorate your cookies as you fancy!

Here’s one easy and moderately healthy recipe that can be made in quantity:
Ingredients
• 1 (18.25 ounce) package yellow cake mix (alternatively, use spice cake mix and
either omit or cut the pumpkin spice in half)
• 1/2 cup quick‐cooking oats
• 2 teaspoons pumpkin pie spice
• 1 egg
• 1 (15 ounce) can solid pack pumpkin
• 2 tablespoons canola oil or apple sauce
•
•
•

3 cups confectioners' sugar
1 teaspoon grated orange peel
3 tablespoons orange juice

Directions
In a bowl, combine the cake mix, oats and pumpkin pie spice. In another bowl, beat the
egg, pumpkin and oil; stir into dry ingredients just until moistened.
Drop by 2 tablespoonfuls onto baking sheets coated with nonstick cooking spray; flatten
with the back of a spoon. Bake at 350 degrees F for 18‐20 minutes or until edges are
golden brown.
In a bowl, combine confectioners' sugar, orange peel and enough orange juice to
achieve desired spreading consistency. Frost cooled cookies.
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St. Nicholas Cupcakes
Ingredients
• 1 (18 1/4‐ounce) package white cake mix
• 3 large eggs (or whatever is called for by your mix)
• 1/3 cup vegetable oil (or substitute some or all with apple sauce)
• 1 cup water (or whatever is called for by your mix)
• 1 (12 oz) can of whole cranberry sauce
• Frozen cranberries (optional)
• Warm baker's syrup (see below)
• Small evergreen sprigs, to serve (optional)
• Small candy canes, to serve (peppermint or, better yet, fruit flavored)
Directions
Preheat the oven to 350º F. Line muffin pans with paper baking cups (ideally Christmas
colors or designs)
Combine the cake mix, eggs, oil, and water according to the direction on your mix.
Fill prepared muffin cups a generous one‐thirds full with batter, add a teaspoon of
cranberry sauce in the center of each one and then top with the remaining batter to fill
to two‐thirds. Top with one frozen cranberry.
Bake the cupcakes in the center of oven for 20 to 25 minutes, until a toothpick inserted
into the center comes out clean.
Immediately after removing cupcakes from the oven, paint the tops with baker's syrup
and set aside to cool.
Wash evergreen sprigs under cold running water; shake dry. Unwrap candy canes, then
insert one along with a sprig of evergreen into the top of each cupcake. Makes about 18
cupcakes.

Bakers' Syrup
•
•
•
•

1 cup sugar
1 cup water
1/4 cup (1/2 stick) butter
1 tablespoon vanilla extract
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Mix all ingredients and bring to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer for about 5
minutes. Use to glaze baked goods. Refrigerate leftovers—It will keep indefinitely
and can be heated in the microwave when you are ready to use it.
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Dutch Almond Butter Bars

#1

These are quick and easy to make and keep well. Known as Boterkoek these are a
favorite in the Netherlands.
Ingredients
• 2 eggs
• 2 cups sugar
• 2 sticks room temperature butter ( 1 cup)
• 1 cup (½ lb.) almond paste
• 2 cups flour
• Evaporated milk (optional)
• Bakers’ syrup (optional; recipe below)
• Sliced almonds (2‐3 oz)
• Sugar (for topping)
Directions
Beat together the sugar and butter until light and fluffy. Add eggs and blend well. Add
almond paste slowly. Then add flour; don’t overmix. Pour into a greased and floured
9x13" pan.
Bake at 325º for 35–40 minutes or until a knife stuck in the center comes out clean.
Brush top with evaporated milk or bakers’ syrup and sprinkle with sliced almonds and
sugar. Slice into bars when cool.

Bakers' Syrup
•
•
•
•

1 cup sugar
1 cup water
1/4 cup (1/2 stick) butter
1 tablespoon vanilla extract

Mix all ingredients and bring to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer for about 5
minutes. Use to glaze baked goods. Refrigerate leftovers—It will keep indefinitely
and can be heated in the microwave when you are ready to use it.
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Dutch Almond Butter Bars

#2

This is another version of the almond butter bars that doesn’t use almond paste which
can be a bit expensive for large groups.
Ingredients
• 1 cup butter
• 1 1/4 cups packed brown sugar
• 2 cups all‐purpose flour
• 1 teaspoon almond extract
• 1 egg
• 1/2 cup blanched slivered almonds
Directions
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (180 degrees C). Grease a 9 x 12 inch jelly roll pan or a 9
x13 inch rectangular baking pan.
Cream together the brown sugar and the butter. Add the almond extract. Sift and add
flour to the creamed sugar mixture. Mix well.
Separate the egg, and add the egg yolk to the dough. Mix again.
Press into the greased sponge roll tin, and glaze with the lightly‐beaten egg white.
Sprinkle with flaked or slivered almonds.
Bake about 20 minutes. When cool, cut into bars.
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Speculaas Ginger Cookies
This ginger cookie can be cut into bishop’s cookies or other shapes, recalling aspects of
the kindly bishop's legendary life and work. Use boy or girl cookie cutters the three
young girls to whom he threw the three bags of gold for their doweries or the three
little boys whom he brought back to life, or the sailors whom he saved from the storm.
Ingredients
• 1 cup (2 sticks) butter, at room temperature
• 2 cups dark brown sugar
• 2 eggs
• Grated rind of 1 lemon
• 2 teaspoons cinnamon
• 1 teaspoon ground nutmeg or mace
• 1/2 teaspoon ground cloves
• 1/8 teaspoon ground ginger
• 1/8 teaspoon cardamom
• 1/8 teaspoon salt
• 4 cups flour
• 1 teaspoon baking powder
• Optional: powdered sugar for decorative icing
Directions
In a large mixing bowl, beat the butter with the sugar until light and fluffy (electric
beater works best for this). Add in the eggs one at a time, blending thoroughly after
each addition. Add the lemon rind.
Sift the spices and salt with the flour and baking powder, and gradually add into the
butter mixture. Do not overmix. Wrap in waxed paper or plastic wrap and chill for
several hours or overnight. (If you are in a hurry, start the chilling process in the freezer:
leave the dough in the freezer for about 20 minutes.)
Roll out the dough on a floured surface, to about 1/8 inch, or for larger figures to about
1/4 inch. Cut with cookie cutters, or trace around a cardboard pattern with a sharp
knife. This dough can also be used with a cookie mold, or can be molded by hand.
Bake at 350 degrees until lightly browned. If you like your cookies soft, remove them
from the oven when they are just set ‐‐ the longer the baking time, the crisper the
cookie.
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Optional: Paint when cool. These cookies—especially when baked in the form of Saint
Nicholas—are fun to paint with colored icing.
Icing "paint"
In little pots or plastic containers, mix powdered sugar with a little bit of water (or lightly
beaten egg white, or lemon juice) and a few drops of food coloring, to produce the
desired shades and the desired consistency for painting. Apply with small paintbrushes.
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Epiphany Party Recipes
The traditional treat at an Epiphany or Twelfth Night party is a cake—the recipe changes
according to the country or region. Here are several options:

Twelfth Night Cake (1890)
Twelfth Night Cake (1776)
Twelfth Night Cake
Rosca de Reyes (Three Kings Bread) #1
Rosca de Reyes (Three Kings Bread) #2
Galette des Rois Recipe
Quick and Simple Three Kings Bread
Magi Cupcakes Lambs Wool Drink (or Wassail)
Rice Porridge
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Twelfth Night Cake (1890)
The following it taken from "The Bread and Biscuit Baker's and Sugar‐Boiler's Assistant"
by Robert Wells, published by Crosby Lockwood and Son, London, in 1890.

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1‐1/4 lb of flour
1 lb 2 oz of butter
1 lb of moist sugar
4 lb of currants
1‐1/2 lb of mixed peel
2 nutmegs grated
1/2 oz ground cinnamon
10 eggs
1/2 lb blanched sweet almonds cut in halves
a wineglassful of brandy

London Way of Mixing Cakes:
Weigh down the flour and sugar on a clean smooth table, make a hole in it, and bank it
well up; in this hole put your eggs; cream the butter in an earthenware pan; then add to
the flour and sugar the eggs and butter; mix all together and beat up well with both
hands. You may work it up this way as light as a feather; then add the currants, spices,
etc. In olden times, a bean and a pea were introduced into the cake to determine who
should be the king and queen of the evening festivities.

Icing Recipe For Twelfth Cake:
To make this take 2 lb of finely powdered icing sugar (first having an earthenware pan
made warm), put in six fresh whites of eggs, and immediately whisk them, and as
quickly as possible, until quite stiff; then add the sugar by degrees, whisking all the time.
As soon as it appears light cease whisking, and beat it well with the spatter until you
have put in all the sugar. A little tartaric acid or lemon juice may be added towards the
end of the mixing.
To know when it is sufficiently beaten, take up a little on the spatter and let it drop into
the basin again. If it keeps its shape it is ready; if it runs it is either beaten too little or
requires more sugar.
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Twelfth Night Cake (1776)
Recipe from The Art of Cookery Made Plain and Easy by Hanna Glasse

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 pounds flour, dried and sifted
7 pounds currents, washed and rubbed
6 pounds of the best fresh butter
2 pounds Jordan almonds, blanched and beaten with orange flour water
4 pounds eggs ‐ put half of the whites away
3 pounds double refined sugar, beaten and sifted
1/4 ounce mace
1/4 ounce cloves
1/4 ounce cinnamon
3 large nutmegs, grated fine
A little ginger
1/2 pint "sack" or sherry wine
1/2 pint of right French brandy
Sweetmeats to your liking (candied lemon peel, orange peel, and citron, or
melon)

Directions
Work butter into cream with hands; then add sugar and mix well together, well beat and
strained through a sieve. Work in almonds first, and then put in eggs. Beat together with
the set‐aside egg whites until they look white and thick; then put in sack, brandy, and
spices. Shake in flour by degrees, and when oven is ready, put in currents and sweet
meats, as you put dough into your hoops.
Four hours baking in a quick oven (350°)
You must keep beating with hands, all the while you are mixing dough.
Fills two large wooden baking hoops (probably 10 normal ring or Bundt‐type baking
pans).
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Twelfth Night Cake
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup raisins
1 cup currants
1 cup chopped candied pineapple
1/2 cup chopped candied red cherries
3/4 cup bourbon
1 1/2 cups butter, softened
1 1/2 cups white sugar
6 eggs
3 cups all‐purpose flour
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon ground ginger
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1 cup ground almonds

Note: You can substitute
equal amounts of dates,
cranberries, or other dried
fruits for the pineapple and
cherries. You can also use
walnuts, hazelnuts or pecans
instead or in addition to the
almonds. At least one cup
needs to be ground nuts, but
if you like a “nutty” cake you
can add a cup of whole nuts
in addition to the cup of
ground nuts.

Directions
Combine first five ingredients; stir well, cover with foil or plastic wrap and let stand
overnight. The next day, cream the butter in a large mixing bowl. Gradually add sugar—
beat until light and fluffy. Add eggs, one at a time, beating well after each addition.
Sift flour and spices together. Gradually add flour mixture to the butter and sugar
mixture, mixing well. Stir in almond‐fruit mixture by hand or at the mixer’s lowest
setting.
Pour batter into a greased and waxed paper‐lined 9‐inch springform pan. Press bean,
coin, baby Jesus or whatever you choose to use to just below surface of the batter.
Bake at 300° for 2 hours or until a wooden pick inserted in center comes out clean. Cool
cake completely in pan. Leave plain or frost with a standard sugar glaze.
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Rosca de Reyes (Three Kings Bread) #1
Yield: 2 medium‐sized bread rings

Ingredients
Sponge
•
•
•
•

1/4 c. bread flour
1 Tbsp. honey
2 tsp. instant yeast
1/3 c. warm milk

Dough
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 1/2 c. bread flour plus up to 1/2 c. flour for kneading
1/3 c. warm milk
1/2 c. sugar
2 1/2 tsp. instant yeast
1 Tbsp. lemon zest
1 Tbsp. vanilla extract
1 Tbsp. malt extract [optional]
2 eggs, lightly beaten
1 stick butter, softened

Pastry Cream
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 c. milk
1 whole egg
3 egg yolks
1/2 c. sugar
1/2 c. all‐purpose flour
1 tsp. vanilla extract

Other
•
•
•

1 beaten egg
red candied cherries
pearl sugar
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For the glaze: [optional]
•
•
•

1 Tbsp. apricot jelly
1 Tbsp. sugar
1 Tbsp. water

Directions
Warm the milk in the microwave and dissolve the honey in the warm milk. Add the
yeast and flour, stirring to create a paste. Leave the sponge mixture, covered with
plastic wrap, to rise and bubble for two hours.
Warm the milk and dissolve the yeast in the warm milk. Sift the flour and sugar together
in a large mixing bowl. Make a well in the center. Add the lemon zest, vanilla extract,
malt extract, eggs, butter and the sponge to the well. Slowly add the yeast and milk
mixture to the well while folding the flour and sugar into the wet ingredients with a
wooden spoon. Once the dough comes together into a ball, turn it out onto a lightly‐
floured board or counter and knead by hand (the dough will be sticky). Use up to 1/2
cup of additional bench flour to knead the dough until it's smooth and elastic and no
longer sticks to your hands. This will take 5‐10 minutes. Divide the dough in half and
shape into two balls. Put each ball into a lightly‐oiled bowl and cover with plastic wrap.
Allow dough to rise in a warm place, until it doubles in volume.
Meanwhile, make the pastry cream. Scald the milk in a heavy saucepan (milk should
foam but not boil); turn off the heat. In a separate bowl, whisk the whole egg, egg yolks,
sugar and flour until smooth. Pour the hot milk very slowly into the egg mixture,
whisking constantly to avoid curdling the eggs. Pour the mixture back into the saucepan
and heat over medium heat, whisking constantly, until it comes to a boil and thickens.
Immediately remove from the heat and stir in the vanilla extract. Transfer the pastry
cream to a clean bowl, cover with plastic wrap pushed down to eliminate air from the
surface of the pastry cream (that prevents the “skin” from forming). Cool to room
temperature.
When your dough has risen, punch it down and form into a ball. Place the dough ball on
a baking sheet lined with parchment paper or a silicone mat. Make a hole in the center
of the ball with your fingers and carefully stretch and shape the dough into a ring. Insert
a lightly crumpled ball of aluminum foil or an empty tin can in the hole. Do the same to
the other ball of dough. Alternatively, cut each ball into thirds, roll each piece into a
rope about 18” long. Then braid the three ropes and shape into a circle.
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Allow the dough to rise in a warm place for about one hour or until doubled in volume.
Preheat the oven to 350ºF.
Fill a pastry bag with a star tip with the pastry cream and pipe down the center of each
circle our in four‐six stripes from the center to the outer edge of the bread. If you don’t
have a pastry bag, use a standard sandwich bag and cut a half‐inch triangle for the
opening. Brush the dough that’s not covered with pastry cream with beaten egg (that
makes it brown and shiny). Place the candied cherries on top and sprinkle with pearl
sugar (you can use other decorations if desired).
Bake the rings for about 30 minutes or until golden brown.
Optional: While the roscas cool, prepare the apricot glaze. Bring the apricot jelly, sugar
and water to a low boil in a small saucepan over medium‐low heat while stirring. Let the
glaze reduce until it has thickened slightly, about two minutes. Lightly brush
the roscas with glaze to make them shiny.
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Rosca de Reyes (Three Kings Bread) #2
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1/3 cup warm water
1 packet of yeast
4 cups flour
1 cup sugar
4 large eggs, beaten
3/4 cup butter, room temperature
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 1/2 teaspoons cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon anise seed
4 teaspoons vanilla extract
2 cups Candied Fruit (assorted fruit such as figs, orange, lemon, mango or
cherries, cut into strips)
[optional] 1 egg beaten (for egg wash)
1/3 cup sugar (topping)

Directions
Sprinkle the yeast on the surface of the water and set aside for ten minutes or until it is
foamy. Combine the yeast, water, flour, sugar, eggs, butter, salt, cinnamon, anise seed
and vanilla extract in your mixing bowl. Mix until a dough forms. Knead the dough by
hand or with a dough hook in your mixer for five minutes. Put into a lightly oiled bowl,
turning over once so the top is oiled. Cover with plastic wrap and a towel and let rise in
a warm area until dough is doubled in size, about two hours.
Punch dough down and shape into a wreath by rolling it into a log shape then bending
the ends around to form a circle, or by making three thinner strips and braid them, then
putting the ends together or simply by using your hand to make a hole in the center and
pulling it apart until you have a center opening (fill that opening with ball of foil or a
can). The wreath should be about 12‐14 inches in diameter. Insert the bean, coin, baby
Jesus, etc. (if you are using it) by pushing it up through the bottom.
Lay the dried fruit across the top, pressing it in slightly. If you are creative, you can
arrange them artfully in multi‐colored designs. Cover with plastic wrap, put in a warm
area and let it rise until doubled. Brush top with egg wash, if desired, sprinkle with sugar
and bake for about 45 minutes at 350 degrees or until golden brown.
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Galette des Rois Recipe
Yield: 12 servings

Ingredients
Almond cream filling:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1/2 cup ground almond meal
1/4 cup granulated sugar
1 egg
3 tablespoons butter, softened
3/4 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 tablespoon all‐purpose flour

Cake:
•
•
•
•
•

1 17‐ounce package puff pastry, thawed
1 batch homemade frangipane
1 egg, beaten
1 dried fava bean (optional)
2 tablespoons confectioners' sugar

Directions
Using a food processor, combine the first six ingredients until a smooth, creamy paste is
formed. Set aside while you make the cake.
Preheat the oven to 425F. Roll out the sheets of puff pastry and cut out two 11‐inch
circles. Place one of the circles on a parchment‐lined baking sheet. Spoon the almond
pastry cream on the puff pastry and spread it to within 1 1/2 inches of the edge of the
circle. If desired, hide the bean, coin, baby Jesus, etc. in the almond cream filling.
Place the second pastry circle on top of the almond filling, crimping or pressing the
edges of the pastry to seal the cake. Using a sharp knife, score a decorative pattern in
the top layer of the pastry, without cutting through to the almond filling. Brush the cake
with the beaten egg and bake it for 15 minutes. Dust the cake with powdered sugar and
bake for another 10 to 12 minutes, until it turns golden brown. Allow the cake to cool on
the baking sheet.
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Quick and Simple Kings Bread
If you’re in a hurry or want to keep it simple, you can make a reasonable bread by
buying two tubes of cinnamon rolls for each bread. Separate the rolls and arrange them
next to each other in a circle to make the wreath. Or unroll them into strips and braid
into the traditional wreath shape.
If you want to maintain the tradition of a hidden treasure, insert a coin, bean, baby
Jesus, etc. into one of the rolls. Bake according to the instructions. Frost and decorate
with the supplied frosting. Decorate with candied cherries and/or colored sugars.
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Magi Cupcakes
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

One vanilla cake mix
One orange
One lime
One lemon
One can vanilla frosting (or use your favorite recipe for homemade frosting)
Colored sugar

Directions
Prepare the cake mix according the to directions on the box or prepare your favorite
vanilla cake recipe. Zest the orange, lemon and lime—either use a zester or peel the
fruits (not the white part) and cut the peels into thin strips. The three fruit peels
represent the three Magi. Mix them into the batter.
Line regular or mini‐cupcake pans with paper cups. Fill and bake according to directions.
If you want to continue the tradition of hiding a coin, bean, fruit like a large dried
cranberry or the baby Jesus, you can insert on (or more) into the batter before baking.
Cool and frost with vanilla frosting; sprinkle with colored sugars.
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Lambs Wool Drink (or Wassail)
This is a traditional Twelfth Night drink that combines ale (or apple cider) with apple
purée and spices.
Yield: 4 small glasses

Ingredients
•

12 oz of ale or apple cider (for non‐alcoholic version)

For the sugar syrup:
• ¾ cup granulated sugar
• ¾ cup water
• 4 allspice berries
• 4 slices of ginger root (c. ½ inch piece)
• 8 cloves
• 1 cinnamon stick
For the apple purée:
• six small cooking apples (e.g., bramley), cored, peeled and sliced
• a pinch of grated nutmeg
• 1 tbsp finely grated root ginger
• ½ cup Demerara or white sugar

Directions
To make the sugar syrup put all of the ingredients in a saucepan, bring to the boil and
simmer for five minutes. Remove from the heat and set aside to cool.
Core, peel and slice the apples. Put the apples and the other three ingredients for the
apple purée into a thick‐bottomed saucepan and cook on a low heat with a lid on for 6‐7
minutes. Stir every so often and cook until the apples have disintegrated. Remove from
the heat; blend in a food processor until smooth.
To serve, gently heat the ale or cider. Strain the syrup to remove the spices and mix with
the apple purée. Whisk the ale or cider into the syrup and apple purée.

SHORTCUT WASSAIL
Mix 1 quart apple cider with 1 cup of red hot cinnamon candies. Heat, stirring until the
candies melt. Serve hot.
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Rice Porridge
In India, rice porridge is a traditional Epiphany meal. Dish the rice pudding into low 8 oz.
plastic drinking cups and decorate with multi‐colored sugars. Children, in particular,
enjoy this treat and it provides an alternative for a child who can not eat gluten
products.

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 1/2 cups whole milk
1/3 cup short grain white rice
Pinch of salt
1 egg
1/4 cup dark brown sugar
1 teaspoon of vanilla extract
1/4 teaspoon of cinnamon
1/3 cup raisins (or you can use a mix of raisins, golden raisins and cranberries to
represent the three Magi)
Multi‐colored sugars

Directions
Bring the milk, rice and salt to a boil over high heat. Watch carefully as it will boil over
quickly. Reduce heat to low and simmer until the rice is tender, about 20‐25 minutes.
Stir frequently to prevent the rice from sticking to the bottom of the pan.
In a small mixing bowl, whisk together egg and brown sugar until well mixed. Add a half
cup of the hot rice mixture to the egg mixture, a tablespoon at a time, vigorously
whisking to incorporate to gradually warm the egg mixture. Do NOT put it in all at once
or you will curdle the egg mixture!
When you have tempered the egg mixture, slowly pour it back into the saucepan of rice
and milk and stir, on low heat, for 10 minutes or so, until thickened. Be careful not to
allow the mixture to boil. Remove from heat and stir in the vanilla, raisins (or dried fruit
mixture) and cinnamon.
Serve warm or cold.
Yield: Serves 2‐3.
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Palm Sunday
If your church plans to have a special coffee hour for Palm Sunday, perhaps with some
instructions on how to make palm crosses, you might choose to offer some of these
items:

Fig Pudding
Pax Cakes #1
Pax Cakes #2
Healthy Pax Cakes
Fig Cookies
Bible Cake
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Fig Pudding
In various parts of England, Palm Sunday is sometimes called Fig Sunday. Years ago, the
markets of were filled with figs on the eve of the feast and they were distributed to poor
children as a treat. Why the custom of eating figs on this day came into being no one
knows for certain, but some authorities suggest it may be from the tradition that Christ
ate figs after His entry into Jerusalem. This is connected with the withering of the barren
fig tree, related shortly after the account of the triumphant entry into Jerusalem in Saint
Matthew's Gospel. If this “pudding” (really a cake) is more than you want to make, you
could just serve figs!
Ingredients
• 1/2 cup sugar
• 1/3 cup butter
• 2 cups bread crumbs
• 1 cup milk
• 4 eggs
• 1/4 cup flour
• 1/2 teaspoon salt
• 1 teaspoon baking powder
• cinnamon
• nutmeg
• cloves
• 1/2 cup figs
• 1 cup seeded raisins
• Lemon Sauce or Hard Sauce (see recipe)
Directions
Cream the sugar and butter together; add the bread crumbs and milk, and mix
thoroughly. Add the beaten eggs. Sift the flour with salt and baking powder and a pinch
of each of the spices. Add the chopped figs and the raisins. Mix thoroughly.
Fill a greased pudding mold three‐quarters full, cover tightly with aluminum foil, and
steam for three hours.
Serve with Hard Sauce with a bit of lemon juice added or a lemon sauce.
http://www.catholicculture.org/culture/liturgicalyear/recipes/view.cfm?id=43
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Pax Cakes

#1

In the Hereford and Worcester regions of England it is customary after morning church
services for Priests to pass out also Pax cakes and say: "God and good neighbourhood"
or "Peace and Goodwill." This tradition goes back to 1570 and was established by a local
landowner in preparation for Holy Week. Pax cakes resemble pancakes but are generally
eaten cold.
Ingredients
• 1 egg, beaten
• 1 cup sour milk or buttermilk
• 2 tablespoons salad oil
• ½ cup whole wheat flour
• ¼ cup wheat germ
• ¼ cup white flour
• 1 tablespoon sugar
• 1 teaspoon baking powder
• ½ teaspoon baking soda
• ½ salt
Directions
Measure and mix the ingredients in a large bowl. Grease a heated skillet or griddle. Pour
or ladle the batter onto the hot griddle. Turn the pax cakes when bubbles show. Cook on
the second side until brown. Sprinkle with a mixture of powdered sugar and cinnamon.
Makes 30‐50 pax cakes.
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Pax Cakes

#2

Presented at Palm Sunday church services to the congregation, these English pancakes
are a break from Lenten fasting.
Ingredients
• 1 egg, beaten
• 1 cup sour milk or buttermilk
• 2 tablespoons salad oil
• ½ cup whole wheat flour
• ½ cup wheat germ
• ¼ cup white flour
• 1 tablespoon sugar
• 1 teaspoon baking powder
• ½ teaspoon baking soda
• ½ teaspoon salt
Instructions
Mix and beat all the ingredients until smooth.
Grease heated skillet or griddle. Electric skillets work well. Pour or spoon batter onto
hot griddle in 3‐inch. Turn pax cakes when bubbles show. Cook on second side until
brown. Sprinkle with powdered sugar or cinnamon/sugar mixture.
Makes 55‐60 pax cakes.
Notes
Variation: Use 1 cup white flour, instead of combining whole wheat flour, wheat germ,
and white flour.
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Healthy Pax Cakes
Ingredients

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

¾ cup old fashioned oats
1 ½ cups buttermilk, divided (see substitutions below)
¾ cup whole‐wheat flour
¼ cup flaxseed meal (optional)
1 ½ teaspoons baking powder
¾ teaspoon baking soda
½ teaspoon cinnamon
½ teaspoon salt
1 large egg, lightly beaten
2 tablespoons butter, melted (or substitute applesauce)
1 tablespoon packed brown sugar
½ cup chopped walnuts
½ cup dried raisins, cranberries and/or other dried fruit or substitute ½ cup
grated apple, zucchini or mashed banana

Directions
Soak oats in 3/4 cup buttermilk for 10 minutes. You can shorten this time by heating it in
the microwave for about 30 seconds.
Meanwhile, whisk together flour, baking powder, baking soda, cinnamon and salt in a
large bowl.
Stir egg, butter or applesauce, brown sugar and the oat mixture into dry ingredients
until just combined. Add nuts, dried fruit or apple, zucchini or banana, if using.
Add the remaining buttermilk a little at a time until you get a mixture that is the
consistency of a wet muffin mix. This is not a pancake so you want to thicker mixture
that isn’t “runny” like a pancake batter but is stiff enough so you can spoon dollops of it
onto the griddle. A pax cake is more like a muffin that has been cooked on a griddle.
How much buttermilk you need will depend on the ingredient choices you make—e.g.,
use considerably less if you add apple, banana or zucchini as they add moisture.
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Heat a griddle over medium heat until hot and lightly brush with oil then turn to
medium low heat (remember: you are “baking” these on a griddle). Working in batches,
spoon ¼ cup batter per pax cake onto the griddle and flatten to ½ inch with the back of
a spoon or a spatula dipped in water. Cook on low heat until undersides are golden‐
brown, about 1 minute. Flip with a spatula and cook other side, about 1 minute more.
Sprinkle generously on both sides with powered sugar and let cool. Eat like a cookie. Pax
cakes look like an English muffin in size (diameter and height). This version has the
texture of a hearty muffin and is especially healthy and tasty. Enjoy!

Substitutions for the buttermilk:
•
•
•
•

4Tbs buttermilk powder, ¾ cup water or milk, ½ cup plain nonfat yogurt OR
Milk +1 tablespoon lemon juice OR
Almond mild + 1 tablespoon lemon juice OR
½ milk and ½ Greek yogurt
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Italian Fig Cookies
Ingredients
• 2 ½ cups all‐purpose flour
• ¼ cup white sugar (add a bit more if you like a sweeter dough)
• ¼ teaspoon baking powder
• ½ cup shortening
• 2 tablespoons butter
• ½ cup milk
• 1 egg, beaten

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 ½ cups dried figs
¾ cup golden raisins
¼ cup slivered almonds
¼ cup white sugar
¼ cup hot water
¼ teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 pinch ground black pepper

Directions
Mix flour, ¼ cup sugar and baking powder in a large bowl. Cut in shortening and butter
until mixture resembles small peas. Add the milk and egg and stir until the dough comes
together. Divide dough into two pieces, wrap and refrigerate for about 2 hours.
Meanwhile, grind the figs, raisins and almonds in a food processor or blender until they
are coarsely chopped. In a separate bowl mix ¼ cup of sugar, ¼ cup hot water, the
cinnamon and pepper. Add the chopped fruit mixture, cover and set aside until the
dough is ready.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
Roll each piece of the dough out on a lightly floured surface to a 12 inch square. Cut
each piece into 12 3x4 inch rectangles—a pizza wheel works well for this. Using a
heaping tablespoon of filling for each rectangle, spread filling along one of the short
sides of the rectangle. Roll up from that side. Place rolls, seam side down, on an
ungreased cookie sheet. Curve each roll slightly. Snip outer edge of the curve three
times.
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Alternatively, roll the dough into four strips about 18x4 inch each. Put the filling
along the center from one end to the other and roll lengthwise or fold one side
over the filling, brush with beaten egg white to seal and then fold the other side
over the first side and flatten slightly (just press down gently). Cut into about 52
pieces (cutting on an angle make an attractive presentation). Again, a pizza
wheel works well for this. Curve each cookie a bit as you place it seam side
down on the cookie sheet; snip the outer edge three times. If you want it to look
more like a palm leaf, use a knife to draw fan lines on the cookie before you bake
it.
In either case, bake for 20 to 25 minutes in the preheated oven, until golden brown.
Glaze with confectioners' glaze colored with green food coloring to remind people of
palm branches.
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Bible Cake
This might be a fun time to make a Bible Cake—put out the recipe without the ingredients (just list the
verses) along with a stack of Bibles and encourage people to figure out the ingredients by looking up the
passages. You can make it entirely with figs instead of figs and raisins if you want to make a Bible Fig Cake
to connect with the fig tree story and tradition about Jesus eating figs on his way into Jerusalem.

Ingredients
• 4 1/2 cups 1 Kings 4:22 (flour)
• 1 cup Judges 5:25 (butter)
• 2 cups Jeremiah 6:20 (sugar)
• 2 tablespoons 1 Samuel 14:25 (honey)
• ½ teaspoon Leviticus 2:13 (salt)
• 6 whole Jeremiah 17:11 or Isaiah 10:14 (eggs)
• 1 cup Judges 4:19 (milk)
• 2 teaspoons Amos 4:5 or I Corinthians 5:5 (baking powder)
• ¼ teaspoon each of 2 Chronicles 9:9 or I Kings 10:2 (spices: cinnamon, cloves and
nutmeg)
• 2 cups 1 Samuel 30:12 (raisins)
• 2 cups diced Nahum 3:12 (figs)
• 2 cups chopped Numbers 17:8 (almonds) or Genesis 43:2 (nuts)
Directions
Beat the butter and sugar together until light and fluffy. Add eggs one at a time. Pour
the milk into a 2+ cup sized measuring cup and mix in the honey (this works better if you
warm the honey for a few seconds in the microwave first). In a separate bowl, sift
together the salt, flour, baking power and spices (you can increase spices to ½ teaspoon
each if you like your cake spicier).
Add the dry ingredients and the honey milk to the butter, sugar and egg mixture by
alternating between wet and dry—a third of the mixture at a time. Fold in the raisins (if
using), figs and nuts.
Pour into greased loaf pan. If you want to make it look like a Bible (as in the picture),
pour into an 8x8 cake pan (put extra batter into a mini‐loaf pan) or pour into an 9x13
pan and trim it to book size after it is finished. Bake at 350°F for approximately 1 ½
hours or until a knife inserted in the middle comes out clean (start checking after about
an hour). If you are using mini‐loaf pans or the 8x8 pan it will only take about an hour to
bake. You can frost and decorate it to resemble a Bible. A dark fondant works well.
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Holy Humor Sunday
Pudding Finger Paint
Funny Face Cookies
Lambs Wool Drink (or Wassail)
Fake Hotdogs
Fake French Fries
Compost Cake
Deceptive Cupcakes
Jellied Juice
Gummy Worm Punch
Day Old Bathwater
English Fool
Raspberry Fool
Gummy Worm Punch
Sweet “Meat Loaf”
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Pudding Finger Paint
You will need pudding mixes in various colors prepared according to directions. You can
also add food coloring to vanilla pudding to create colors without impacting the taste.
Dress each child with an apron or, better yet, a long sleeved adult shirt that covers as
much of them as possible. Ask people to donate shirts and roll up or cut sleeve lengths
to fit. Another option is large t‐shirts. Get every one to scrub their hands well or give
them plastic gloves.
Give each child a sheet of freezer paper, shiny side up. Spoon dabs of pudding on each
sheet and let children play and eat to their hearts content. The idea is not to create
anything but just to have fun playing with the pudding and then eating it.
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Funny Faces Cookies
Bake vanilla and chocolate sugar cookies into circles of various sizes. Or, you can buy
cookies. It is best if they don’t have any additions like nuts or chips.
Prepare frosting in an assortment of colors. Or you can buy frosting in tubes (although
that’s expensive). If you make frostings, you can put them into zip‐lock sandwich bags
(snack size) and cut one corner so children (and adults!) can use them to decorate their
cookies. Provide bowls of frosting in various colors with knives, spoons and new water
paint brushes so the decorators can use those to frost their cookies. You can now spread
frosting, use brushes and a bit of extra water to create a color to “paint” onto your base.
Provide pearls, crushed candies, raisins, chocolate chips, licorice strips (with scissors to
cut), and any other goodie you think will help the decorators make funny faces.
Encourage them to have fun. You may want to hold a contest to see who can make the
funniest face.
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Fake Fish Sticks and Peas
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

Cornflakes
Sugar wafer cookies
Powered sugar frosting with vanilla and just
enough cocoa to color it slightly brownish
Green taffy candy (e.g., green apple AirHeads)
Seedless strawberry jam

Instructions
1. For the fish sticks, place a couple of handfuls of cornflakes in a plastic bag and
crush them with a rolling pin.
2. Frost the sugar wafer cookies and roll them in the cornflake crumbs to coat. (You
can use peanut butter instead but only if you are sure no one has an allergy to
peanuts.)
3. For the peas, tear off and roll small pieces of the taffy candy into balls. If the
taffy is too stiff to work with, microwave it for a couple of seconds at a time.
4. For the ketchup, use a fork to stir a few teaspoons of the jam until it's smooth.
Arrange two “fish sticks,” some peas and a small amount of the “ketchup” on small
paper plates and serve as fish sticks and peas.
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Fake Hot Dogs
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup butter, softened
1/2 cup confectioners' sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 cups all‐purpose flour
Red food coloring
A pinch of cocoa powder (optional)
1 (4.5 ounce) tube prepared yellow frosting
1 (4.5 ounce) tube prepared red frosting

Directions
1. In a medium bowl, cream together the butter, confectioners' sugar and vanilla
until smooth. Stir in the flour until dough is smooth.
2. Remove 1 cup of dough, then cover and refrigerate remaining dough. Knead
about four drops red food coloring into the 1 cup of dough until the color of a
hot dog is achieved. You may want to add a little bit of cocoa powder to get the
color a bit browner.
3. Refrigerate all dough for 1 hour.
4. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C).
5. Divide the red dough into 16 portions. Roll each piece into a 2 1/2 inch long hot
dog shape. For buns, divide the white dough into 16 portions and shape into 3
inch logs. Slice them almost in half lengthwise. Spread the buns open and place
the hot dog doughs inside, leaving buns open.
6. Place 2 inches apart onto ungreased cookie sheets. Bake for 12 to 15 minutes in
the preheated oven, or until firm and lightly brown.
7. Remove from cookie sheets to cool.
8. Finish with the yellow frosting for mustard and/or red frosting for ketchup.
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Fake French Fries
Ingredients
•
•
•
•

•
•

1 package of plain breadstick dough (the kind that
comes in a tube)
Kitchen scissors
Sugar
White envelope (small letter size: c. 3 ½ x 6”) or ask
your local fast food store to donate French Fry
sleeves
Seedless strawberry jam
Paper cups for the “ketchup”

Instructions
1. Unroll the dough and separate the breadsticks. Use kitchen scissors to cut them
into 1/4‐inch‐wide sticks.
2. Roll the sticks in sugar, then bake them on a cookie sheet according to the
package directions or until golden brown (about 8 minutes). Leave them on the
tray until they're cool.
3. Put the fries in a fast‐food fry sleeve (or the cutoff end of a sealed envelope) and
serve them with a side of "ketchup" (jam whisked with a fork to a smooth
consistency).
Serve them with your fake fish sticks!
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Compost Cake
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8‐inch‐square chocolate cake
chocolate frosting
pretzel rods
crushed chocolate cookies
candy fruit slices
Circus Peanuts
gummy worms

Instructions
1. Make an 8‐inch‐square chocolate cake from your favorite mix or recipe and frost
with chocolate frosting.
2. Press pretzel rods around the sides, leaving some cracks for protruding critters.
3. Sprinkle the top with crushed chocolate cookies. A mix of dark and lighter
chocolate cookies gives a more “dirt‐like” appearance.
4. Decorate with candy fruit slices, Circus Peanuts, and gummy worms and bugs
and anything else you think fits. You can even stick in a few fresh mint leaves and
some real pieces of lemon rind, etc.
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Deceptive Cupcakes
Ingredients
For the MEAT LOAF (use this or your favorite meat loaf recipe)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 pound lean ground beef
1/2 cup seasoned bread crumbs
1 cup grated Monterey Jack cheese
3 tablespoons ketchup
1 egg
1/2 teaspoon celery salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper

For the POTATO FROSTING
•
•

3 cups mashed potatoes
Food coloring

Instructions
1. Heat the oven to 375 degrees. Line 24 mini‐muffin tin cups with foil baking cups.
2. Mix together all of the meat loaf ingredients until well combined. Divide the
mixture evenly among the lined cups (the liners should be about three quarters
full).
3. Place the filled muffin tins on cookie sheets and bake the “cupcakes” for about
15 minutes or until cooked through.
4. Divide the mashed potatoes among three small bowls and stir a few drops of
food coloring into each batch to create blue, yellow, and pink pastel frostings.
Spread a generous dollop on each cupcake. Makes 24 mini‐cupcakes.
5. Arrange on a dessert plate and serve with other desserts! Don’t tell anyone what
it is until they bite into it.
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Jellied Juice
Ingredients
•
•

Lemon or Strawberry flavored gelatin
Fresh Fruit (blueberries, raspberries or strawberries) ‐ Optional

Instructions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Following the package directions, prepare a box of gelatin
Pour the mixture into clear plastic glasses
Insert a drinking straw into each one.
Put into the refrigerator to set.
If you want to add fruit, wait until partially set (so the fruit doesn’t sink to the
bottom) and then add a few pieces and let it fully gel.
6. Place on a serving tray and serve as if they were drinks.
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Gummy Worm Punch
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 cups unsweetened apple juice
4 cups orange juice
2/3 cup lemonade concentrate
2 cups water
20 gummy worms
4 1/3 cups lemon‐lime soda, chilled

DIRECTIONS
1 Combine the apple juice, orange juice and lemonade concentrate. Refrigerate
juice mixture until chilled.
2 Pour 2 cups water and 1 cup of the juice mixture into a 5‐cup ring mold; add
gummy worms. Freeze until solid.
3 Just before serving, add soda to juice mixture.
4 Unmold ice ring by wrapping the bottom of the mold in a damp hot dishcloth;
invert onto a baking sheet. Place worm side up in punch bowl.
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Day Old Bathwater
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•

12 ounces can lemonade (frozen)
12 ounces can pink lemonade (frozen)
12 ounces can limeade concentrate (frozen)
1/2 gallon Rainbow sherbet
Green, yellow and white dinner mints

DIRECTIONS
Thaw the cans of lemonade and limeade and the rainbow sherbet at least 45 minutes
before you are going to serve your punch. After 15 minutes of taking them out of
the refrigerator, put half of the sherbet in a bowl and blend together until it gets a
brownish color.
Then, according to the directions written on the can, make the lemonade and the
limeade and pour into a punch bowl. Float scoops of the blended brownish sherbet on
the lemonade and limeade punch. Spread it around carefully so that it looks like real
dirty brown suds. Some of the brown blended sherbet will gradually melt in the punch
to give it a day old bathwater grayish‐brown look. Never stir the punch. It is better to
use a ladle to serve the punch in cups.
Note: To make your dirty bathwater look even more sick, some green, yellow and white
after dinner mints which will be looking like tiny bars of soap in your scummy punch.
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English Fool
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

one small container (6 ounces) fresh blackberries or blueberries
1/2 cup sugar
1 teaspoon unflavored gelatin
2 tablespoons light corn syrup
1 or 2 small peaches or nectarines
1 1/2 cups heavy cream (or 2 cups of whipped topping)
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 container (17 ounces) plain Greek yogurt
extra fruit for garnishing, if desired

Instructions
1 Wash the fruit. Chop the blackberries if you are using them; put in a small bowl.
If you are using blueberries, put them into a bowl and mash lightly with a potato
masher. (You can also use a mixture of the two fruits.)
2 Add a tablespoon of sugar to blackberries or blueberries. Let stand for 15
minutes to draw out the juices. Then strain the berries over a small bowl,
reserving the juice.
3 Pour 2 tablespoons cold water into cup and sprinkle the gelatin over the water
and let stand for 5 minutes. Microwave the gelatin for 20 seconds or until
melted.
4 Stir the gelatin and 1 tablespoon corn syrup into the berry juice. Fold in the
berries and refrigerate (at least 30 minutes but up to a day).
5 Peel the peaches or nectarines and puree in a food processor with a tablespoon
of sugar and the rest of the corn syrup. Refrigerate (at least 30 minutes but up to
a day).
6 About an hour before you are ready to serve, whip the cream and 1/2 cup sugar
until stiff. Stir the vanilla into the yogurt. Gently fold the yogurt mixture into the
whipped cream.
7 Pour the blackberry and peach mixtures on top of the whipped cream mixture.
8 Spoon the fool into 8 oz. plastic glasses making sure each glass has some of the
fruit. Refrigerate for half an hour. Garnish with extra fruit, if desired.
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Raspberry Fool
Ingredients
•
•
•
•

4 cup fresh raspberries (frozen work too—thaw and drain before using)
8 to 12 tablespoons confectioners' sugar, divided
2 teaspoon lime juice
2 2/3 cup heavy whipping cream or whipped topping

Directions
1 In a small bowl, mash the raspberries; stir in 6‐8 tablespoons confectioners'
sugar (or to taste) and lime juice. Cover and refrigerate until chilled.
2 In a mixer, beat the cream until it begins to thicken. Add remaining sugar; beat
until stiff peaks form. (or use 6 cups of whipped topping)
3 Fold into raspberry mixture.
4 Spoon into dessert dishes or 8 oz. plastic glasses and refrigerate until serving
time.
•
• Yield: 8 servings
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Fake Grilled Cheese Sandwiches
Ingredients
•
•
•

One pound cake (store bought is fine)
1 cup buttercream or white frosting (canned is easiest)
Yellow and red food coloring

Instructions
1. Cut the pound cake into bread‐like slices and toast them in a toaster oven just
until they turn golden brown
2. Stack two slices for each sandwich and cut the stack in half diagonally.
3. Tint the frosting by stirring in a few drops of yellow and red food coloring (more
yellow than red) to get a shade of orange that resembles American cheese.
4. Carefully spread frosting between the slices of each half sandwich. If you mound
the frosting on one slice, then top it with the other and gently press down, the
frosting will ooze out a bit and look all the more like melted cheese.
Put on a serving plate and serve as you would serve sandwiches.
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Sweet “Meat Loaf”
Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 cups of cocoa‐flavored crisp rice cereal (like
Cocoa Rice Krispies)
2 TBLS butter
2 rolls each of red and green fruit leather, chopped
½ cup dried pineapple, diced
1 ½ TBLS unsweetened cocoa powder
10 oz. bag of marshmallows (miniatures melts faster)

Directions
1 Coat a 5 by 9 inches bread pan with cooking spray and set it aside.
2 In a food processor, briefly pulse the six cups of cereal or put the cereal in a
plastic bag and crush it with a rolling pin.
3 Cut the fruit leather into pieces to resemble red and green peppers and chop the
dried pineapple into small chunks to resemble cheese.
4 Melt 2 tablespoons of butter in a large saucepan over low heat.
5 Add 1 1/2 tablespoons of unsweetened cocoa powder and stir until mixed.
6 Add a 10‐ounce package of marshmallows and stir until they're completely
melted. Remove from the heat. (You can also use the microwave to melt the
marshmallows—in which case use a glass bowl)
7 Add the cereal, fruit leather, and pineapple pieces to the marshmallow mixture.
Stir quickly with a rubber spatula coated with cooking spray until well mixed. If
the mixture gets too sticky to stir, place it in a large bowl, coat your hands with
butter, and mix it with your hands. If it gets too cool, you can zap it in the
mircrowave for about 10 seconds to re‐melt the marshmallows. But be careful or
you’ll melt the fruit leather too!
8 Press the mixture evenly into the bread pan and let the loaf cool (about 30
minutes).
Remove it from the pan, slice with a serrated knife, and serve as plates as you would
serve meat loaf. You can add the fake French fries to this lunch entre to complete the
picture.
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Pentecost Recipes
Pentecost Punch
Flame Cookies
Red Velvet Cupcakes
Red Raspberry Squares
Ready‐to‐Eat Ideas
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Pentecost Punch
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 cups apple juice
1 (46 fluid ounce) can fruit punch
1 (6 ounce) can frozen lemonade concentrate, thawed
1 (6 ounce) can frozen pink lemonade concentrate, thawed
1 ½ water
1 tablespoon red food coloring

Mix and serve.
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Flame Cookies
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup shortening
2 cups white sugar
2 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 cup buttermilk
2 teaspoons baking soda
1/2 cups all‐purpose flour
Red food coloring

DIRECTIONS
Make a heavy cardboard template of a flame using
the image above. Of, use a heart shaped cookie
cutter and cut the cookies in half by cutting a free‐
form slightly “S” shaped line down the middle to
create two flames.
Mix ingredients in the order given. Add enough red food coloring to get it to your
preferred shade of red. Refrigerate dough for an hour.
Dust countertop with flour. Roll out the dough into ¼ inch thick. If it is too sticky, dust
lightly with flour. Cut out flame shaped cookies by tracing around the cardboard pattern
or stamping with heart shaped cutters and then cutting them in half to create flames.
Sprinkle with sugar. Use a metal spatula to transfer to a cookie sheet lined with
parchment paper or a silicone mat. Bake at 350 degrees for 10‐11 minutes. Do not
overbake. Allow to cool before removing from the baking sheet.

Alternative Method
If you want to do this more simply, buy refrigerator cookie dough, add food coloring and
mix to combine (hands work best!). Chill, then roll out and cut as above.
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Red Velvet Cupcakes
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 ¼ cups all purpose flour
½ cup unsweetened cocoa powder
1 teaspoon baking soda
½ teaspoon salt
1 cup butter, softened
2 ¼ cups sugar
4 eggs
1 cup sour cream
½ cup buttermilk (or milk with 2 teaspoons lemon juice or vinegar)
1 ounce red food coloring (one bottle)
4 teaspoons Pure Vanilla Extract

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F. Mix flour, cocoa powder, baking soda and salt in a bowl
and set aside.
Beat butter and sugar in large bowl with electric mixer on medium speed until light and
fluffy (c. 5 minutes). Add eggs, one at a time, and beat until incorporated. Add sour
cream, milk, food color and vanilla. Gradually beat in flour mixture on low speed until
just blended. Do not overbeat. Spoon batter into 24 paper‐lined muffin cups or 48 mini‐
muffin cups.
Bake 18 to 22 minutes for cupcakes (about 12 minutes for mini‐cupcakes) or until
toothpick inserted into cupcake comes out clean. Remove from oven—they will collapse
if you don’t move them gently or try to remove them from the pan before they are cool.
Cool in pans on wire rack at least 5 minutes. Remove from pans; cool completely.
Frost with cream cheese or vanilla frosting. Sprinkle with red sugar or other edible red
decorations.
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Red Raspberry Squares
INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

½ cup butter or margarine (at room temperature)
1 cup light brown sugar, firmly packed
1 cup all purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 cup oatmeal (quick‐cooking or old‐fashioned)
4‐6 drops of red food coloring
½ cup red raspberry jam/preserves

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Coat an 8 x 8‐inch baking pan with cooking spray.
In a medium mixing bowl, beat butter and brown sugar until smooth and fluffy. Add
drops of red food coloring.
Mix in flour, baking powder and oatmeal until mixture is combined and crumbly.
Reserve ¼ cup of the mixture for topping; set aside. Pat remaining mixture into the
bottom of prepared baking pan.
Put the raspberry jam into the microwave and heat for 20 seconds. Stir. If it isn’t easy to
stir, microwave another 10 seconds or so. Spoon the jam on top of oatmeal layer,
spreading as much as possible without disturbing the bottom layer. Sprinkle reserved
topping on the top of preserve layer.
Bake for 30 to 40 minutes or until lightly browned. Remove from oven and cool on a
wire rack. When cooled, cut into Trinitarian triangles!

Note: omit the red food coloring if you want to make this for an ordinary occasion.
Alternatively, you can omit it here if you are concerned about allergies and instead
sprinkle the top with any red colored edible sprinkles, sugar, etc. immediately after
removing the pan from the oven.
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Ready‐to‐Eat Ideas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red Pepper Hummus and red colored tortilla chips (if available)
Strawberries—perhaps with some dipped in chocolate!
Red cherries
Red Jello
Cookies or cakes frosted with red frosting
Cranberry Juice
Any appetizer recipe that you can top with slices of red tomatoes
Watermelon cubes
Raspberries
Red Peppers: Roasted on savory appetizers, raw with a dip or as a decorative
flavor topping on an appetizer
Cranberries: cranberry relish, cranberry muffins or breads (add red food coloring
to make it even more red),
Red jam: e.g., in thumbprint cookies, on toast, on crackers and cream cheese,
etc.
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OP

OPEN DOORS
I N V I T I N G FA M I L I E S T O C H U R C H

A GUIDE
FOR CLERGY

Introduction
Before you dive into this guide, read the Overview and skim the other team guides so
you know what OPEN DOORS is about and how it works. You don’t have to read each
activity or recipe, etc., but pay special attention to the beginning and end sections that
are “teaching pieces” while the center sections are more practical. If you’ve already read
those, you most likely have figured out that this process is a Trojan horse! So let’s be
clear about what we’re doing.
Evangelism is a word and a concept that scares most of us. Episcopalians (which is my
tribe) often are reluctant to even talk about it, much less do anything other than
developing a good marketing strategy. We spend lots of time, energy and money on
improving our websites (which is really important), designing brochures, improving our
signage, even getting the local newspaper to carry stories about our church. All of those
things are important.
But that’s where we stop. We don’t invite people to church. We’re very “Anglican” in
our ethos—proper, polite and follow the rule of “don’t talk about sex, politics or
religion.” So we don’t. We don’t even mention that we go to church, much less invite
anyone to join us. And if you, as the clergy leader, dare to suggest that the laity invite
people to church or, perhaps even worse, “share their faith,” most laity smile, nod and
ignore you.
So it is probably wise to avoid the “E” word entirely. Why scare off people with a term
that they associate with knocking on doors and asking people if they’ve been “saved?”
Why ask them to use a word that they find uncomfortable and even offensive? It is,
after all, just a word. Let it go.
Instead, just focus on becoming an inviting church. Thanks to the tag line on our
denominational signs, we already all think of ourselves as a welcoming church (even
when we aren’t!). So the shift from being a welcoming church to being an inviting
church is much easier on the ear. Besides that, some battles are just not worth fighting.
This, I believe, is one of them. And I actually LIKE the concept of being an inviting
church.
One of advantages of the “inviting church” term is that it is broad enough to encompass
several things at once. We need to become a place and a people that are inviting—that
are an environment that attracts people. But we also need to become a people who
intentionally invite people to come to church. This resource focuses on that second
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aspect of inviting—but it is a good opportunity to pay attention to the other factors that
make your church inviting.
So one thing you might do is to engage the other groups in the church in thinking about
what they can do to make the church more inviting.
•

•

•

The Property Committee can think about what they can do to make the visitor’s
entry to the church more inviting. People make a decision about buying a house
in less than a minute—the same principle applies to churches. So the signage,
appearance of the parking lot, sidewalk, landscaping, door and entry to the
church are really important. Yes, I know this is all about God and not about
appearances. But really, do you want to turn people away just because the
approach to your church looks like your don’t give a darn about God’s church or
the entry looks like no one has been to church in the last three years! We clean
up our homes when we invite guests—we should do no less when we invite
people to God’s church. It honors them and it honors God.
The Liturgy Team can focus on the music, bulletin, and anything that would make
a visitor feel welcomed and able to participate comfortably. I believe this is less
about changing a lot of what we do (although some changes may be needed)
and more about making what we do accessible. We need to learn to think like a
visitor. The best way to do that is to ask a group of non‐churchgoers to attend a
service and make notes on everything they didn’t understand, found odd or
offensive or puzzling, etc. Then meet over some good food and have a fun and
funny discussion of what they experienced. Be prepared to be unoffended by
anything they say. Learn to laugh at yourself. And then figure out how to explain
things or do things in ways that help newcomers understand what’s happening.
The Christian Formation Team can take a fresh look at what they do and at the
appearance of their rooms. Again, we tend to let our Sunday school rooms and
nursery become cluttered, messy and even dirty. We live there, so like our
homes, we see and don’t see it. Pretend you are a parent leaving your child in
this space for the first time—with strangers who will do something with your
child that you don’t really know much about. Would you be comfortable leaving
your child in this space? What would annoy you, concern you, bother you? If you
can come up with a list of things, you can be sure that those things will annoy,
concern or bother a newcomer. Fix them before you invite them!

In addition to making your church become an inviting place, OPEN DOORS is about
helping your members learn how to invite people to church. The long‐term goal is for
them to invite many different types of people. But we’ve started with families for a
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simple reason: it is the least threatening way to start. People will do things for children
and youth that they would never do otherwise. So make this all about the kids. We’re
going to strengthen our ministry with children and youth by inviting families. It’s hard to
have a good youth ministry or children’s program with just a couple of kids. You can do
it, but kids like to come to places that have other kids. So we want to make this a fun,
inviting place for our children and youth. And to do that, we’re going to find and invite
other families with children and youth to join us.
If you read the OPEN DOORS materials, you’ll see that what it really does is teach people
the spiritual practice of invitation. So it is NOT about getting more kids to church so your
kids will come. That’s the Trojan horse. That’s what will motive most of your people.
You’ll have a few, probably mostly mature Christians, who will protest that we should be
inviting all people, that we should be sharing the Gospel with people, etc. And they are
right. But you’ll need to assure them that this is Inviting 101—a place to start so you can
all learn how to do this. But the real goal of this process is for people to engage in the
spiritual practice of invitation.
One of your roles is going to be to make sure that doesn’t get lost. This can easily just
turn into yet another “to do” list and a blur of activities with everyone forgetting WHY
you’re doing this. The events provide easy entry points for newcomers. That’s all. They
are not the focus of this. So if an event doesn’t come off perfectly, so what! That’s not
what this is about. This is about building relationships with people that invites them into
the Christian community and, most importantly, into a deeper relationship with God and
Jesus Christ. Keep your eye on that and this will work. Forget it, and this will become just
more work to do.
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Clergy Roles and Responsibilities
This is about building relationships with people that invites them into the Christian
community and, most importantly, into a deeper relationship with God and Jesus Christ. Keep
your eye on that and this will work. Forget it, and this will become just more work to do.

This points to the most important role and responsibility you have. You are the leader—
which means you hold up the vision over and over and over again in ways that enable
people to fall in love with the vision and do what is needed to make it happen. You do
NOT do the inviting, organizing, event implementation, clean up, cooking, etc. Yes, you
can and should join in and help out. But don’t lead it or do it for the laity. If you start
leading some or all of those other things, you will not be able to do the things that you
and only you need to be doing: leading the whole congregation, keeping them focused
on the spiritual practice of invitation and connecting with visitors. Those are your
primary roles and responsibilities in the beginning. And when people start coming, you
will have other key responsibilities (more about that later).
So what do you do if you are in a church where the priest does everything, attends every
meeting and leads every effort? Stop doing it! When you come to a church, the laity,
almost without fail, will offer you a silver platter on which is all of the power in the
system. If you accept that platter, the power is yours—and so is the responsibility to
“make it happen.” Do it all and succeed with all or most of it, and you get applauded
(and you end up exhausted and eventually, ineffective). Try to do it all and fail, and you
get blamed. Because, you see, when you took all of that power the implicit contract you
made with the congregation is that you would do it all—and, they imagined, would fix
all of their problems, meet all of their needs and, on top of that, do it all “their way!!”
So the trick is to smile and invite them to set that platter on the coffee table so together
you can decide who gets what power and how much of it. In other words, share the
power—and you share the responsibility (read work) and the glory when something
goes well (and the “blame” when it goes wrong).
OPEN DOORS is a good excuse to renegotiate your relationship with the parish if you
came into a church that automatically expects you to do it all. So this is the time for you
to say: This is mostly about you doing these events, inviting people you know, etc. Read
the main manual again—pick up on the themes you want to say over and over again:
•

Over 90% of newcomers come to church because someone they knew invited
them. Only 1‐2% come because a clergyperson invited them.
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•

•

•

•

Thank you for helping us become and be an inviting church. Thank you for
organizing this event. Thank you for inviting this family. Thank you for cleaning
up after this event. Thank you for getting the word out.... Thank you.
We are learning a spiritual practice of invitation—remember is this about inviting
people who mostly already have a relationship with God to join us so together
we can join God’s mission of “restoring all people to unity with God and each
other in Christ.” (Book of Common Prayer, p. 855) Or use whatever wording
works for you!
I need to be available to meet and connect with the people you invite. Please
introduce me and help me get to know them. Tell me anything I need to know
about them.
Let’s pray for God’s blessing. Let’s ask for God’s guidance. Let’s pray for God to
show you whom to invite. Let’s pray for God to send us the families that God
wants to be part of our family. Let’s give thanks to God for what God is already
doing in our midst..... Let’s pray.

Lead the Congregation
So your first role is to lead the congregation. You’ll probably get tired of it, but you do
need to hold up the vision over and over again. You need to say: “God is already calling
people to be part of our community. We are called to join God’s mission by inviting
people we know and welcoming those who come.” Say it in your own words. Say it in
every context and in every way you can. Say it in ways that are upbeat, encouraging and
affirming.
Of course, to do that, you have to believe it! I do. I really do believe that God is calling all
people into unity with God and each other in Christ. For me, that’s the church...or the
Christian community, however that is defined. But for those of us who serve as priests in
the Episcopal Church (or another denomination), that Christian community is likely to be
our local church. We need to stop focusing on what is wrong with that church and the
people in it; stop focusing on the declining numbers and our anxieties about that.
Because, as organizational systems theory teaches us, whatever you focus on in a
system (e.g., the church) is what grows. So we need to start focusing on and trusting
that God is touching the lives and hearts of people in our towns and cities whose faith,
along with our faith, will be strengthened if we are in community with one another. I
believe that God is calling people to be part of your church.
You need to believe that. If you don’t, people will pick that up and they will fulfill the
vision that is really in your head. So if your vision is a discouraged “this church is dying,”
that’s what you communicate—even if you never say those words aloud. Your vision is
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what you communicate, consciously
and unconsciously. So you need to
have a vision of what God’s calling you
to do. If you truly believe that God is
only calling you to be a good pastor to
the existing congregation—a sort of
hospice caregiver while this
congregation dies—then don’t ask
your congregation to do this process.
It won’t work. Your vision, your belief
that God can and, in fact, will do far
more than we can ask or imagine, is
essential.
If you are struggling—and I can
understand that if you’re in a small,
dying church somewhere—it is
important that you find the resources
you need to nurture your own faith.
Find a spiritual director. Go on retreat.
Find colleagues who can support you.
Start a faith‐sharing group. Do
whatever you need to do to help you
see the vision that God wants people
in your community to be restored to
God and each other in Christ.
Unless every person in your town and
the surrounding area is already fully
engaged in a faith community, there
are people who can and will become
part of your church. Don’t think so?
Take a Sunday off and visit a nearby,
growing nondenominational church.
Or a Mormon church that’s growing.
Or visit a Mosque that’s growing. Or
any faith community that’s growing.
Somewhere in your part of the world,
someone is reaching people who are

Engaging Parents
Too often clergy and parents get lulled into thinking
that if they just have a Sunday School and their
children are attending, they’ve done their job. The
reality is that Christian formation mostly happens at
home and it works best at church when parents are
invested and involved. That means clergy have to be
invested and involved—because what clergy pay
attention to is what laity believe is important.
One way to do that is to gather parents once a year
and talk about how they can be involved in the
Christian formation of their child. Give them lists of
storybooks for bedtime reading and table graces to
use at home. Talk about how they can use a
“teachable moment” to connect life at home with the
Christian story. Encourage them to ask their child
about what they learned and what that craft object is
and means. Also ask parents to visit one Sunday
School class session a year so they can see what
happens there. Post a sign‐up sheet so you only have
one visitor at a time and set some guidelines (help
when asked by the teacher, observe otherwise, etc.).
Ask parents to sign up to do something (teach, bring
snacks, help organize rooms, etc.). Every other
organization that provides programming for their
child asks them to participate—because they know
that participation increases their commitment. We
tend to lower our expectations. Parents respond to
that by expecting less—so Christian formation goes
lower on their priority list than the sports and other
activities where they are expected to give more.
We need to tell parents WHY they should bring their
child to church and we need to help them participate
in their child’s Christian formation. One way to do
that is for the clergy to hold up the value, the
importance of Christian formation in concrete terms,
not just using “church language” that doesn’t
connect with them. If you don’t know what to say,
talk with some of your dedicated parents to find out
what language connects with parents today. But
speak about the value of Christian formation
regularly. If you don’t value it, they won’t value it.
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looking for God. Visit them. Watch what they are doing. Keep an open mind—avoid
doing the usual clergy thing and immediately dismiss them for one reason or another.
The reality is, they are growing and we are not. No we do not need to become like them.
But what you will most likely learn is that the real reason they are growing is very
simple: they have a vision that God is calling people to be part of their community, they
are positive about what their faith and their church and they invite people to join them.
If you have a chance to visit several churches or faith communities—in person or even
online, you will see that they are VERY diverse. They don’t sing the same songs. They
don’t have the same theology. They don’t have the same programs. But they all have a
positive leader, members who are positive about their faith and church and members
who invite others.
You can’t change your members—they have to make that choice for themselves. But
you can change yourself. You can develop a vision of God’s call to all people to be
restored to unity with God and each other in Christ. You can dare to believe that God
can and will work through you and your people. You can dare to trust in God and not
yourself, your people or any program (including this one!). That’s the starting point. If
you can do that or if you are already there, you can lead your congregation. And then
this process can help your congregation exercise the spiritual practice of invitation.

Connect with Newcomers
The second most important thing you need to do is connect with whoever comes to
your church. Most people decide about whether they will return for a second visit
within a couple of minutes—so you want to make the entry way welcoming and their
first encounter with people welcoming. The next most compelling reason that
persuades them to return for a second visit is if they connect with the clergy. This is
especially true for churches with a Sunday attendance with less than 250 people and
even more so for small churches (under 50 in attendance). In larger churches, people
tend to look more for competence in preaching, liturgical leadership, role in the church
and community, etc. But in small and medium‐sized churches they look for a
relationship with the clergy.
Take time to connect. Talk with people, find out who they are, what matters to them,
etc. Learn the names of the children—and speak to them. Let the laity take care of the
details, handle the crisis in the background, serve the food, etc. You need to focus on
the newcomers and connect with them. Greet them as they arrive, say “goodbye, thanks
for coming” as they leave. And be present in the narthex or outside the door when they
arrive next week so you can greet them again—“welcome back, glad to see you again!”
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Yes, I know we need to get the acolytes lined up, handle last minute worship details and
say the prayer with the choir and liturgical team....but now is the time to delegate that
to someone else. You need to be standing at the front door greeting people as they
arrive. Remember what you saw when you visited those growing churches? I’ll bet that
most, if not all, of those pastors were standing at the door when you arrived. They were
connecting with you because they know that’s part of what makes you feel connected
to this church—and helps you choose to be part of it.
Most importantly, if a family (or individual) comes three times, set up a home visit
within two weeks of their third time at church. This is an opportunity for you to connect
with them without any distractions. It is a time for you to gently discern their spiritual
and pastoral needs, their concerns, their hopes and dreams. And most importantly, it is
a time for you to pray with them and for them. I encourage you to bless each member
of the family and place your hand on their head (touch matters) as you pray for God’s
blessing on them. If you are visiting a single parent, take along one of the wardens, a
member of your lay pastoral care team or a staff member so you observe safe church
norms.
In today’s world, people have rarely, if ever, had a member of the clergy come to their
home and bless them. It can be a powerful and deeply meaningful experience—a holy
moment. You will need to do whatever is comfortable to you and your way of
ministering to people. But what I’m suggesting is that you establish a spiritual
relationship with people very early in their time in your congregation. That sets up your
primary role: you are the spiritual leader. Too often clergy, if they visit newcomers at all,
make a social visit. That communicates that you are their friend. Most often we gather
newcomers for a Newcomer’s Group that is usually an introduction to the Episcopal
Church. That communicates that you are their organizational gatekeeper and
membership captain. Sometimes we have a Newcomer’s Dinner—again communicating
that you are their friend...or waiter!
There are many people in your town that can be this newcomer’s friend. There are
other people in your congregation who can tell them about what it means to be an
Episcopalian (Methodist, etc.). There even are other people who can help them learn
about being a Christian. But there are very few people who can be their primary spiritual
leader. That’s what they need you to be for them. Start there. You might also become
the person who teaches them about the church or leads them to Christ—or that might
be a layperson. But first they need you to be their spiritual leader. Connect with them
on that level.
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After that first visit, help them connect with the community where they can get needs
met, engage their interests or offer their gifts and skills. The Incorporation Team will
shepherd them but you need to meet with that team and help them understand what
each family (and member in that family) wants and needs. And you need to ask them to
report back to your regularly about how it is going. What you want to see is a new
family finding their way into the congregation, joining groups, finding friends, having an
opportunity to offer their gifts and skills. If that’s going well, affirm it, bless it and move
on. If you see it going off track, step in and help the team or meet with the family again
to see how you can facilitate their incorporation.

Affirm, affirm, affirm
The third responsibility you have is to be the cheerleader and affirm everyone—over
and over. Say thank you. Give people a pat on the back. Point out what they did well and
especially frame it for them as ministry. Laity so often think that what they do is just a
task. Affirm their labors as serving other’s in Jesus’ name. And say thank you—it is
amazing how much difference it makes when we just say “thank you” to each other.
Your role as “cheerleader‐in‐chief” is more important than you think. People take their
cues from you. If you are upbeat and affirming, others will pick up on that and start
being affirming too. If you are walking about muttering about what’s going wrong, who
isn’t there or didn’t show up on time, etc., soon everyone else will be muttering too! So
do your best to see the positive in whatever is happening around you and affirm that.
And especially affirm the people God has given into your care.

And a couple of tasks
We do have a couple of tasks that are specifically for you. Obviously you are going to be
the one who blesses backpacks and animals and leads liturgies. You may have roles in
the Christmas Pageant (e.g., opening welcome/closing prayer) ascribed to you by
preference or tradition. And you may choose to jump into some role that you especially
enjoy (e.g., playing Saint Nicholas or cutting the cake at Epiphany).
Beyond that, there are two times we suggest you speak to the parents while the
children are at an activity. One is a talk on “Safeguarding Children” during the Back‐to‐
School Party and the other is a talk on “Santa and Saint Nicholas.” In both cases we have
provided a script—as an example of what you might say. We don’t suggest that you read
it, but rather that you use it to help you develop what you’d say.

The place of prayer
Finally, we invite you to join us in praying for this initiative—in your congregation and
across our church. I am firmly convinced that we can turn around the declining
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numbers. I’m convinced that it is not God’s will for the church to die. I’m convinced that
we already have whatever we need to be and do whatever God is leading us to be and
do.
I’m also convinced that it is God who will act in and through us. We must turn to God
and seek to align our will with God’s will, to discern and follow God’s leading. So we
must pray—not just our usual Episcopal collect or even an intercessory bidding. But
really pray. Earnestly pray. Spend serious time in prayer. Make sure you have a Prayer
Team who is praying daily—a great role, by the way, for older adults who may not be
able to assist with anything else. Start every Vestry (board) meeting with a time of
prayer. Start every staff meeting with a time of prayer. Start every committee meeting
with a time of prayer.
OK, you got the message! But I’m serious. We need to move from our traditional routine
of reading a collect or throwing an intercession into the Prayers of the People. This is
asking God to act—it might even be asking God for a miracle! We don’t know what God
will choose to do. We do know that God often has surprises in store for us so our prayer
that God will work in and through us to accomplish far more than we can ask or
imagine, might well result in changes to us and to our churches that we really can’t now
imagine. Prayer—persistent, consistent prayer—will transform us as well as those
around us. And so we pray.
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Building this into congregational life
After you’ve finished a year’s cycle you will have identified the people who are actively
inviting families or others to church. As you start the second year, you can take a
reading to see how well your congregation has integrated the spiritual practice of
invitation into their daily lives. If you are lucky, you will have gotten a significant number
of members to invite people without any encouragement from you. If so, rejoice—and
start looking to the next group of members how might become Inviters. If not, keep
working more closely with your existing Inviters while you recruit others to join in.
What you are doing is changing the culture of your congregation from a people who
gather for worship (are receivers), engage in service (are givers) and, if someone shows
up, welcome outsiders. But mostly our members wait for people to come in and join the
congregation. Being a people who reach out and invite people in—or who go out and
join people where they are—requires a change in culture. That takes time and
persistence.
So the second year is time to expand to circle—get more people involved as Inviters.
And it is time to look beyond just inviting families. Think about how the principles apply
to inviting others:
•

You earn the right to invite by building relationships

•

Create “easy” entry points—events that are allow people to get to know you
without having to make a commitment to you or even attend worship

•

Follow up: say thanks for coming.

•

Invite them again...by name, with a connection to something they value, did,
said, etc.

•

Don’t inundate them with churchy emails, mail, messages or pressure to pledge,
help out, etc.
Attend to them—pay attention to where they are on their spiritual journey and
respond to them accordingly. Don’t use the same approach for everyone,
personalize how you invite people in and into deeper life in the church.
Don’t abandon them if they return—help them find their way into a place and
pattern that nourishes them
Value them and what they bring. Newcomers usually bring as much to us as we
have to give them...and by that we don’t mean money and extra labor!

•

•
•
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•

Pray. Pray daily, ask for what you need, give thanks, give troubles over to God,
trust that God, working in and through you, can, in fact, do far more than you
can ask or imagine.

Review these principles and think about how you can apply them to other groups in
your community:
•

•

•

Do you live in a community with a growing number of “Adult Only” facilities—
seniors will be the fastest growing segment of our population in the next couple
of decades? How might you invite them into your church?
Is your community struggling to provide social services to its citizens? How might
you find people willing and able to assist, join them in that work and invite them
in?
Do you have a school nearby or a community concern about a lack of resources
for youth? How might you join the young people in your community in creating
meaningful activities, finding jobs, being safe, having fun—and how might you
invite them in?

This is the time to think outside of the walls of your church and what you ordinarily do.
What’s going on in your community and how might you connect with that? What groups
can you identify that you can invite to church? Who in your midst might be connected
with those groups and activities—how can you support them in building relationships
that earn them the right to invite?
This may also be time to rotate the various team members. If this is beginning to be
exhausting rather than life‐giving for some members of your team, it is time to find
another ministry—one that energizes them. And invite others to take on this role. Some
people stay in a ministry because it is their “niche” and they love doing it. But some
people need to move to another ministry. Having some rotation is good—it brings in
fresh ideas and new energy. Having some stability is also good—you need some people
who remember what did and didn’t work, how to do it, and have some practice at doing
it. So look for a mix of people who will carry over another year and some new members.
If someone is leaving, take time to say “thank you.” This can be very simple. For
example, sit in a circle, light a candle on a table in the middle, sit in silence and invite
people to offer remembrances of what that person did and for what about them and
their ministry you give thanks to God. Close with a blessing.
Finally, remember to say “thank you” to those who will stay another year! You can do
the same thing as suggested above or you can write each person a note. How you do it
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isn’t as important as doing it. So often we forget to do that simple little thing: say “thank
you.” It can be brief, but be specific: “You are always there with a word of
encouragement, you stay on top of a zillion details, and your cakes are the best I’ve had
in ages! Thanks so much for all you do in this ministry.”
It is really important that clergy attend to these two things:
•

•

Identify who will lead the effort in the next year (or make sure the team does
that). Personal invitation works best so don’t just make an announcement. And
remember to ground this invitation process in prayer—its not just about who
you want, it is about who God is calling into this ministry. This is your leadership
team and is the group you focus on supporting, encouraging, equipping, etc. So
tend to this garden.
Thank everyone who has contributed to it in the past year—and thank them in
person or in writing, not to the group as a whole. Individual affirmation from the
key leader is extremely important. It doesn’t have to be fancy or take much
time—but it does need to be authentic.

The Spiritual Practice of Invitation
Inviting people to church is a spiritual practice. It isn’t about being friendly or recruiting
new members (although that, of course, is part of it). But the spiritual part of it is
inviting people into the Body of Christ. Inviting people to church is a first step—one that
we need to practice until it becomes second nature. But even now, start looking ahead.
It isn’t just about getting people to come to church, or even join the church. How do we
invite people into a relationship with God in Christ? How do we share the Gospel
message, the Good News? How do we share our faith, invite people into our deepest
experiences of God in our lives?
That’s where the spiritual practice of invitation leads to, even if it needs to begin with
the simple act of inviting someone to a church event. Because when we invite someone
to church, we are already saying something about ourselves and our faith. We are
already saying: “This is an important part of who I am and something I find meaningful
enough to want to share with you.” That’s the first step.
As you begin to open the doors of your church to those who have never come before,
you will begin to open the doors of your heart and soul to them too. That’s part of the
incorporation process and part of your own spiritual journey. Begin now to look for how
you—individually, as a team and as a congregation—can begin to share your faith story,
hear the faith stories of those whom God is sending your way, and how you can
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together be the people of God in your community. How can you invite them, and
yourselves, into a deeper faith?
This is going to be your second major area of responsibility. As newcomers arrive, you
will need to lead them and your members in a process of faith‐sharing and other
practices that help deepen their faith. You are not just about growing numbers—your
role is to deepen faith. So while others focus on inviting, your focus is on deepening.
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Making Disciples
As new people begin to show up at events and worship, you need to begin working
closely with your Incorporation Team as they quietly help newcomers find their place in
the congregation. Your role is to assist them in doing that ministry—but to pay special
attention to the process of making disciples. This is especially true if the newcomers are
not Christians or have not had much experience of the faith.
Every person and family comes to faith differently. So there is no set way for you to
approach people. What’s important is that you DO approach them to see where they
are on their spiritual journey and how you and the congregation can support them on
their journey.
For families, one of the first steps might well be baptism of a child. If the parents are not
church‐goers, they are likely to have that almost magical concept of baptism. “This is
something that will protect my child.” Most clergy want them to understand the
mysteries of the faith, the commitment embodied in baptism and the meaning of the
sacrament. So we hold meetings and talk to them. But, to be honest, a person who is, in
essence, a baby in the faith probably doesn’t understand much of anything we say in
those preparation sessions! They smile, nod their heads, look wise and try their best to
answer our questions the way they think we want them to answer. But I’m not sure they
are grasping much beyond the logistics and the general “this is how my child becomes a
Christian.”
So if you have an unchurched family, you can go one of two directions (and you may
choose the path according to the family rather than according to your concepts of what
is right).
1. You can do the normal session or two before baptism and then hope (actually, if
at all possible, PLAN) to do follow up with the family afterwards or
2. You can go slow and work with the family more gradually in a way that leads the
adults to deeper faith.
Either route is fine—you have to decide based on your own ministry style and you may
want to also take the individual family needs into consideration. Some people come to a
church and then they really do want the baby baptized NOW. Others are OK with going
more slowly.
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If you choose the second option, I
encourage you to enroll a companion
family to walk with you and the family
exploring baptism. This might be the
family that invited them or someone
else—as long as it is a family you are
confident can disciple another family.
They need to be able to talk about their
faith but also have good sense about not
telling people what to think or feel, know
how to engage people in conversation,
etc. If you have a larger congregation, this
might turn out to be a group of people.

Fly‐by Baptisms
When I was in parish ministry, in a church near
an Air Force base, we had a number of what we
called “fly‐by baptisms.” These were military
families coming through the base for a couple of
weeks prior to shipping off to some part of the
world. They had local family or friends and
wanted the baby baptized before leaving. It
wasn’t what I thought was the “right” way to do
things, but I somehow didn’t have the heart to
say “no.” So we did them (several were Roman
Catholics because their local church wouldn’t do
baptisms unless parents were active members). I
often wondered whether it was the right thing to
do until I ran into one of those “babies” –now an
adult and active Episcopalian. “You baptized
me,” he said, “and it made such an impact on my
parents that they started going to church
regularly and became Episcopalians. When our
relatives heard the story about how the Roman
church refused, but you did it, several of them
switched to the Episcopal Church. We still talk
about you at family gatherings!” I have since
decided that, when in doubt, it is better to
baptize and let God work it out!

In any case, I encourage you to put more
emphasis on baptismal preparation
and/or follow up than we have
traditionally done. This is an opportunity
to do significant faith formation. That
doesn’t mean doing classes or putting
requirements in place. Those can easily
become barriers and often are more
about the institution than the family. I
mean spending time talking with people about their faith journey and finding out what
they want and need. That’s the value of having another family accompany them—
people are often more open with laity than they are with clergy. We can be pretty
intimidating. Unchurched people might be anxious about showing their ignorance to us.
Or they may be afraid we’d be offended by their questions. Having another family
present means the conversation can be more open as they can model asking questions,
expressing confusion, etc.
There are a multitude of resources available on baptism. Here are a few:
•

•

Godparenting: Nurturing the Next Generation
(www.LeaderResources.org/godparenting) Explores the history and theology of
godparenting, offers helpful tips on how to be involved in your child’s spiritual
formation. For godparents but obviously applies to parents as well.
Living Water: Baptism as a Way of Life (Church Publishing) Eight sessions that
focus on water through prayer, song, scripture, silence, poetry and storytelling
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•
•

•

•

•

•

that can serve as a program for youth or adults wishing to further explore
baptism and their spiritual journey or to use with parents.
Candle Press has several little booklets for parents, godparents and to use with a
young child. See http://www.candlepress.com/category/53‐baptism.aspx.
Parents and Godparents as Spiritual Guides: Nurturing Children of the Promise
(Upper Room Books). A practical guide for adults who care for children amidst
the stresses and busyness of life.
Baptism: The Event and The Adventure (www.LeaderResources.org/baptism‐
event‐and‐adventure). A collection of resources for baptism and baptismal living
that includes education programs for parents/godparents, youth and adult
baptismal candidates, retreat formats, sermons, liturgies, bulletin inserts,
catechumenal programs and suggestions for supporting ministry in daily life.
Taking the Plunge: Baptism and Parenting (Morehouse Publishing) A resource for
parents and godparents as they begin a faith journey with a child. The questions
at the end of each chapter also makes it a useful resource for parenting classes.
Baptism: Marked as Christ’s Own Forever (http://leaderresources.org/baptism‐
marked‐christs‐own‐forever) is a rotation workshop style unit for use in Sunday
School that you could also use with a group of families with children in the K‐5
age range.
New Life (The Sunday Paper) This booklet follows the rite of Holy Baptism in
bold, cartoon style pictures with the people’s responses from The Book of
Common Prayer as well as most of the celebrant’s words. Great for the service if
you have children who are of reading age.

In addition to baptismal preparation, you probably need to provide some instruction on
the Eucharist. Again, this is an opportunity for spiritual formation. You can, of course, do
it one‐on‐one (if you have only a few people) or lead a group yourself. But there are also
books and resources available that laity can use to lead small groups—a great way to
build community and it has the added benefit that whoever leads it will learn as much
or more than those who participate! So it is a good way to nurture lay leadership.
Here are some resources to consider:
• Lift Up Your Heart: Exploring the Eucharist (www.LeaderResources.org/lift‐your‐
hearts) guides adults through the Eucharistic service and involves them in the
key aspects of confession, proclamation, offering and thanksgiving and helps
participants explore how they live those dimensions in daily life. Great for those
new to the church. Includes liturgical notes outlining two ways to develop an
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•

•

•
•

•

•

instructed Eucharist for your congregation. Twenty‐one sessions (1‐1½ hrs); can
be used as a year‐long program, in smaller units or as individual sessions.
What We Do in Church: An Anglican Child’s Activity Book (Morehouse Publishing)
An activity book of puzzles, pictures, word finds and more for children ages 4‐7
that helps them learn about the elements of worshiping in an Episcopal Church.
Do This in Remembrance of Me (www.LeaderResources.org/do‐remembrance‐
me) A six‐week program for children (K‐3rd Grade) and their parents teaches the
basics of who, what, when, where and why — and encourages children and
parents to participate! Includes a Communion Book you can print for each child
as a study aid and remembrance.
Candle Press has several wonderful little booklets for parents and young
children. See: http://www.candlepress.com/category/54‐eucharist.aspx.
Alleluia! Amen: The Sunday Paper’s Communion Book for Children: A Guide to the
Holy Eucharist, Rite II (The Sunday Paper, 1984) this booklet follows the Holy
Eucharist Rite II in bold, cartoon style pictures with the people’s responses from
The Book of Common Prayer as well as most of the celebrant’s words.
This is My Body (www.LeaderResources.org/thisismybody) is a rotation
workshop style Sunday school unit (4‐7 sessions) where children learn about
communion: what it means, why it is important and how the tradition was given
to us. Includes: baking eucharistic bread, making things needed for worship, the
movie Jesus and a Last Supper "picnic."
Water, Bread and Wine: Should we offer communion to people before they are
baptized? (www.LeaderResources.org/wbw) is a book of essays designed to give
you a chance to hear the voices of several different perspectives. Each essay has
discussion questions. You might use the entire book to explore the topic or
select an essay or quotes from essays to discuss using the questions.

Welcoming the Stranger
One of the quirks of the Episcopal Church is that we don’t really have good ways to
welcome newcomers. We often have good coffee hours...and do our best to be friendly.
We offer “newcomer classes” and sometimes even lunch with the rector for everyone
who is new to the parish. But we don’t have a way for people to “join” in the way most
other denominations welcome newcomers.
In today’s world, I think that’s a real problem. People need rites of passage. They need
ways to mark a decision to step over a threshold into a new role. Joining a parish is such
a threshold. But how do we mark that step?
If the newcomer is already Episcopalian, we ask them to transfer their membership—an
invisible, administrative action. Non‐Episcopalians are asked to be received by the
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bishop (if they are Roman Catholic, Orthodox or Lutheran) or confirmed. Both of those
actions are more related to the denomination than the parish. And most people are
more interested, at least at the beginning, to join a parish. They want to belong to a
community. In fact, the common word is that there is a reluctance by many people to
join anything—they don’t trust institutions and aren’t comfortable making a
commitment to them. So asking them to make a commitment to something like a
denomination—the uber‐institution—isn’t very appealing. That is a commitment that
comes with time and a deepening relationship with the church.
So we have created a Welcoming Ceremony (see end of this Guide). This obviously isn’t
official and you can modify it in any way you like. But it can be a way for Episcopalians to
explore a way to welcome newcomers. It is based on several principles:
1. The ceremony is designed for Episcopalians moving from another area, baptized
Christians, unbaptized person and even people who are of another faith (e.g.,
the Jewish partner of a family)
2. The person is being welcomed into the parish, not joining the denomination or
even the faith (baptism may come later but isn’t required here)
3. The ceremony is focused on welcoming.
4. The clergy lead the liturgy but the Vestry (the congregation’s official
representatives) stand with the clergy and they shake hands with each
newcomer and welcome them.
5. The newcomers join the Vestry in leading the Prayers of the People—in other
words, they immediately take their place in the community. Anyone, even an
unbaptized person or someone of another faith, can pray. So this is probably the
most universal act we do in worship.
The Welcome Ceremony provides an opportunity to talk about “next steps”—baptism,
confirmation, reception, marriage, etc. Those are all sacraments or sacramental rites
that require a faith commitment so are going to come later—perhaps much later. The
Welcome Ceremony give us something to do fairly early in the newcomer’s entry into
the congregation that helps that person or family know that this is where they belong.
“Welcome home!” is a word many of us need to hear.
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Life‐long Learning
In addition to the sacraments and other ceremonies, you will want to plan Christian
formation programs in general for all ages, small groups, etc. There are lots of resources
available at the usual publishers. But don’t just order “programs” that you think will be
good for people. Listen to them. Ask them what they are looking for...what their heart
longs for...what questions nag them. In larger churches you may need to do something
more intentional to gather that information. In a small to medium sized church, you’ll
want to be doing that listening all of the time—and then respond “on the spot.” In other
words, don’t launch all of your groups or learning opportunities in the fall. Think of
“just‐in‐time delivery!” Start a group when a need arises. Offer a learning opportunity
when it fits with some national, regional or local event. Respond to what people want,
when they want it.
Think about families—what resources can you offer parents to help them become the
spiritual formation guides for and with their children. What can busy families do to
deepen their faith? Candle Press has good home‐use resources (www.candlepress.com).
Live‐It was develop for St. John’s Episcopal Church in Jackson, WY—it offers a table card
with a quote, prayer, sharing suggestion and Scripture lesson around a key word (trust,
gratitude, kindness, etc). www.LeaderResources.org/live‐it
Finally, don’t assume that adult education has to be in a group setting on Sunday
mornings or Wednesday evenings. Faith formation happens in the midst of life. Lots of
people will never come to an announced “program”—but they will come to help with an
outreach/mission project or to do something they enjoy. Think about how you can build
faith formation into those occasions. That might not be anything formal. It might just
mean you ask questions and encourage conversation while people are packing
sandwiches or knitting. It might mean thinking about how you can make a picnic or one
of the OPEN DOORS events a teaching opportunity. It might mean doing a really
powerful meditation/devotion at the end of working together on a mission project. Use
those “teachable moments.”
In other words, look at where people are gathering. Look at what energies them. Then
figure out how you can weave Christian formation into that. Don’t over‐do it to the
point where their beloved outreach activity now has a 90 minute Bible study attached to
it or you’ll just drive them away! But do a 10‐minute “stand‐up” Bible study at the
beginning of the event, invite them to look at their work through the lens of that
passage and then ask for reflections at the end of the event.
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That said, you can’t foster much depth in 10 minutes! So you’re doing this a way to get
people started. You’re meeting people where they are. One of the reasons no one
comes to our standard adult education groups is because they truly are busy, the topics
don’t strike them as something they care about and they have better, more interesting
things to do. That’s true. Life is more complex and, most importantly, people have WAY
more options of things to do now than they did before. That’s the good news. The bad
news is that we now have to compete with their attention—and our standard
announcement that the Bible study group will meet at X time/place no longer cuts it.
The other thing that makes adult education a “hard sell” is that we have not made the
case for it. We promote programs or groups with announcements. But we have not
made adult faith formation a normative part of Christian life. Doing that requires a
sustained commitment from the clergy. We need to teach and literally convince people
that deepening their faith by studying the Scriptures, learning and praying together is
important and essential. For example, clergy need to preach that message regularly—
not as an occasional topic of the sermon but woven into the sermon—let’s say at least
once a month. You can assume that people know that there even is any benefit to
participating in a learning opportunity—they often don’t. You have to tell them WHY
they want to do this. And you have to name the benefits specifically.
You do that by tying it into the sermon and into other opportunities where you can
address the topic. You need to make the expectation that being engaged in ongoing
learning is normative. I remember our D.Min. group interviewing the minister of a
growing church when he admitted that his small group participation wasn’t yet at an
appropriate level—only 82% of his members attended a small group learning experience
each week! [Notice that he knew exactly how many attended.] And he was clearly
embarrassed to have to admit that to us, explaining that it was hard to get adults to
understand the importance of adult education in today’s world so “we still have a lot of
work to do.” I didn’t have the heart to tell him that most of our churches would have
been excited about having 10 or 15% attend. The expectations you have is generally
what you will get. Don’t expect people to be in a weekly learning experience and they
won’t come when you announce the formation of a new one.
This also means you need to practice what you preach. You need to be in a weekly
learning experience. Then you can bear witness to what it does for you. Your sermons
then aren’t just telling the laity what they should be doing—you can share what you are
doing and what it is doing for you. You don’t want to do that so often that people get
tired of hearing about your group! But an occasional, brief reference helps people
understand that life‐long learning is normative for Christians.
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Finally, it is important to talk with
people individually about what
learning experience is appropriate for
them. So often we just announce a
program and wait to see who shows
up. Part of the role of clergy today is
to find ways to help people find ways
to deepen their faith life. That works
best one‐on‐one. Someone is far more
likely to read a book, join a group or
even start/lead a group if you connect
with them personally and support
them in pursuing the questions,
practices, needs they articulate. If you
are in a larger congregation, that’s not
possible—so you will need to find
ways to empower laity to help each
other (something that needs to
happen in all sizes of churches). But
clergy need to let go of some of the
administrative and management work
in order to spend more time getting to
know the spiritual needs of their
people and helping them find ways to
deepen their faith. That’s work that
often falls by the wayside and we
struggle to keep everything going. It’s
easy to announce a Bible study group.
It’s a lot harder to really know people
well enough to say: “Bill, I know
you’ve been struggling with question
of where God is in the midst of your
child’s illness. I believe it would be
helpful for you to be part of a group
where we will talk about that and
together draw closer to God. Are you
willing to join me in doing that?” Then
if he says “yes” you find five more

Discipling Disciples
We used to encourage people to invite their friends to
church—and they came. But then that no longer worked.
Then, as in this process, we encourage people to build
relationships with people and then invite them. But that still
assumes that when they come the clergy and the church
will then disciple them. But that isn’t likely to work
anymore.
In today’s world, the laity need to disciple newcomers.
Clergy need to lead, model and get some practice at it (most
of us just know how to tend to existing Christians, not form
new ones). But once people who are not Christians start
arriving, you need to help laity learn how to make disciples.
They are the ones who need to walk with their friends as
they deepen their spiritual journey. Not into committee
meetings, do‐good outreach projects, or helping out with
liturgy or education. But teaching their friends how to study
the Bible, pray, find meaning in life, discern God’s leading
them, etc.
Most laity will not be equipped to do this or comfortable
doing it. So plan ahead—gather some of your most active
inviters and incorporation team members and start
coaching them. If you have little or no experience leading a
non‐Christian to Christ, you’ll just have to learn along with
them! Talk about it together. Then start practicing it, share
how it is going, learn from each other and above all, pray
for each other.
But above all—do it. This process is not about just bringing
Christians to attend your church so you can have more butts
on the pew and pledges in the plate. It is about making new
disciples—it is about people encountering the Risen Christ
and being transformed by Him.
If that doesn’t start happening, re‐focus, because you’ve let
this process slip into just getting people in the door. Your
responsibility, as the clergyperson, it to shepherd this part
of the process. Don’t let this become just a bunch of parties.
The events are just ways to open the church doors and give
your members practice at inviting people to church. But the
real goal is to open people’s hearts to Christ. Never lose
sight of that—it is your “Job #1.” And you do that best by
teaching laity and supporting them as they make disciples.
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people, start the group and when they are underway, you can gradually withdraw,
giving the leadership over to a layperson. Or you may already have a lay person who
would be an ideal leader so all you do is launch the group and show up now and again.
Adult faith formation today needs to move out of the classroom and into the streets. It
needs to happen in different times and places...and it needs to be varied in
presentation, length, style, etc. The traditional mode of lecture or discussion group still
has value. But if your people aren’t coming to that anymore, stop beating a dead horse
and start doing something else. Get creative. Gather some resources to get your
creative juices flowing. Gather some creative people and ask yourselves: How can we
make what we already do a teachable moment? Then try some things. See what
energizes people. Follow the energy. Let go of the dead weight.
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Going out
If you’ve gone to a clergy gathering recently or read any of the recent publications, you
are undoubtly aware of the current “missional church” trend. We need to go out, it tells
us—go to where the people are, find where God is already at work and align ourselves
with God’s mission “out there.”
There is great validity to that. Too many of us are stuck in old patterns of doing things,
with the same people, at the same time and place—and usually in old buildings! Our
services and programs usually are boring to younger people. So going out of our comfort
zone helps us break out of old patterns. There isn’t anything wrong with that and it can
be a great way to bring new life into a congregation.
The one danger is that we end up just going out. We join in building those Habitat for
Humanity houses, create a community garden, work on some wonderful project with
some wonderful people. And then they go home and we go home—and the Good News
of Jesus Christ is never proclaimed and never heard. Yes, some of them might decide to
come in—and going out provides ways to build relationships so we can invite them in.
But what are we doing to make disciples? Do we, especially in the Episcopal Church (and
probably other standard mainline churches) know how to form new Christians who
aren’t the children of Christian parents? What do we do with someone who isn’t a
Christian?
Going out is great—if we teach our people how to be apostles (share the Good News)
and how to disciple new Christians. That’s new ground for most of us. We’re used to
pastoring Christians, not teaching people who have very little idea of Christianity is
about how to become a Christian. And our laity are even less familiar with how to do
that.
So by all means go out. And invite in. But in both cases, focus on reaching people who
are not Christians. There are, of course, many people who are Christians—baptized as
babies and with some vague beliefs and commitments. And we need to invite them into
a deeper life in Christ. But we also need to learn how to introduce Christianity to people
who are unfamiliar with or—even more likely—leery of, if not even a bit adverse to,
Christianity. The day of just pastoring a nice group of Christians is gone. The new job for
clergy is making disciples and teaching Christians how to do that. Every church needs to
be focused on doing that—even if it means letting go of lots of the things we now do in
order to free up time and energy. And that’s likely to be true for most churches. We
have to stop doing much of what we now do so we can refocus on making disciples. Kill
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every committee meeting that isn’t absolutely, absolutely necessary. Keep committee
meetings as short as and efficient as possible. Stop any program that isn’t working
(hardly anyone attends, getting volunteers is like pulling teeth, etc.). If you have a few
people that love the event or program and they aren’t the least bit interesting in
growing the church, making disciples, etc., then let them do it by themselves. Give no
time or energy to it other than being kind to the people doing it. But don’t let programs,
events, administrative and management tasks, and the like distract you from your main
job: making disciples of Christ and discipling your members in making disciples.
If you aren’t doing that by the end of the first year of OPEN DOORS, stop and review
what you’re doing, make adjustments, re‐focus. It is so easy—and believe me, I’ve done
it—it is so easy to spend all of your time on pastoral care, liturgy and administration that
months go by before you realize that you have not done a single thing that is bringing
new people into the Christian faith or helping your laity do that. Even the missional
church movement can become a distraction if all it does is create yet another thing for
you and your people to do (build community garden)—but that does not result in
making disciples. There is a simple way to gauge this: Look at the number of baptisms,
especially adult baptisms. If that number is going up, you’re on the right track.
Now having said all that, I know some of my colleagues are already talking back at me
about how it isn’t all about making converts, it’s about deepening people’s faith and
their relationship with God. And that’s certainly true—our job is more than just making
disciples of those new to the faith. We also are responsible for helping the disciples God
has entrusted into our care to deepen their faith. But too often we use that as an
excuse. It was my excuse. It helped me feel good about what I was doing without having
to face my fear of what I’d do when I encountered someone who was not a Christian.
Seminary did not teach me what to do. I knew how to make Episcopalians...but not how
to make disciples. So it was WAY more comfortable for me to focus on deepening the
faith of the people who were already Christians.
The reality is that we now live in a world that has an increasing number of people who
are not Christians. We can either turn inward (even by going out and just doing good)
and nurture our own—and die. Or we can recognize that we have been given an
enormous gift—the gift of being able to participate in the renewal of the Christian faith
in America. This is one of those times in the cycle of history. The church has been
through it before. This is the time when we get to introduce Christianity to people who
aren’t Christians! Because there are LOTS of those people out there now. And we get to
be part of their process of encountering the Risen Christ and being transformed by him!
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The first time I had that experience was one of the most exciting times in my life.
Walking with someone as they discover who Christ is, as they open themselves up to
Christ and choose to commit to a life in Christ is exhilarating. A bit scary, yes, but
exhilarating!
So I’m encouraging you to look for those opportunities because I know there are dozens
of people in your town (no matter how small) who are being called by God to be in
relationship with God and Christ—and you and your people can walk with them on that
journey. I’m encouraging you to have the courage to reach out to them and invite them
to walk with you because I know you will find that journey as exhilarating as I did. Once
you have had the privilege of being with someone (from outside of the church) through
their process of becoming a Christian, you will want to do that again and again. That’s
when you realize what the church is all about—being part of God’s mission “to restore
all people to God and each other in Christ.” (BCP p. 855) The rest of what we do flows
from that—and when we are about doing that mission, the rest of what we do has new
life, new energy and probably won’t be so boring after all!
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Help! Our Church is Changing
If you have even just one new family join your church, your church is changing. If you’ve
persisted in doing the OPEN DOORS initiative for a full year and several families have
joined you, your church is changing—or, to be blunt, if it ISN’T changing you aren’t
welcoming people into your church. You’re just asking them to put their butts in the
pew and pledges in the plate while you continue to have the nice little church have
always had!
Every time any new person enters any group, that group goes through four stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Forming (who belongs, what does belonging her look like or mean?)
Storming (who has the power, who can influence the group?)
Norming (what are the rules, the common practices we agree on)
Performing (now we’re clicking—working well together!)

Those stages are normal and necessary for a group to form and re‐form. A church is no
different. We often get a bit uncomfortable at the storming stage—either hoping there
won’t be any stress about who has the power/influence or by pretending it isn’t
happening. But if we fail to acknowledge and openly deal with that stage, it goes
underground and causes a world of trouble! So it is essential that everyone simply
recognize that when you bring new people into church, they have new ideas, build
friendships with people that will impact other relationships, join activities and thus
change the dynamics of them, etc. Each of those actions pushes up against how we’ve
always done it, who has always led that effort, expressed that perspective, etc.
Suddenly a newcomer is the one being the one passionate about an outreach project
that was started by and led by Mrs. Smith for years. That newcomer has a different way
of doing it, uses different language in talking about it and maybe even suggests you do
something else. Horrors! Mrs. Smith is insulted and her friends are upset with and on
her behalf.
Or the two Sunday School teachers who have managed things quietly for years now
complain that there are too many children from them to manage in one group and you
have to re‐think how you do Sunday School. Or maybe it is even something as minor as
that new family decided to settle into MY pew!
In the midst of being excited about the new people coming into your church you need to
pay attention to the inevitable “storming” that will result. Notice I didn’t say MIGHT
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result—but that WILL result. And that
storming is often directed at the
clergy. So just be prepared and don’t
be surprised by it. Approach it the way
we teach meditation—observe it, note
it and watch it go by. Strive to avoid
getting drawn into it either by “fixing”
it for people or by arguing with them.
Listen and redirect. Focus on what you
want to have grow.
New people in any group means that
everyone in the group has to re‐assess
who has the power, whose voice will
be more influential, etc. What’s more,
if you add more than just a few
families, you will have to shift and re‐
size your entire system.
Most churches have a system that is
too large for the size of the
congregation. Their system grew
during the 1950‐60’s Baby Boomer
explosion and they still are trying to
keep all of those committees,
activities, etc. going at roughly the
same level. If you are lucky, you’ve
worked hard at stopping some of
those activities. If not, you’ll need to
do so now. Because you have to stop
doing some things before you can
start doing new things.
You don’t want to do that all at
once—that upsets too many people
and creates too much disruption. But
you do want to keep talking about the
need to stop doing some things so you
can together see what emerges—

Right‐sizing Your System
How do you adjust your system to fit the size of your
congregation? What should you stop doing?
Begin by listing every single thing your congregation does—in
as much detail as is reasonable. You’ll have pages of stuff!
Then look at each one and ask: If we stopped doing this would
we still be the church? Create the shortest list you can of the
absolute essentials. (You can do this through discussion or just
give everyone to stars and have them pick the 10 things they
feel are essential.)
Then go back and ask: Are there things that are not on this
“essential for a church list” that are core to who WE are as a
community? If we stopped doing them, would we stop being
St. Swithen’s? Don’t add more than a couple of items.
Get everyone to mark as many items as they like with a “+”
meaning “doing this gives me energy” or a “0” meaning “doing
this drains me, wears me out.”
Now take a hard look at what isn’t on that essentials list.
Divide them into three groups:
1. Things we can stop/change pretty quickly and easily.
2. Things we’d need to do some research and planning
before we stopped or changed how we do it.
3. Things where change is likely to be resisted or where
stopping this will have a significant negative impact
on other essential things.
As you sort, consider the “energizes or exhausts us” markers.
If something has lots of “0” marks, move that higher on your
list. If it has lots of “+” marks, you can move it lower. The +
and 0 marks are often better indicators that the rational
sorting. You need to point out that if something is draining us,
it probably isn’t worth doing or we aren’t doing it in a way
that God is blessing. Because the Spirit is life and energy—
when we are aligned with God’s mission, doing God’s will, we
are energized.
Then start with the first list—and stop doing them! Set a time
line to do that, review progress and then start on the second
list eliminating or changing thing to fit your size. Take your
time working your way through the third list (if you even need
to get to it). Many or most of those will probably stay—
although you may want to change HOW you do them.
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what God is and will do in your midst. Urge people to just give it a try. “Let’s try it and
see what happens.” And above all, encourage people to focus on discerning God’s
presence. Where do we get our energy? What energizes us? What gives us joy? Where
do we feel the power of the Holy Spirit?
You need to acknowledge the loss, to remember, celebrate and bless the past. You need
to commiserate with people who are feeling adrift or hurt or even angry—but not too
much. You want to be caring but not enable them or the church to stay stuck. You can
and should say: “Yes, the way we used to do ABC was great and worked well for us for
many years. But it is important that we try some new things. This might not be the way
we ultimately do it, but we’re opening ourselves to God leading us to new places. That
will take us awhile and sometime be somewhat distressing to those of us used to things
the way the used to be. But we trust that God will help us become the church God is
calling us to be...even if we stub our toes a few times along the way.”
That acknowledges the discomforts without giving it too much energy. Remember,
whatever you focus on grows. So if you focus too much attention on the loss, your
feelings of loss will grow. If you ignore those feelings entirely, they go underground and
come back to bite you later. So you have to walk a careful balance between
acknowledging loss and discomfort and yet constantly re‐directing your focus to what’s
emerging from the future.
If you start having more than a couple of families arriving and you feel the storming
temperature rising, it is advisable to get a consultant, spiritual director or clergy/lay
colleague from outside of the church who can meet with you weekly or bi‐weekly to talk
about what’s happening and how to handle it. You will need to pay special attention to
yourself—your spiritual life (e.g., go on retreat) and/or your emotional life (a therapist
can help) or you can’t stay calm and focused (which is essential).
Read some books—the Alban Institute and Jossey‐Bass Publishing have lots of good
books on change. Don’t get caught into applying any one person’s ideas “religiously.”
For example, lots of clergy try to do family systems theory (very different from
organizational systems theory) with minimal training in the theory and end up
psychologizing their ministry. You are not a therapist or the congregational parent. You
are the spiritual leader of your congregation.
Be who you were ordained to be and only use books to help you get a bigger picture and
your place in it. But focus on being a priest (or minister, if you are of another
denomination). Don’t try to be a consultant—hire one if you need one! Or try to apply
some author’s ideas without incorporating them into your own being. If you try to do
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someone else’s “stuff,” it’s going to come across as phony to your people and you risk
messing it up because it isn’t really yours. Be who God created you to be and use books
(or conferences, theories, resources, etc.) to enrich and deepen your own
understandings, gifts and skills.
You mostly need to remain calm (a “non‐anxious presence”) and focused on what’s
emerging from the future and avoid getting pulled into any storming in ways that fuel
the fire. You want to acknowledge the changes, the losses and anxiety, but not feed it.
To do that, you have to stay grounded yourself. Do whatever you have to do to make
sure you stay grounded!
In addition to your congregational system changing, your role, your place in the church
will change too. That will demand new ways of ministering, new ways of being for you.
And those will require new habits and skills. Don’t assume that your learning is finished!
If your church grows by more than 10%, you will need to hone some new skills. So look
ahead, start scouting out mentors or programs or resources that can help you get those
skills in place—preferably BEFORE you need them!
Finally, remember to pray. You are choosing to focus on growing your church because
God’s mission is to draw all people to God’s self and you are joining in God’s mission. So
remember that God will be with you in the ups and downs of that journey.
If the going gets rough, turn to God. If people get angry (and they most likely will), don’t
blame them. Remember the stages of death and dying: denial, anger, bargaining,
depression and acceptance. As your church changes, people will go through those
stages of grief over the loss of how things used to be—even things as simple as “I used
to know everyone at our church and now there are these new people I don’t know.”
Those feelings are normal, so don’t blame people for feeling them! Acknowledge those
feelings. Preach/teach the congregation about the stages of grief and the stages of
change in a group so you expand your base of who understands the dynamics of what’s
happening. Reach out to people. Offer to pray with them. Comfort them and invite them
to honor their loss even while you offer them a vision of new life, new hope. Don’t insist
that they be there with you right away—some people will need time and may even
withdraw a bit in reaction to the change. Keep in touch and keep praying. Some things
we can’t and shouldn’t fix. But we can hold those things and those people in our
prayers.
Finally, I want to thank you for your ministry and your willingness to lead this new phase
in the life of the church. The time of bemoaning our losses is over—now we need to
turn our faces to the future and see what God has already prepared for us and what
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good things are emerging. Now is the time we need to put in the time, prayer, effort and
energy into joining God’s mission of calling all people into unity with God and God’s
people in and through Christ. I am often inspired by the saints and pioneers of early
days. I look back at how our church was built by clergy who labored long and hard in
towns where no one went to church (because there wasn’t one) and most weren’t
Christians. They rode on horse back from one town to the next, finding a kindred soul
who would put them up for a few days and then went out into the streets to invite
people to worship services. They’d preach, administer the sacraments, encourage the
laity to form a church and then pack up and ride to the next town. They founded
churches in cities, in towns and in the middle of nowhere. They were driven to be
apostles—to share the Good News wherever they went.
We are the privileged inheritors of their hard labors. In most places we at least have a
building and some people...and often we have a salary. But in some ways we are like
those early clergy—we need to build our congregations by gathering up people who are
not Christian or are not worshipping in a church regularly. We can no longer just
manage the congregation that hired us—we have to build a church. OPEN DOORS is just
one vehicle to help us do that. Perhaps it is not the one for you—which is fine. Find
another way. But if this process and the ideas here appeal to you, I believe you can, with
God’s help, be an apostle and you will see your congregation grow.

God’s peace,
The Rev. Linda L. Grenz
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Appendix
Safeguarding Children Sample Talk
Santa and Saint Nicholas Sample Talk
Welcome Ceremony
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Safeguarding Children Talk
Note: The following is only an example of what you might say. Develop your own talk
using language that fits you. But above all, make sure your church is following the safety
norms you are describing. Nothing worse than not practicing what you’re preaching!

Good Afternoon. Welcome to _______’s Church. My name is ____ and I’m the (priest) at
(church). Thank you for bringing your children to join us for this Back‐to‐School Party.
The end of summer and start of the school year is an important time in the life of a child
and we wanted to provide an occasion for all of us to celebrate that transition. We’ll
also have a time to bless their backpacks in a couple of weeks and we hope you’ll join us
for that. Our children need all the help they can get these days and many of them find a
blessing very comforting and a boost to their self‐confidence as they start a new year at
school. So I encourage you to consider coming for that.
While the children are creating a craft for you, I thought we’d spend a few minutes
talking about a topic that is important to parents and guardians: How you can safeguard
your child. We like to think that our children are safe when we take them to a church, to
school or to a sports or cultural institution. But, sadly, we also know that this is not true.
So we’ve prepared a brochure to help you ask yourself a few common sense questions
before you leave your child in someone else’s care.
Think about your child’s physical safety. When you arrive, look around to see if the
facility has been “childproofed” appropriately and if the children are supervised
adequately. Areas where very young children will be should not have sharp corners on
tables or sharp objects accessible to children. Poisons and chemicals should be labeled
and out of reach. You should feel free, for example, to walk into our nursery, if you
come to this church, and look under that sink to make sure we don’t have anything
down there that could hurt your child if she gets ahold of it.
Look for fire extinguishers. There should be one in every kitchen, in or near the rooms
where children meet and in other obvious places. When you spot one, check to see if it
is fully charged and see if the inspection sticker indicates that it is up‐to‐date. Check to
see if the exits are clearly marked and not blocked by anything. If your child will be in
this facility regularly, ask the teacher if they have fire drills or if the teachers have been
trained in how to get the children out of the building safely.
Is the building clean and, if it is night time, is it well lit? A building that is not well
maintained might also have hidden hazards. Are food preparation areas clean and do
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food preparers follow basic cleanliness procedures? And do they pay attention to food
allergies?
Think about your child’s emotional and personal safety. Are differences respected? Is it
clear that teasing, put downs, or making fun of someone is not tolerated? Do people
refrain from gossip and personal attacks? Are kindness and civility community norms?
Are children who misbehave prevented from hurting another child?
No child should be subjected to teasing or put‐downs from anyone. Bullying is a serious
problem in our society. Adults in all situations need to intervene and stop children who
are bullying another child. And children need to feel free to report problems to any
adult and expect to be supported. Watch how the adults in the situation interact with
the children. Make sure you are comfortable with how your child is being treated. And
understand that an environment that keeps your child safe will also be one where your
child will be restrained if he or she becomes a bully and that you may be called to
remove your child if he or she misbehaves in a way that can harm another child.
In all of these cases, you don’t want to go overboard. But you do want to assure yourself
that you are comfortable that this environment is at least as safe for your child as your
home is. You have a right to and a responsibility to ask questions and insist that basic
safety norms be followed.
Finally, lets talk about sexual misconduct. This is a topic that makes all of us a bit
nervous. But it is important that the adults in any place that has children present work
together to prevent sexual misconduct. There are a few simple rules that can be very
helpful. First is the “two‐adults rule.” That means that there are always two adults in a
room where children are present. So don’t leave your child alone with a music teacher,
a coach or a Sunday School teacher. If there is no one else present, you need to stay in
the facility, at least within earshot of the room.
The second rule goes along with this—it is the “open door” rule. This means that all
doors are open or have a window in them. This prevents someone from hiding behind a
closed door. There are times when a single adult must leave the room with a child—to
take a little one to the bathroom, for example. But they must do that with the door
open, both the door to the bathroom and the door to the classroom. And they need to
stay within earshot or sightline of another adult.
This is both to prevent child abuse and to protect the adults. You need to have a space
that is open where anyone can see what is happening and where no one can be doing
anything with a child without being noticed.
We don’t want to create a sense of danger for children, but all of us, as adults, simply
need to use common sense. If you see a couple of kids sneaking off to the furnace room,
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grab another adult to go with you when you go to retrieve them. If you see an adult or
teenager alone with child or group of children, step into the room and say, “hello.” It
doesn’t mean that anything untoward is happening—it may just mean that at this
moment, the adult is alone with the children. But by stopping by to say “hello” and
hanging around until another adult shows up, you help keep our children safe and
protect our teachers and volunteers from being put into an uncomfortable situation.
This is why we all need to take responsibility for creating a safe space for our children.
The final safety norm is that adults who work with children are trained in how to
prevent sexual misconduct. We, for example, require that anyone who works with
children attend a “safe church” training program once every three years. We want all of
our adults to be aware of the dangers and how to ensure that our children are safe.
You can help with this by being aware of the potential dangers and, frankly, by being
nosy! Look around. Ask questions. Speak to leaders about any concerns you have. Be an
engaged and involved parent. That let’s the adults in the situation know that you are
watching them—and watching any other adults who might be in the environment. This
is especially important in places like a sports facility where lots of people come and go
or in churches where we seek to welcome anyone who comes in our doors. But that
means we need to understand that not everyone can be trusted. And it isn’t always the
obvious, stereotyped person. A predator can be a teenager, that nice old lady or
someone who is an important leader. So we all need to be aware and alert. Safety is
everyone’s responsibility.
OK, let me stop there. We’ve got a brochure you can pick up on your way out. Carry it in
your pocket or purse when you take your child to a new facility where you will be
leaving them for any length of time. Do a quick check by asking yourself the questions in
that brochure.
We’re going to have some coffee, tea, some goodies and time to talk in a bit. But I’m
going to pause first to ask if anyone has any questions.
Pause.
Respond to a couple of questions if they are raised. Don’t let this go on for
more than about five minutes. Then close it.
OK, thanks so much—I appreciate your questions and comments. I’m happy to talk
some more with anyone during the social time. Just come up and introduce yourself. I
do want to encourage you to take the other brochure we’ve provided. It lists some of
the benefits of giving your child a religious education. Some of the things in that
brochure might just surprise you!
If you do not belong to a church, I urge you to consider providing your child with a
religious education. Your children will come to know Jesus as a friend. They will learn
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right from wrong and values that are important to all of us: loving and caring for others,
kindness, compassion, and why and how to stand up for what’s right. They will learn
that God loves them and that God will be with them in the time of trouble and well as
the good times. These are difficult days and all of us, especially our children, need God
in our lives.
You are welcome to join us—we have a Sunday School program for children every
Sunday morning at _____ and our youth group meets at _____. Feel free to ask me for
more information. I’m also glad to assist you in finding another church or faith
community if you are looking for a different denomination or faith group to provide a
religious education for your child.
Thanks again for coming. Let’s take some time to enjoy the refreshments and get to
know each other.
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Santa and Saint Nicholas
Good Afternoon. Welcome to _______’s Church. My name is ____ and I’m the (priest) at
(church). Thank you for bringing your children to join us for this St. Nicholas Day Party.
Christmas is a time of the year when things can get very hectic. So we try to spread it
out over a longer period of time instead of trying to pack it all into a couple of days. One
way we do that is to celebrate St. Nicholas Day on December 6th and we’ll also have an
Epiphany Party on January 6th which we hope you’ll join us for.
St. Nicholas Day is widely celebrated in Europe but less known here in America. In
Germany and Poland, boys dressed as bishops collect money for the poor (and
sometimes themselves!). In the Netherlands and Belgium, St. Nicholas arrives on a
steamship from Spain and rides a white horse around the country giving out gifts. Dutch
children leave carrots and hay in their shoes for the saint’s horse, hoping St. Nicholas
will exchange them for small gifts. This simple gift‐giving early in the season of Advent
(and before the major Christmas rush), helps keep Christmas Day focused on the birth of
the Christ Child.
But who was St. Nicholas? “The true story of Santa Claus begins with Nicholas, who was
born during the third century in the village of Patara. At the time the area was Greek
and is now on the southern coast of Turkey. His wealthy parents, who raised him to be a
devout Christian, died in an epidemic while Nicholas was still young. Obeying Jesus'
words to "sell what you own and give the money to the poor," Nicholas used his whole
inheritance to assist the needy, the sick, and the suffering. He dedicated his life to
serving God and was made Bishop of Myra while still a young man. Bishop Nicholas
became known throughout the land for his generosity to those in need, his love for
children, and his concern for sailors and ships.
“Under the Roman Emperor Diocletian, who ruthlessly persecuted Christians, Bishop
Nicholas suffered for his faith, was exiled and imprisoned. The prisons were so full of
bishops, priests, and deacons, there was no room for the real criminals—murderers,
thieves and robbers. After his release, Nicholas attended the Council of Nicea in AD 325.
He died December 6, AD 343 in Myra and was buried in his cathedral church, where a
unique relic, called manna, formed in his grave. This liquid substance, said to have
healing powers, fostered the growth of devotion to Nicholas. The anniversary of his
death became a day of celebration, St. Nicholas Day, , December 6th (December 19 on
the Julian Calendar).
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“Through the centuries many stories and legends have been told of St. Nicholas' life and
deeds. These accounts help us understand his extraordinary character and why he is so
beloved and revered as protector and helper of those in need.
“One story tells of a poor man with three daughters. In those days a young woman's
father had to offer prospective husbands something of value—a dowry. The larger the
dowry, the better the chance that a young woman would find a good husband. Without
a dowry, a woman was unlikely to marry. This poor man's daughters, without
dowries were therefore destined to be sold into slavery. Mysteriously, on three
different occasions, a bag of gold appeared in their home‐providing the needed dowries.
The bags of gold, tossed through an open window, are said to have landed in stockings
or shoes left before the fire to dry. This led to the custom of children hanging stockings
or putting out shoes, eagerly awaiting gifts from Saint Nicholas. Sometimes the story is
told with gold balls instead of bags of gold. That is why three gold balls, sometimes
represented as oranges, are one of the symbols for St. Nicholas. And so St. Nicholas is a
gift‐giver.
“One of the oldest stories showing St. Nicholas as a protector of children takes place
long after his death. The townspeople of Myra were celebrating the good saint on the
eve of his feast day when a band of Arab pirates from Crete came into the district. They
stole treasures from the Church of Saint Nicholas to take away as booty. As they were
leaving town, they snatched a young boy, Basilios, to make into a slave. The emir, or
ruler, selected Basilios to be his personal cupbearer, as not knowing the language,
Basilios would not understand what the king said to those around him. So, for the next
year Basilios waited on the king, bringing his wine in a beautiful golden cup. For Basilios'
parents, devastated at the loss of their only child, the year passed slowly, filled with
grief. As the next St. Nicholas' feast day approached, Basilios' mother would not join in
the festivity, as it was now a day of tragedy. However, she was persuaded to have a
simple observance at home—with quiet prayers for Basilios' safekeeping. Meanwhile, as
Basilios was fulfilling his tasks serving the emir, he was suddenly whisked up and away.
St. Nicholas appeared to the terrified boy, blessed him, and set him down at his home
back in Myra. Imagine the joy and wonderment when Basilios amazingly appeared
before his parents, still holding the king's golden cup. This is the first story told of St.
Nicholas protecting children—which became his primary role in the West.”
(from http://www.stnicholascenter.org/pages/who‐is‐st‐nicholas/).

So why do we focus on St. Nicholas? Well, first of all, we like people know the story of
the real saint behind the Santa Claus story. It is a story that inspires us even today. And
adopting some of these traditions helps families “spread out” the Christmas joy instead
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of focusing it all on one day and on what sometimes becomes too much for children.
The focus on getting lots and lots of toys can be overwhelming for children and
sometimes overwhelms parental pocketbooks! So some families find the St. Nicholas
traditions of smaller gifts and treats a helpful and meaningful way to lower the pressure
on Christmas Day.
Finally, we offer this to you as a way to deal with that sticky question of: When, where
and how do you tell your child the truth about Santa Claus? Most of the time this
happens naturally and you, as the parent, are relieved of having to do anything! But in
some families this causes no small amount of consternation. And there is that
awkwardness of having to essentially lie to your child for all of those years—and often
have both you and your child playing this game long after the child has already figured it
all out.
Learning about St. Nicholas helps children understand how stories, like the Santa Claus
story, come to be over time. And it gives you an easy way to begin talking about how St.
Nicholas was a real bishop who gave gifts. Over time, people began to call him Santa
Claus and thought of more and more ways that he did or could have given gifts. We
remember St. Nicholas because he cared for children, the poor and those in need. We
remember him as Santa Claus because he gave gifts. And we give each other gifts as a
way to remember and celebrate his example of caring for others.
This gives you an honest answer if you child asks whether Santa Claus is real. “Santa
Claus is another name for St. Nicholas and he was a bishop who lived a long time ago.
He cared for people, especially children, and gave them gifts.”
Did Santa Claus bring my presents? “Santa Claus, who was the bishop named St.
Nicholas, inspires all of us to give gifts to each other to show our love for each other.”
You’ll have to decide how you handle this with your own child. But we hope that having
the St. Nicholas story will give you a way to help you talk with your child about Santa
Claus. And it may give you an alternative should you decide you don’t want the focus on
Santa Claus.
Let me pause and ask if anyone has questions or has anyone got a story about how you
handled the question of Santa Claus. Is this an issue in your house and how do you
handle it?
Pause.
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Field questions and comments. Listen. Encourage dialogue. Affirm the fact that different
families have different traditions—and that’s fine.
We have a Christmas pageant at ___ o’clock on Christmas Eve—any child is welcome to
join in or watch. No rehearsal required; just show up. And there’s that Epiphany party I
mentioned. As you leave someone will give you a schedule of those events. We hope
you’ll come and bring some friends with you! We also have a brochure on the benefits
of bringing your child to church. You might find some of those reasons interesting or
even surprising. If you do not belong to a church, I urge you to consider providing your
child with a religious education. Your children will come to know Jesus as a friend. They
will learn right from wrong and values that are important to all of us: loving and caring
for others, kindness, compassion, and why and how to stand up for what’s right. They
will learn that God loves them and that God will be with them in the time of trouble and
well as the good times. These are difficult days and all of us, especially our children,
need God in our lives.
Thanks again for coming. Please join me for refreshments in (directions to the room).
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Welcoming Ceremony

The Welcoming Ceremony is designed for use in the Episcopal Church. If you are of
another denomination, you may choose substitute your own liturgy or, if you don’t
have one, adapt this to fit your context.

The Episcopal Church does not have a way for adults to join the church beyond
confirmation or for reception those already confirmed in a Roman Catholic,
Orthodox or Lutheran church. However, that leaves several holes.

Episcopalians who are moving from another church “transfer into” a parish by
having their previous church to send a letter of transfer. But congregations rarely do
more than perhaps include an announcement in the bulletin and/or newsletter.
Most don’t even do that...the transfer of membership is silent and hidden.

People from other denominations must be confirmed or received Episcopal Church
before there is any recognition of their role in or commitment to a congregation.
Confirmation and reception reflect a commitment to a denomination—something
that often comes long after a commitment to a congregation. So these people also
have no way to affirm their desire to belong to a particular congregation.

People who are not baptized and are not ready to be baptized are also left with no
way to make a commitment to a congregation. They may have a deep spiritual life,
be highly active in a congregation’s life and ministry but are unable to affirm that
commitment in any meaningful way.

This ceremony is designed to address these situations. It is not intended to replace
baptism, confirmation or reception. Rather it is a ceremony that could precede
confirmation, reception or even baptism. It is designed to provide newcomers an
entry point and give the congregation an opportunity to invite participants into a
deeper faith life by exploring baptism, confirmation, reception, their vocation, etc.
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The responsibility for inviting participants to “go deeper” primarily falls to the
Clergy and Sponsors—and it may take months or even years to see fulfillment.
However, the goal is to walk with the newcomers on their spiritual journey—with
the hope that each person will find eternal life through baptism and a spiritual home
within the Episcopal Church or other denomination or Christian community. The
community, as well as the participants, need to be committed to exploring these
paths together in an intentional way.

The ceremony includes both Sponsors (representatives of the community chosen by
the participant) and the Wardens and Vestry who officially welcome newcomers on
behalf of the community. This is not a sacramental rite—it is a ritual of welcoming
someone into an established community. Thus is it fitting that the community’s lay
leaders offer that welcome and it is fitting that the newcomers immediately take
their place in the community by joining other congregants in leading the Prayers of
the People.

The Clergy and Sponsors would normally meet with the Newcomers before this
ceremony to help them develop an understanding of the life of the congregation and
their commitment to it. This might be the traditional Inquirer’s/Newcomer’s Group.
Ideally it will include several informal conversations where the Newcomer and
Sponsors can reflect on their spiritual journeys, on how life in the congregation has
or can support them in their faith and the vocation they feel they have been given by
God. This is also the time to discuss baptism, confirmation, reception and other
sacraments or sacramental rites of the church.
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Introduction to the Welcome Ceremony
Individuals and Families who have chosen to join a local congregation are invited to
make a public affirmation of that choice. This ceremony is conducted at the worship
service normally attended by the participants.
Prior to this ceremony:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participants will be given an opportunity to understand the rights and
responsibilities of joining this congregation.
Confirmed Episcopalians are asked transfer their membership to the parish.
Episcopalians who have not been confirmed are encouraged to be confirmed at
the next appropriate date.
Other Christians are asked to provide a copy of the baptismal certificate and are
encouraged to invited to be received or confirmed at the next appropriate date.
Adults or youth who are not baptized or confirmed will be invited to enroll in a
process to explore baptism and/or confirmation.
Parents of younger children who are not baptized will are encouraged to present
and their children for baptism.

The congregation is informed of the intent of the participants to join the parish several
weeks prior to the event so the members of the congregation can pray for them private
and in the Prayers of the People. Participants are encouraged to identify at least two
sponsors who will accompany them on this journey and acquaint them with the parish
and the faith.
This ceremony occurs prior to the Prayers. At the appointed time, the participants and
their sponsors stand before the Celebrant, the Wardens and Vestry. An appropriate
hymn to sing while they are gathering is “My Shepherd Will Supply My Need” (664 in
The Hymnal 1982). The last verse, in particular, fits this occasion:
“Oh may thy house be mine abode and all my work be praise. There would
I find a settled rest, while others go and come; no more a stranger or a
guest, but like a child at home.”
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Welcome Ceremony
The Celebrant addresses the congregation:
Dear People of God, these fellow pilgrims have expressed a desire to become a
member of this congregation and join their spiritual journey with this particular
Body of Christ. It is with great joy that we welcome them into this church home.
The Celebrant addresses those who are joining the congregation:
Celebrant:

Is it your desire to join this congregation?

New members:

It is.

Celebrant:

Will you join us in regular worship and prayer, in seeking a deeper
relationship with God in Christ and in serving others?

New members:

I will.

Celebrant:

Will you allow us to walk with you on your spiritual journey; will
you share your doubts and your faith with us and hear the Word
of God spoken to you in and through us?

New members:

I will.

The Celebrant addresses the congregation and sponsors:
Celebrant:

Will you welcome this (these) person(s) into this family of God,
share your doubts and faith with them and hear the Word of God
they bring to you?

Congregation:

We will!

Celebrant:

Let us pray:

Holy God, you have called us to live in community, to love and support each
other on our spiritual journey in life. We give thanks for these new pilgrims who
have chosen to join this congregation. Bless their days in our midst and make
them a blessing to us. Give us ears to hear your Word spoken through them and
grant them the wisdom to hear your Word spoken through us. Fill us with your
life‐giving Spirit that together we me be led to ever deeper paths of faith and
faithfulness. All this we pray in Jesus’ name. AMEN.
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Celebrant:

My brothers and sisters, welcome home! (applause is appropriate)

The Celebrant, Wardens and Vestry Members welcome each Newcomer. They share in
leading the Prayer of the People (choose a form with enough petitions to give most
Newcomers at least one petition to read).
Celebrant:

Let us now pray for this newly re‐created Christian community, for the
Church and for the World.

The service continues with the Prayers of the People.
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OPEN DOORS
I N V I T I N G FA M I L I E S T O C H U R C H

EVENTS TEAM

Introduction
One of the fastest, and probably easiest, ways to grow a church is to invite and incorporate new
families. Why? Well, just for starters, when a family comes you get two, three, four or more
people at a time! And families, especially those with younger children, are open to, may even
be looking to join a church. Most importantly, parents want what is best for their children. They
often feel that a religious environment will benefit their child. So if you can confirm that sense
for them, they will bring their child to your church.
The real questions are: How will they find you? Why would they choose your church over
another church or faith group.....or instead of a sports program?
Too often we assume that our job is to welcome people when they come. We forget that today
we have to invite people. We can do that as congregations and as individuals. But in both cases,
you earn the right to invite – you earn it by establishing a relationship and meeting the needs of
the families you are serving and not by just focusing on getting “butts on the pews and pledges
in the plate.”
Before you begin planning your first event, read the OPEN DOORS OVERVIEW so you can see
how you fit into the overall picture. Then meet with all of the other teams (or, if you are a large
church, with the team leaders) and review what each team does. Your role is to coordinate the
events. The Inviters Team will focus on inviting your members and guests. The Hospitality Team
will take care of the food and drinks, make sure the restrooms are stocked and the place looks
good and is welcoming. The Communications Team will promote the events. And the Prayer
Team will undergird all of your work with prayer.
Your role is to recruit and organize the people who will lead the activities. In some cases there
is a prescribed role for clergy; in other events, they will only have their primary role: connecting
with your guests. So while you will want to include clergy in your planning, the laity take lead in
inviting guests and in planning and leading the events. Newcomers look to clergy to see if they
“connect” with them. They generally need to feel that the clergy are warm, welcoming, care
about them, etc. before they will feel comfortable being a part of your church. So that’s your
clergyperson’s primary responsibility.
If you are a small church (under 50 worshipping on Sunday mornings), you will want to do this
as a “committee of the whole.” In other words, everyone will be involved in some way! You
“teams” may be only two people at the planning stage and each team will then include others
in doing the work. Medium sized churches (50‐200 in worship) can have teams of 4‐6 people.
Larger churches will need and be able to have larger teams.
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No matter what size church you are, we encourage you to consider having four Event Teams
with some overlap from one event to the next. This process is divided into seasons: Fall, Winter,
Spring and Summer. So you might have a Fall team of four people, two of whom will serve on
the Winter Term and then the two new Winter team members would serve on the Spring
Team, etc. This will, of course, depend on how many events you do and how your team works.
But consider some kind of rotation that keeps an experienced member or two on the team
while adding new people for the next season.
Read through the information provided for each event. Your OPEN DOORS TEAM will need to
decide which events your church will do. The events listed are optimal for a medium to large
church; smaller congregations may choose to do fewer events or, perhaps better, do them
more simply. The reason we recommend a cluster of events around each key entry point is
because that’s how you build momentum. A visiting family needs to come a few times before
they will begin to feel like they “belong.” That “belonging” feeling will happen much faster if
they come to three events in close proximity to each other than if they come to one fall event,
one winter event and one spring event. While it is possible the visiting families will connect with
you if they do just one event per season, it is much less likely. They are more likely to just see
you as a place that has interesting events to attend, rather than connect with you in a way that
makes them feel like they “belong.”
Your goal is to invite them and help them feel that they belong to this community. When new
members enter a group, any group, the group goes through four developmental stages:
Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing. The first stage, Forming, is about who is in and
who is out. The question is: Do I belong to this group? That’s what your visitors will be asking.
Having multiple events in close proximity means that they will get to know people, feel the
surroundings are familiar and they will begin to feel that they “belong” in your church. That
makes it far more likely that they will come back!
A quick overview of the other stages:
•

•

•

Storming: Who has the power? Any time a new person enters a group, the power shifts
in the group and the group consciously or unconsciously re‐negotiates who has the
power. People whose familiar roles, responsibilities or even just whose voice is
dominant may become upset when the groups power shift occurs and others take on
roles and responsibilities or receive the group’s attention.
Norming: How are we going to work together now? This is when the group members,
consciously or unconsciously, recognize that with a new member, things have shifted
and the groups settles on a new way of working together.
Performing: When that negotiation is complete, the group moves to optimal
performance. Things are humming, the group is working together well and everyone
knows and is reasonably comfortable with who has the power, how decisions are made,
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where things are going, etc. There are always a couple of folks who need more time to
adjust and are uncomfortable with the new life of the group, but that’s normal. Most of
the group members, however, are ready to move on.
It is important that your Events Team and the entire OPEN DOORS TEAM be aware of these
stages. As new people arrive and choose to stay, your congregation will go through these stages
over and over again. If you recognize them, you can relax and just know that it is normal that
some people will feel uncomfortable with the shifts in power, how things are done, who gets
attention, etc. That’s normal. Recognizing it, talking about it, even finding ways to laugh at
yourself when you catch yourself getting annoyed because “we always used to do it THIS way”
helps. Being gentle with each other and just loving each other helps too!

Four Key Entry Points
OPEN DOORS is built around the four key entry points—natural moments with families who
might be inclined to come to church would already be looking at. What you want to do is build
on these entry points:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The start of Sunday school
The Christmas Pageant
Easter Sunday
Vacation Bible School

You build on these four entry points by adding events before or after the key event. You do that
because a family who comes to two or three events in a row is MUCH more likely to come to
church. Remember, in the beginning it is all about belonging. So the more often the family
comes, the quicker they begin to feel like they belong here.
So these events have one primary purpose: to help people feel at home in your church. That
building relationships with people at your church and especially for children it means having
fun! This is not primarily about teaching children about God or the faith—although we, of
course, want children to learn about God and the Christian faith. But that will happen at greater
depth later. Right now, it is about getting them to connect with the children and people at your
church and feeling “at home” in your church.
You may want to form four separate teams, one for each season. It is best if you can have at
least one “carry‐over” member so what the team from the prior season learned can be
conveyed to the second team. Another way to do it is to have half of the team do two and then
rotate off. So half of the Fall Team would join the Winter Team and then rotate off. The “fresh”
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half of the Winter Team would stay for the Spring Team. And so on.... Of course, if you are a
small church, your Fall Team may only be two people. So to rotation gets simplier!
Either meet with the other Teams and discuss what they will be doing and/or (ideally) at least
skim the other Team Guides so you can see what’s said there and also so you don’t think you
have to do everything. You have lots of help! Plus we encourage you to recruit a sub‐group of
this team to serve as the Logistics Team. They can shop or organize all of the materials you will
need for the events so you can focus on the event.
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First Key Entry Point

IN THIS SECTION:
•

Preparation

• Key Entry Point: Back‐to‐School Party and
• Sunday School Launch
•
•
•
•
•

Follow‐up
Blessing of the Backpacks
St. Francis Day: Blessing of the Animals
Thanksgiving
Review
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Tab 1

FALL: Sunday School Start‐up

Preparation
Read the introduction and make sure you’ve gotten everyone on‐board, signed up and thinking
about this before you start. The first step is to get your Invitation Team up and running.
Invitation Team Guide tells them how to recruit, train/inspire and equip the congregational
Inviters—preferably by mid‐July. The Inviters ideally will have 4‐6 weeks before your Back‐to‐
School Party to connect with the families they will invite. So begin by checking with the
Invitations Team to make sure they are taking care of that side of things.
A month before your Sunday School launch, gather a group of people to plan the party. This
team should include people from the Communications Team, the Invitation Team and the
Inviters. Include children and teens—they often have better party ideas than adults!

Theme and Schedule
Pick a party theme—keep it fun and fairly neutral. This is a party, not “church.” We’ve included
several activities and food around an animal theme simply because it appeals to kids. You can
do the same thing around any other theme—or just use what we provided. What we’ve given
you is an example, not a rule. If you’re crunched for time and ideas, use our theme and ideas
the first year and get creative next year.
Plan on about 90 minutes and include these elements:
•
•
•

•
•
•

A gathering activity (10‐15 minutes)
A video or other fun presentation (10‐15 minutes)
A craft activity (30‐40 minutes including travel time)
o At the same time: a parent’s gathering with the clergy for a talk on “Keeping
Your Child Safe” and to “meet and greet”
A show‐and‐tell time (5 minutes)
Food! (25‐45 minutes)
Farewells, a party favor and an invitation to come back the next day

That’s it. No need to make it too complicated. But, the real work comes BEFORE the party. Read
the Invitation Team Guide so you know what they will be working on and how everything fits
together. The Inviters need to start inviting, posters needs to be posted, a story needs to go
into the local newspaper, a posting needs to go on your website and parishioners needs to start
spreading the word. So your Invitation and Communications Teams have lots of work to do
while you start planning your party!
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The goals of the party are simple:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a low‐threat way for families to “check out” your church
Provide a natural way for families to meet people at your church and find out where the
Sunday School rooms, restrooms, etc. are located
Offer a fun experience for children
Offer basic information to parents on how to keep their children safe
Provide a warm, friendly environment that is welcoming to all

Plan your party with these goals in hand. You don’t need to go overboard with decorations,
food or activities. Do what is natural for you so what these families experience, should they
choose to come back, is in line with what you usually do. Put the emphasis on welcome and
caring for people.

Planning
Prepare your theme decorations, select songs, etc.—the normal things you do to plan a party.
One different item is to make sure that you have nametags for each child and adult. On the
front write each child’s name and their age/grade, so you know what Sunday School class they
will join. On the back, write the names of the parent(s) so you know who to summon if a
situation warrants it.
Meet with your education director and/or the teachers to plan their activity:
•
•

•
•

Identify supplies they will need (enroll the assistance of the Logistics Team to buy and
organize the needed supplies)
Discuss how to welcome parents and children—the teachers need to greet each family,
introduce themselves and ask if there is anything special needs or concerns they need to
know about that child
Have copies of the curriculum available for parents to review
The director will circulate and make sure everything is going well; it would be well to
have an assistant for this role, especially if you have more than 25‐30 children

Recruit someone or, even better, several people to lead the music (if you will be singing—which
is the easiest and probably most “fun” way to gather. Make sure they know how to work with
younger children.
•
•

Put the words to each song on large poster boards or newsprint or project them on a
wall
Position a few teenagers and adults around the circle the lead the singing and be ready
to assist a child who may need it
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•

Pick some songs with hand motions, clapping, foot stomping, etc. and ask you lead
singers to “get into it” so the children are comfortable joining in

Norms and Handling Issues
Talk about what norms you will establish and how you will handle various behavioral issues.
Someone needs to welcome everyone and explain a few simple rules:
•

For example: “Good afternoon boys and girls. We are so glad you came to our party! Are
you ready to have fun?? [Yes....] In just a couple of minutes we’re going to watch a video
and then do a special project where you can make a gift for your parent....and then eat
the animals! But first let me tell you about how we act here in church. This is God’s
house and we are all God’s children. So we try our best to be kind and loving to each
other. That means no hitting or saying mean things to each other. And to be safe, we
don’t run around the room or throw things. Can you help me by following these rules
today? [Yes!] Oh come on...you can do better than that! Let me hear it: Can you help me
by following these rules today? [YES!!] Great....let’s watch a movie!

So identify someone who is comfortable doing this and can do it with grace, gusto and a sense
of humor. Your Sunday School Director or clergyperson would be good candidates IF they have
the personality and are comfortable doing this. You do NOT want someone who comes across
as the big “meanie” – but you do need to have someone who conveys that this is serious.
Decide in advance how to handle behavioral issues. You will need to have some helpers on
hand “just in case” so they and everyone who will be interacting with the families needs to
know what to do when. Here are some scenarios and possible responses you could agree on:
•
•

•

•
•
•

A child starts to cry (comfort them; find their parent if necessary—see name on the back
side of the child’s nametag....you did remember to write the name there!)
A child runs down the hall or races around the room (a designated adult needs to
intervene, stop them, talk with them, go with them to their room or sit with them
during the video or activity, etc.)
A child pushes or hits another child or two kids get into a real fight (again, a designated
adult intervenes; if it is seriously aggressive, remove the children from the room and talk
with them away from the rest of the children – make sure two adults are present)
A child says mean things, shouts at other children, etc. (same as above)
A child refuses to participate (a designated adult spends time with him/her to see if you
can coax him/her into joining in or just talking with you or sitting and watching)
A child throws a real temper tantrum—kicking, screaming, etc. (A designated adult sits
on the floor next to the child and waits quietly, making sure the child doesn’t hurt
him/herself but not fussing over the child. Everyone else is either ushered out of the
area or room and encouraged to just ignore the situation. It the situation is not resolved
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•
•
•

•

•

fairly quickly you may need to call their parent but if you don’t “feed it” with too much
attention, tantrums generally wear out fairly quickly.)
A child is physically hurt (a designated adult applies basic first aid, call 911 if it is an
emergency and in any case, summon the parent immediately)
A child finds an exit door and runs outside and/or disappears down the hall (two
designated adults immediately follow and retrieve the child)
A parent is unhappy about how you dealt with their child or something else about the
situation (Listen quietly, empathize, apologize; if the parent becomes loud or abusive,
ask him/her to come with you and walk him/her away from others to a private area
where you can handle it—a second adult should come with you. Don’t argue but also
don’t allow anyone to be abusive—ask them to calm down, lower their voice and speak
kindly. If they are unwilling or unable to do so, ask them to leave.)
A couple of your own folks get into an argument about how something should be done
or handled. (The Hospitality Team members step in and immediately ask them to step
into the kitchen or other private area and work it out there—remind people that they
are to model appropriate behavior for both children and adults who are visiting. We’re
not perfect—but we work at being honest but kind and caring to one another.)
Invent your own scenarios and decide how you would respond.

There are some additional things you will want to consider:
•

•

It is possible (and increasingly likely) that some families will never have been to church
before. Ask: Are you familiar with Sunday School? Listen. If they say no, tell them what it
is. Don’t assume they know!
Think about possible scenarios with differently abled persons. What will you do if
someone is in a wheelchair, blind or unable to hear? How will you help that parent or
that child participate?

If you have a cadre of children and youth who are already part of your congregation, consider
including them in these conversations and/or talk with them about how they can help with
issues that might occur. With younger children, focus on the easier issues:
•

•
•
•
•

If children new to our church come to the Back‐to‐School party, how do you think they
will feel about being here? Do you think some of them might feel shy or a bit lost? How
might you know? How might you help?
What if a child gets hurt? What could you do?
What would you do if another child said or did something mean to another child? To
you?
What if a child doesn’t want to join the group...what could you do?
Etc.
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With older children and teens, you can be more direct and raise some of the more difficult
issues like child leaving the premises or throwing a real temper tantrum. In both cases, have a
conversation about how to welcome strangers. Invite them to remember a time they were the
newcomer and talk about how they felt, what people did that made them feel welcome. Talk to
your children and youth—but also listen to them. Ask for their advice. You might be surprised
to discover that they have good ideas about what might go wrong, what helps a child feel
welcome and especially what children are likely to appreciate or hate!
Finally review and follow safe church rules rigorously. Your clergyperson will be reviewing these
with parents so you’d better practice what he/she is preaching!
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Two adults present at all times and in all places—NEVER be alone with a child under 18
that is not your own child
Do not touch a child in any way that might be construed as sexual
Do not hit, push or hold onto a child tightly; do not yell at a child
Do not tease a child (not even in a way you think is fun or affectionate)
Leave doors to the classrooms open or at least have windows in them; never close a
solid wooden door anywhere at any time—with children or adults present. A closed
room is always a potentially dangerous place.
Make sure your director, clergy, teachers, nursery caregivers, youth leaders and ideally
several additional leaders (vestry members, Christian Education Committee members,
etc.) trained and certified in church‐safety rules
A couple of people who work as a team need to monitor the outdoor area, parking lot
and lonely parts of the church to make sure one is wandering around somewhere
getting into trouble.
Inspect your premises carefully and remove anything that is dangerous—sharp objects,
small objects a child could swallow, poisons or cleaning supplies within a child’s reach,
etc. Look around the room and remove tables with sharp pointed corners, look for nails
sticking out, sharp edges on chairs, etc If you are not familiar with how to child‐proof a
home invite a couple of parents from your congregation or neighborhood to help you
with this.
Make sure are exits are clearly labeled, fire extinguishers are up‐to‐date and that the
adults know what the evacuation plan is in case of a fire or other emergency. If you
don’t have an evacuation plan (which means your church needs to prepare one), make
sure you think of the worst‐case scenario and know of at least two ways to get yourself
and the children out of the building quickly and safely. If your primary exit is blocked,
what is your alternative exit? Your local fire department will generally be glad to help
you with this.
Check your First Aid Kit(s) to make sure it is fully stocked. If at all possible, have
someone with medical or first aid training as part of your team.
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•

Think about what you are putting within the reach of children—e.g., a glass punch bowl
needs to be far from the reach of a child, hot coffee pots need to be set back from the
edge of the table, the table needs to be sturdy enough so a toddler can’t tip it over, etc.

Logistics Team
Decide what supplies are needed, who will gather them, what budget will cover the cost, where
they will be on the day of the party and who will make sure they are set up and ready (and
when). It is helpful to have a designated Logistics Team who will focus on this, freeing the event
leaders to focus on planning and leading the event. Have a designated logistics person on
standby during the event in case someone drops the glue bottle and a kid stomps on it sending
glue all over the place! Or some other unforeseen problem. A helper in the hallway means a
teacher can just stick their head out of the open door and call for help!
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Back‐to‐School Party
What the day of the party arrives, make sure everyone involved shows up early enough to get
yourselves set up and organized. Have the following teams or individuals in place and ready to
go 60 minutes before the event is scheduled to start:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Hospitality Team sets up and serves the food and greets people as they arrive
The Sunday School Director and/or teachers lead the program (or at least the activity in
the Sunday School rooms)
The Logistics Team helps the teachers set up and are around during activity time
The clergyperson(s) leads the adult time; one Logistic Team member helps distribute the
brochures
The Invitations Team collects contact information from the guests (if that’s possible—
don’t make it a “requirement” but do be intentional)
The Inviters, Communications Team and Invitations Team serve as helpers making sure
everyone can find their way and has what they need, monitor the far reaches of the
property to keep things safe and generally keep an eye on things
Everyone join in and enjoys the party!

Gather the entire team, join hands and commend this event to God. You’ve worked hard to get
to this point—now it is time to let go and just be present to whomever God sends your way
today. Give thanks for the gift of this time together.

Schedule
The party will last about 90 minutes:
•

•

•

•

A gathering activity (10‐15 minutes)
o Sing simple songs. They can be but don’t have to be religious—mix it up so it is
likely most children will know at least some of them. You might include simple
rhythm instruments.
A video (10‐15 minutes) such as:
o The Marcus Box (http://leaderresources.org/marcus‐box) which is specifically
developed for this situation. You can order them in boxes of 30 to use and to
give as the party favor. It includes a game and activity they can do at home later.
Or read/tell a story by someone who is a really good storyteller (does it with lots of
drama, commands the attention of children, etc.). Ask your teachers, parents and
children for ideas.
If you have older children you may want to provide a different video or invite them to
play a game like Moose (see below).
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•

•

•
•
•

•

A craft activity (30‐40 minutes including travel time) in the regular Sunday School
classrooms with that child’s Sunday School teacher (so the children will meet them and
know where their room is). Ideally your craft will be something the child can give to
their parent or guardian as a gift. See ACTIVITES for ideas.
A gathering place for adults with coffee, tea, and munchies—the clergy will host this
event, make a very brief presentation and then spend time answering questions,
chatting, introducing people, etc. This is where your Hospitality Team needs to shine in
both serving and in connecting with people. The Invitiations Team will also collect their
contact information so you can follow up with them.
A show‐and‐tell time when children bring their craft to their parent(s) (5 minutes)
Food! (25‐45 minutes) – the Hospitality Team can consult the OPEN DOORS Recipe Book
for ideas of what to serve or they can come up with their own ideas. Have fun with it!
Talk about Sunday School and the Blessing of the Backpacks. Make a big deal out of it—
make it sound exciting and worth coming to. Encourage children to bring their backpack
filled with books, Iphones, pencils, notebooks, calculators—whatever they usually stuff
into it. Tell them if they don’t have a backpack or forget it, that’s fine too—come
anyway!
Farewells, a party favor and an invitation to come back the next day—collect nametags
as people leave (this is important, as you’ll see later).

Invitation to Return
One of the crucial elements is the invitation to come back. The trick is to be inviting without
overdoing it. So PLAN this carefully. We recommend:
•

•

•
•

The teacher(s) end the activity time by telling the children what will happen the next
day and inviting the children to come back. [If you don’t have a Sunday School program,
invite them to come back for the blessing of the backpacks and/or animals]
The teachers mingle with the adults during the refreshments time and when they can
figure out which child goes with which parent, approach and chat with the parent,
hopefully saying something about their child’s handiwork or character (“Tommy was so
helpful today—a couple of the other children couldn’t figure out how to do ABC and he
jumped right in and helped them do it.”). They end that conversation by saying
something like: “I’d love to see Tommy come to our class tomorrow. We’re going to be
learning about the story of ABC and doing XYZ. I’m sure he’d enjoy it.”
The Inviters thank their guests for coming and ask if they would like to come back
tomorrow—offering to meet them in the parking lot or even to drive to church together.
The clergy stand by the door and departure time to say goodbye, thank you and “Please
don’t hesitate to call me if you have any questions or want to discuss anything we talked
about today.” They do NOT have to invite them—the assumption is that an invitation
from a clergy person is just a clergyperson doing their job. It is much better to have the
invitation come from the teachers and the Inviting family or other laity.
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Debrief
Take a few minutes at the end of the party to sit down and talk about what happened. Include
all of the teams, helpers, anyone from your church that was involved in organizing and hosting
the party.
The Invitation Team needs to take the nametags, and copy the names of the children, parents
and match those to the email addresses they collected. This will form the basis of your
database. Make sure you give the nametags to the teachers or deliver the nametags to the
appropriate Sunday School room before you leave so the teachers have them for the next day.
The Prayer Team needs to collect names and prayer requests so they know what they will be
praying for in the coming days.
Identify any problems and talk about what you want to learn from them for the next time.
Name what went well and identify what contributed to that. If you had very few—or even no
guests—take time to reflect on what you want to celebrate about the day. This may have been
a practice run, more about preparing your congregation or forming closer bonds or helping you
think differently about how to do things. It is important that you don’t get discouraged by or
see whatever happens as “failure.” What’s important is to learn from what you did and
celebrate the good that emerges from that. You don’t really know what God may choose to do
with what you offer. So form a circle, hold hands, offer this event into God’s hands and thank
God for whatever you choose to celebrate.
Clean up and go home!

Pause now and read the PLAN B document—so you have a plan in
place just in case a LOT more families show up for your party than
you originally planned for!
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Back‐to‐School Party ACTIVITES
The following crafts follow the animal theme. You can use these or find some that fit your own
theme. Search the internet to find craft ideas. Most provide good directions and photos.

Animal Jars
Ask people in your congregation to collect jars of various sizes
and types. Explain that they will be turned into containers to
hold buttons, candies, etc. so will need a good lid, should be
washed and any label removed.
Go to: http://crafts.kaboose.com/animal‐jars.html and follow
the directions.

Doggy Bank
Ask people to collect 20 to 28 oz plastic peanut butter jars (or similar sized plastic jars) or deli
containers. Explain that they will be turned into “piggy banks” so
people know what size to look for. They should be washed and labels
removed. You will also need new or fairly new and clean adult‐sized
socks. Decide on how you will decorate them so you know what
colors to specify. Outlet stores or dollar stores sometimes have
inexpensive socks available in bulk and a local merchant might even
donate some.
Go to: http://crafts.kaboose.com/doggy‐bank.html and follow the
directions.

Church Mouse
You can find directions to make a mouse Christmas ornament at
http://crafts.kaboose.com/mouse‐shaped‐christmas‐
ornament.html But these mice make good church mice as well!
You can do them with or without the ribbon to hang. Let each child name their church mouse!
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Paper Bag Pets
A quick, easy and inexpensive craft is to make small paper bags
into pets. Let children decide if they want a cat or dog – and
name it. Find directions at:
http://www.freekidscrafts.com/paper_bag_animals‐e293.html

Cat Bottle Bank
Turn clear plastic 1 liter bottles into a cat bank by following the directions at
http://www.freekidscrafts.com/cat_bottle_bank‐e1075.html

Zoo Animal Stick Puppets
Create an entire zoo’s worth
of stick puppets by having the
children color and cut out the
animals and paste them onto
sticks. Quick and easy for
children of all ages. Find
directions and links to coloring
pages you can print at:

http://www.firstpalette.com/Craft_themes/Animals/zooanimalstickpuppets/zooanimalstickpup
pets.html

Pet Rocks
Collect smooth stones, wash and let them dry. Let the children turn them into pet rocks by
gluing on felt strips, glitter, painting with tempura paint (you can spray with varnish to seal).
Ideas are here: http://www.artistshelpingchildren.org/rockscraftspebblesstonescraftskids.html
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Moose Game
Age: 4th to 12th grade
Teenage kids (and younger) love a circle game called Moose. It is one of those games that kids
will play for a LONG time. It does require being able to move from a chair to another chair ‐ but
that occurs BETWEEN rounds (it's not a musical chairs kind of competition). So a child who may
need a little assistance moving to a new chair would not be
penalized. They would have to have fairly full use of their hands/arms to make the gestures.
Establish a circle of chairs (or designated spots, carpet squares, whatever). With the exception
of whoever is in Chair #1 and the chair to its left (designated the SWAMP), each person in the
circle comes up with an animal and a hand motion/gesture that represents that animal. The #1
chair is always the MOOSE (hands by the ears, fingers spread, waggling – like antlers). The chair
to the left of the MOOSE, i.e., the SWAMP, is always where the ALLIGATOR sits (arms out front,
elbows touching, 'chomping' motion with forearms). Other than the MOOSE and the
ALLIGATOR, kids can come up with any animal they want. Before the game begins, go around
the circle and have everyone demonstrate their animal/gesture. Make sure no two gestures are
too similar or it will be confusing. Note (and this will come into play in a minute) ‐ the animal
they chose will REMAIN ASSOCIATED with that seat/spot, even when the *person* moves.
It is a silent game and everybody has to PAY ATTENTION so they don't miss a signal. Imaginary
animals such as unicorns (pointing finger from forehead like a horn) are welcome, as long as the
players agree on their inclusion.
To BEGIN:
The MOOSE starts each round. That person makes the gesture for the MOOSE, then any other
animal in the circle (let's say LION).
The LION makes their gesture (let's say a silent roar, hands near mouth) then makes the gesture
of another animal in the circle (let's say FISH).
The FISH makes their gesture (hand swimming) then makes the gesture of another animal.....
and so on (first their own gesture, then, randomly, any other animal in the circle).
This continues until someone messes up ‐ either misses a signal directed to them by someone
else OR goofs up the hand motion of either signal they try to make.
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WHEN THIS HAPPENS (it doesn't take long), the person who messed up stands and goes down
TO THE SWAMP. Everybody in the seats below the person who messed up bumps up one seat
(including the ALLIGATOR). The person who messed up sits in the SWAMP. They are now the
ALLIGATOR.
Here is where it gets tricky... when you bump up a seat, you NOW have to be the animal
originally assigned to that seat. Usually (especially early in the game), take a minute and go
around the circle once so everyone can verify their 'new' animal/gesture. The people in the
circle 'above' the person who messed up remain the same animal/gesture, the people 'below'
are the ones who have to change according to their new seat.
Once everyone knows their new assignment, the MOOSE begins. As the MOOSE always starts
the game it quickly becomes fun to try to displace the MOOSE.
The game continues indefinitely. There is no final winner, it's just a silly fun kinda game that
keeps the kids engaged.
BTW ‐ 'Tea Parties' are not allowed ‐ i.e., the play can't go back and forth between the same
two people. In other words, if the LION signals the DOG, the DOG has to do their signal then
another animal (not back at the LION). If they accidentally would repeat LION, it would be a
mess‐up and they would be bumped down to the swamp.
Players quickly learn to psyche each other out—making eye contact with one person while
signaling another.

Contributed by Lisa C. Brown, St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh, PA
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Teenagers
If your youth plan to invite other youth work with them to design their time as these
activities aren’t suitable for children older than 6th grade. If you only have a few youth, they
might become helpers. But if you have a substantial number of youth coming to any event,
plan activities for them with separate leaders.
Food is essential with youth—and you probably want to do that FIRST and not at the end. It
provides a way for new youth to enter a group as it gives everyone something to do—
especially if you select things that need to cooked or assembled. Make popcorn in a small
microwave. Make S’mores in a toaster oven. Assemble nachos. Freeze bananas sliced into 1”
chunks—provided chocolate to melt in the microwave so they can dip and sprinkle with nuts,
sprinkles, etc. and eat (messy but fun). Marshmallows, animal crackers, strawberries, etc. can
also be dipped into chocolate. Provide several dips (ingredients with recipes to for them to
mix) and fresh fruit for them to cut up. Make punch: Cran‐Raspberry Juice, Ginger Ale and
sherbert. Etc., Etc.
Along with food you need something for them to do—or, more likely, several options of
things to do so you can switch if your first choice doesn’t appeal. Have some games in mind.
Pick out a few good YouTube videos to show, laugh and maybe discuss. Do improv on the
party theme or a story (video tape it to show later?). Do a scavenger hunt. Do an app swap.
Make something, preferably for others: sandwiches for the homeless shelter, toys for
children at a shelter or hospital, etc.
If you have youth leaders, they will obviously be able to lead this group. Otherwise, recruit
some adults to lead—ideally include men as well as women on the team. But above all, get
the youth you have to help you plan. This is THEIR party and they are inviting their friends.
Listen to them. Do what they would like to do and above all, don’t do things they don’t want
to do. Nothing is more embarrassing to a teenager than to invite a friend to an event and
have the adult make them do something they think is awful.
You might have to help them come up with ideas—collect a bunch so you’re ready to suggest
some. Just go online and type in “teenage party ideas” and make a list. But wait and see what
they come up with. Then toss in a few ideas of your own. If they go “bleech!” just laugh with
them and suggest something else. It’s OK if they think your ideas are dumb. You’re just there
to prime the pump!
Finally, don’t be upset if your youth don’t want to invite friends or if none of them show up.
Getting teenagers to go to an unfamiliar place is a challenge—much less getting them to
CHURCH! Teens are more likely to come a teen‐specific event than these parties. Encourage
your youth to invite their friends to youth events they think their friends will enjoy.
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Sunday School Launch
It is important to remember to that the next day is also important. Give the nametags to the
teachers along with additional blanks for children who may not have been at the party
yesterday. This gives the teachers a head start on learning the names of new children.
Some team members (can be from Hospitality, Invitation or Communication Teams) need to
arrive early so they can greet anyone who comes. Welcome people and walk them to their
child’s Sunday School room. Then walk with them to the sanctuary, stopping to introduce them
to people—especially anyone who might have children their child’s age or is a staff member,
parish leader or someone who shares an interest or passion that you heard them mention.
Make sure they get a bulletin and, if comfortable, sit with them so you can help them if they are
unfamiliar with the service. Use common sense and follow the lead of your visitors. If it looks
like they don’t want to chat, give them space. If
If you don’t have a Sunday School
they ask questions, answer them. If they look like
program, schedule a potluck lunch the
they are doing fine finding their way through the
next day and do an intergenerational re‐
bulletin, leave them alone. If they look totally
enactment of the Exodus or Noah or
confused, offer to help. If their Inviter is present
other favorite Bible story. Make it fun
and wants to sit with them, that is preferable so the
and use the time to get to know any
new people. If no one shows up that
other team member can withdraw.
Whether you sit with the family or not, make sure
someone walks with them to coffee hour and
introduces them to others in the parish. Look
around the room. No guest should ever be standing
by themselves or standing quietly and awkwardly in
a group while others chatter away. Rule #1 is pay
attention to the newcomer. You wouldn’t invite
someone to your home and then talk to only your
family members. Treat any newcomer the way you
would treat a guest in your home. Wait to have
family talk until later. Focus on the guest. Introduce
them to others. Engage them in conversation. Listen
to them—listen for anything that allows you to
connect with them and build a relationship.

Return Invitation
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first week, just do it and enjoy it
yourselves—and count it as a practice
time! Schedule the Blessing of the
Backpacks the next week and invite your
visitors to that—and the do something
like a special coffee hour with goodies
that look like books (e.g. brownies cut
into book shape with frosted covers) or
anything that you think makes it special.
Have some activity planned so if you
have a few children show up, you can all
gather around and sing songs or do an
art project or something that engages
them. Be creative and use the gifts and
skills of your people.

Again, don’t forget to invite people to return. The
teacher does that in the classroom, telling the
children what will happen next week and inviting
them to come back. If you are doing the Blessing
of the Backpacks, announce that at the coffee hour
or during church and tell the children to bring their
backpacks and books for a blessing.
When it is time to leave, the church member who
invited the family or anyone who connected with
the family, finds them at coffee hour to say
goodbye, thanks for coming and “we invite you to
come back next week.” Remember to speak to the
children as well as adults: “Thanks for coming
Susie. It was great having you part of Sunday
School and church this morning. I hope I will see
you next week!”

Here is one place where you are
modeling welcome and the spiritual
practice of invitation to your children
and youth. Encourage parents to talk
with their children and youth. And
invite them to be active participants
in saying “thanks for coming” and
“come again.” A teenager can have a
much bigger impact on a child than
an adult! Let the know that their
participation is important and if you
notice a child “lighting up” when a
teenager talks with him or her,
quietly point that out to the teen
later. Affirmation is a good thing!

Tracking
The Invitations Team circulates after church, quietly gathering information from the teachers.
Which children came back? And they do a quick “stand‐up” meeting after coffee hour to record
what they learned. Who came back? Who didn’t? Keep a record so you can track people—any
family who returns more than three times is passed on to the Incorporation Team to make sure
they aren’t forgotten when the rest of you move on to the next event...and more newcomers.
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Follow‐up
Follow up is crucial. We know that you are probably getting tired by now. But the Invitations
Team has one more important job to do before we all take a break. Send an email or card to
every family who attended the party and or church the next day and send an email or card to
every Inviter. We have suggested texts in the Invitation Team Guide but you are, of course,
welcome to and encouraged to use your own wording.
Finally, we encourage you to schedule a “Blessing of the Backpacks” the Sunday after your
Sunday School launch (example included). This is a simple action growing in popularity that is
attractive and easy to do—and it gives you something special to include in your follow‐up note
(and to announce at the end of the party!). Invite them to come with their backpack, with or
without books, for a special blessing. Decide ahead of time what you will say about teenagers.
In some churches this tends to be for elementary and middle school. In other churches it is
more for teenagers. And in still other churches children and youth both participate—and in
some even include adult students and teachers.
Talk with your teens and if they respond positively, ask them to help organize it. In any case,
communicate clearly to families when you invite them. Nothing more embarrassing than to be
the new teenager who shows up with your backpack and only the little kids are doing this. You
can bet that teenager will NOT want to come back next week. So be really clear and make sure
your teens are “in” and will be there—or be clear that it is for elementary and middle school
children.
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Blessing of the Backpacks
Invite children and youth of all ages to bring their backpacks, filled with books, etc. to church. If
you have a small contingent (e.g. under 10 children and youth), you can invite them to come up
at the offertory with their backpacks and bless each child and backpack, one‐by‐one.
If you have more than 10 children, you’ll want to do them all at once so it doesn’t take too long.
One idea for about 10‐25 children is to have them lean the backpacks against the rail, so you
have a row of them all along the altar rail, sitting between the rail and the kneeler (assuming
you have a traditional church). You can then do the blessing from the center aisle and ask the
children to leave their backpacks there. Then during communion, invite each person who kneels
in front of a backpack to put their hand on the backpack and say a prayer for that child. The
children can collect their backpacks after church or pick them up and join the procession out.
If you have a fair number of children, it is best to have them gather and hold their own
backpack in front of the to receive the blessing. If you like, you can sprinkle them with water or,
in a high church, cense them with incense.
If you have a LOT of children, you may want to move this to the parish hall or even outside.
There is a real visual impact to having a pile of backpacks in front of the altar, so don’t go there
too quickly. But it is also hard to manage 100 children making a pile of 100 backpacks in the
middle of a worship service! Works just fine when the numbers are a little smaller but the
larger the numbers, the more important it is that you work out the logistics ahead of time.
It is also important that you emphasize that while we call it the Blessing of the Backpacks, it
really is blessing the children and youth—so if someone doesn’t have their backpack there, they
can just come up anyway and put an imaginary one on the pile. The blessing is for THEM to
have a wonderful, productive year of learning and not to put magic dust on their backpacks!
It is helpful to do a bit of dialogue with the children—or a “children’s sermon.” We’ve offered
some ideas. Feel free to use them as is, adapt them or write your own.
Some churches also give the children some small symbol to attach to their backpack: a little
cross, seven prayer beads on a string, a key chain, a luggage tag, something engraved (“St. X’s
Church is praying for you” or “Jesus loves you”), a tiny flashlight (“You are the light of the
world”), etc.
Some churches also extend this to include adults and encourage anyone who is in any
educational field to bring a briefcase or book, training manual, etc. or just themselves for a
blessing. You can include (teachers, trainers, parents custodians, cafeteria workers, bus drivers,
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school crossing guards, school board members or school activity volunteers, school nurses,
social workers, etc.
One other common practice is to collect supplies to fill backpacks for children unable to afford
one. This is a great time to do this project. Contact your local school to find out what is needed
for different age groups and whether they have a system to distribute them. Sometimes this
function has been delegated to a non‐profit agency—in which case you will want to coordinate
with them. Collect donations in advance so you can buy the backpacks (and/or encourage your
local stores to donate them to you). Then invite everyone (including and especially children and
youth) to bring supplies: pencils, paper, crayons, etc. Fill the backpacks and label them by age
range (a teenager doesn’t need crayons!), and include those backpacks in your blessing.
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Blessing of Backpacks—Children’s Time
Engage the children in a bit of dialogue:
•
•
•
•

When does school start?
What grade will you be in?
Are you ready? Are you excited? Are you a little scared?
Why do you go to school?

Then you might talk a bit about Jesus as a student:
When Jesus was 12 he went with his parents to Jerusalem. It was a huge festival that lasted for
a few days with lots and lots of people. So Mary and Joseph assumed that Jesus was with the
rest of the children. But when they started walking back home afterwards, they realized that he
wasn’t with them. So they went back to Jerusalem and found him in the temple. He was talking
with the priests there, asking questions and telling them about the Bible. I wonder what he was
saying? I wonder what questions he was asking? What do you think?
Jesus obviously knew a lot about the Bible if the priests were listening to him when he was only
12 years old. He must have studied a lot when he was a boy. He is a good example for all of us,
children and adults alike. We need to learn about God and God’s world and God’s people. We
learn some of that at church and we learn some of that at home and some of it at school. We
are called to be like Jesus—active students: ready and eager to learn, asking lots of questions
and being curious about lots of things.
Or about the vocation of being a student:
Jobs are what adults do to earn a living. Many jobs are also what we call “a vocation.” Not a
vAcation but a vOcation! A vocation is work we do that serves God in the world. Your vocation –
one of the ways you serve God – is going to school. You go to school to learn! You learn about
God’s world and God’s people and where you share God’s love with the other children and
teachers and staff at school.
Or about God’s presence in everyday life:
We often talk about church as being God’s House. And that may make us think that this is the
only place where God lives! But God is everywhere—including and especially at your school.
God is there with you—in the good times and in the bad times, in the times when you are
happy and learning fun new things and in the times when you might be scared or confused. God
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is right there at your side. Loving you, guiding you, helping you. So today we’re blessing your
backpack—and you—to help you remember that just like you carry a backpack to school, you
take God to school with you too!
Or about being a child of God in school:
We often talk about how we are all a “child of God.” We belong to God. So we are a child of
God at church AND at school. Being a child of God means God is with us in school—and we can
share God’s love with others at school. We’re blessing your backpack today to help you
remember that you are a child of God, that God loves you and goes to school with you every
day. And to help you remember that every boy, every girl, every teacher or principal or staff
member at school is a child of God too—and that God loves them too.
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Backpack Blessing Prayers
For Students
Lord, we give you thanks for the gift of learning and for these students as they begin this new
year of school. Open their minds to learn from teachers, staff and other students. Guide them
when they are confused or faced with hard choices. Comfort and calm them when they are
scared or nervous. Help them stay focused and enthusiastic about life and learning. Help them
make friends to support them and help them be a friend to those who need one. Give them the
courage to do what is good and right. Be with them on their way to school, in their classrooms,
on the playground, in sport and extracurricular activities and at home, that they may know your
love. Bless these backpacks, we pray, and those who carry them, that they may be to them a
sign of your love for them and for all of your children. AMEN.

For Teachers
Holy God, we thank you for the gift of teaching and for the ministry of teachers. Bless these
teachers that may be inspiring and passionate in leading their students. Grant them wisdom
and the ability to impart it. Grant them patience, understanding and respect for the children in
their care. Grant them the gift of seeing their students grow in wisdom, knowledge and
character. Give them the creativity and love that will make their ministry a blessing to all
children. And help us to support these and all teachers as they carry out this ministry on behalf
of our community. AMEN.

For Schools
O Eternal God, bless all schools, colleges, and universities [and especially ___________], that
they may be lively centers for sound learning, new discovery, and the pursuit of wisdom;
and grant that those who teach and those who learn may find you to be the source of all truth;
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
(Book of Common Prayer, p. 824)

For Education
Almighty God, the fountain of all wisdom: Enlighten by your Holy Spirit those who teach and
those who learn, that, rejoicing in the knowledge of your truth, they may worship you and serve
you from generation to generation; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you
and the Holy Spirit, one God, for ever and ever. Amen.
(Book of Common Prayer, p. 247)
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For the Care of Children
Almighty God, heavenly Father, you have blessed us with the joy and care of children: Give us
calm strength and patient wisdom as we bring them up, that we may teach them to love
whatever is just and true and good, following the example of our Savior Jesus Christ. Amen.
(Book of Common Prayer, p. 829)

For Donated Backpacks and Supplies
Thank you, Lord, for the generous donation of these backpacks and school supplies. Let them
be symbols of our support and love for all children. Bless these backpacks and the children who
will receive them that they may flourish as students this coming year and may know your love
for them. Amen.
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St. Francis Day: Blessing of the Animals
St. Francis Day falls early in October and it is acceptable to “transfer” the celebration of the day
to the closest Sunday. A popular trend is to do a Blessing of the Animals at this time. And since
it now falls in the middle of the new Season of Creation, this is a good time to celebrate all of
creation.
Blessing of the Animals is one of those occasions that attracts people who otherwise don’t
attend church. And it is perfect for families. So this is a great occasion to invite your families
again. Remember, people need to hear something three times before they really “hear” it and
they need to hear it seven times before they “buy it.” So don’t be discouraged if the families
your invited earlier didn’t come to the Back‐to‐School Party or to the Blessing of the Backpacks.
Both of those were in the church. Blessing of the Animals is generally done outside—and we
suggest that you do it right after church but at a time certain. That allows people who want to
come for just the Blessing of the Animals to do so without having to attend church first. You
want to lower the barriers to entry—to make it easy for someone who isn’t comfortable with
church to find a low‐threat way to show up and connect with you.
Promote the Blessing of the Animals widely in your local newspaper, posters in the community,
within your congregation, on your website and posted to blogs and online boards your
members have access to. And ask your Inviters to invite families—the same ones they invited
before and new ones. This is a great event to encourage children and teens to invite their
friends. Almost everyone loves pets. So encourage them to invite their friends.
Invite people to bring their pets (of course). You may want to suggest some guidelines: dogs on
leashes, cats in carriers, birds in cages, etc. If a pet isn’t easy to bring, a picture of the pet is also
fine. Also make it clear that a child can bring a stuffed animal or anything that reminds the child
of St. Francis. This is a time to find ways to be inclusive, not cut out a child who doesn’t have a
pet. Be generous and bless whatever the child brings—trust me, it really doesn’t matter. You
are, after all, blessing the child (or adult) as caregiver of animals and all of God’s creation. So
focus on that if you find blessing pictures a bit strange!
If you hold this after church, consider including a light lunch or a generous coffee hour. That will
provide a comfortable transition between worship and the Blessing. Invite community
members to come to worship at (hour) or after worship at (hour), which is the time your
worship concludes. Put out food—including dog treats, bird food, cat treats and other pet
treats. This gives people time to gather, gives your members time to run home and get a pet
they may not have wanted to bring to worship with them and welcomes community members.
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Keep this light and fun. Encourage people to come in
relaxed clothes that day—and invite children to wear
animal prints. You can re‐use the animal recipes from
the Pre‐Launch Party and add some adult foods to it. Or
get creative and make some animal cakes!

This is a great occasion to involve
teens. Most teenagers love
animals and they can help direct
traffic (dogs here, cats over
there!), offer treats, take young
children around to meet other
Tell people about St. Francis. Don’t assume that they
animals, etc. They might even be
know who he was or why you are doing this. Tell the
willing to do an improv play
story. You can even get creative and have someone
about St. Francis. Ask your teens
dress in a brown robe and show up barefoot or in
what they’d like to do to help
sandals and tell his own story. Make it fun and
make this a fun and welcoming
inspirational.
event.
By now you are getting the idea of how this works. Invite people. Welcome people in a way that
makes church an inviting, comfortable environment for them. Collect their names and email
addresses so you can follow up with them later. In this case, do nametags with the caregiver’s
name and “Caregiver for _______” (cat, dog, etc.). Collect the nametags, adding the caregiver’s
email address to the back...and tell them that you will do this so you can send each pet a gift.
Then email a certificate to each pet owner. Yes we know that’s hokey—but don’t be surprised if
you see some of those certificates framed and hung over the cat dish! The point is not to stress
over the certificate—it is primarily an excuse to follow up with people who come. If someone
likes the certificate, all the better. But most importantly, it gives you an excuse to say, “Thank
you for bringing your pet ____ for a blessing yesterday. We’re sending a certificate and would
love to have you join us again.” Keep this invitation light unless you know that this particular
pet caregiver may be open to a more direct invitation. You can, of course, mail these but that
adds cost and work so go that route only if you have the funds and people who like doing that
kind of work.
If you have someone who loves to do photography, you can do photos instead of or in addition
to the certificate (or do different things in different years). Again, this gives you a reason to
collect their email address. Record the pet name, caregiver name and email address and a brief
description that will help you match the two (cocker spaniel & lady with red top).
Do NOT add their email (or snail mail) address to your newsletter list or send them a lot of
information. Be very selective and only use it to send the certificate or pet photo and then one
or maybe two additional invitations. They didn’t sign up for church news yet....they just gave
you their email address related to this one event. Respect that and they will respect you for it.
But keep that information so that, if nothing else, you can invite them back next year.
Persistence and grace are needed here.
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Thanksgiving
If your congregation has a Thanksgiving dinner, this is another occasion to invite your families
and the pet caregivers (and maybe even their pets!) to dinner. If you don’t have a dinner, you
might explore offering a dinner. Ask if there are members of your congregation that either
don’t have a family nearby or simply are interested in having a communal experience. If
everyone brings a dish, it makes Thanksgiving dinner easy to prepare—and easy to add guests.
Plus dinner is a great way to get to know people and build the kind of relationships that make it
easy to invite them back.
A meal is an easier entry point for visitors than a service—although you can also have a service.
Just recognize that congregational or ecumenical Thanksgiving services have a different
purpose. They are designed to give your members an occasion to give thanks, perhaps in the
company of other faithful people. But few unchurched people feel a need or desire to go to
church to give thanks at Thanksgiving! But lots of unchurched people have nowhere to go for
Thanksgiving dinner and sitting alone at home during a family‐oriented holiday can be
depressing. So offering a dinner without the requirement to “do church” is attractive to them. It
gives them a place to go—especially if you make it clear that this is for families, singles, anyone
who wants to share a meal. Inviting them to bring something to share (if they can) conveys that
this isn’t just for poor folk—but is for anyone. Inviting them to bring their friends encourages
them to see this as a party.
Take pictures so you can use them next year. Try to capture fun times—tables full of families
with cute children, a few adults who are younger and not partnered, etc.
Keep teenagers in mind. Again, talk with any teens you have in your congregation about how to
engage youth. Work out a plan with them. Would they like to help set up? Cut the turkey!
Occupy the children? Help them do whatever they think would be fun or interesting and
encourage them to invite any teens that show up to join them. Encourage them to decide
ahead of time who is best at inviting an unknown teenager, who is best at leading an activity,
etc. Help them think through what they can do to help a new teen feel welcome and included.
Think of ways to engage children before and after the meal so their parents can relax and enjoy
talking with other adults. Some ideas:
•

Bring (and invite attendees to bring) board games and invite people to play games. This
is a great way to build intergenerational relationships—it is not unusual to see an eight‐
year‐old and an 80‐year‐old intensely focused on beating each other at a board game!
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•

•

Go online and download Thanksgiving themed coloring pages and set up a table with
copies of things to color and lots of crayons. If you want to jazz it up, you can also add
other art supplies: water paints, glue, glitter, etc.
o http://www.coloringpages.net/thanksgiving.html
o http://www.apples4theteacher.com/coloring‐pages/thanksgiving/
o http://www.free‐coloring‐pages.com/thanksgiving.html
Have a table and adult or teen supervisors to oversee projects like:
o Make a “Thankful Poster”
 Just put out poster paper and art supplies and invite children to draw and
write what they are thankful for
 Go to http://ministry‐to‐children.com/thanksgiving‐coloring‐pages/ and
download the tree—have children write their thanksgivings on the leaves
o Make a turkey out of paper plates:
http://www.daniellesplace.com/html/thanksgiving.html
o That website also has directions for making placemats, name cards, Thanksgiving
Boxes, and much more! If you have a 30‐40 minute gathering time to prepare,
the children can make place mats for everyone.
o Make a leaf wreath out of real leaves glued onto a paper wreath you cut out of a
box or with paper leaves following directions found here:
http://www.sundayschoolkids.com/activity‐christmas10‐12/11‐crumpled‐
wreath‐instructions.htm
o Make a cornucopia. http://www.sundayschoolkids.com/activities‐
thanksgiving/cornucopia‐09‐instru.htm has easy to print designs to color, cut and
paste together
o Pick one of the many projects here: http://www.sundayschoolkids.com/menu‐
kids‐thanksgiving.htm

Do the usual hospitality steps: say goodbye, thanks for coming, we hope to see you again, etc. If
there are families with children, make sure you tell them about the St. Nicholas party (have a
card ready to hand to them) and invite them to come. Again, remember to speak to the
children as well as adults. It is so easy to forget little ones but making them feel welcome and
“at home” at church honors them and makes it much easier for parents to decide to come back.
And don’t forget teenagers. Again, they can be uncomfortable in contexts like this so you might
have to search them out. But treat them like adults—say “thanks for coming, great having you
here, hope to see you again soon.”
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Review
This is the end of Fall Phase. Take the occasion to gather everyone you can who was involved
with the Fall phase and review how things are going and identify what you’ve learned, what you
want to do differently going forward. If your Fall Team going to pass the torch to a Winter
Team, have the Winter Team attend the review so they can learn from the Fall Team’s
experience.
Don’t make this a huge process with a zillion meetings—what’s important is that you do it, not
that you spend three evenings doing it! A lunch after church and an hour or so to discuss what
happened is plenty. In a smaller church, you might even just gathering during coffee hour to
talk it over works. If you make this too much work, it will exhaust you and you’ll be less likely to
do it. So make it light and focused—you want to learn to do the process: what worked, what
didn’t work, what will we do differently, thanks to all. Celebrate the good news. Give the
troubles over to God!
That’s it. Move on to the Winter Phase....AFTER you review the Weariness Factor on the next
page!
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Weariness Factor
It’s time to inject a word about using common sense. You don’t need to do ALL of the things we
suggest. Remember, this resource is going to be by many churches in many different contexts.
We’re giving you ideas, not orders! So use common sense and select the things that sound like
something you’d really like to try.
But be reasonable. Too often we give up on an initiative like this because we’re exhausted by
trying to do too much. So watch for the weariness factor. If you’re getting tired, cut back on
your plans. Do less. Do it more simply. Look for what energizes you and not what drains you. If
you see that parties are an energizer for your congregation, focus on parties. If they turn out to
be a lot of exhausting work, don’t do parties—do the liturgies instead (blessing backpacks,
lessons and carols, etc.).
And you may need to (probably WILL need to) stop doing some of the other things you are all
doing now. One of our problems is that our churches grew in the 1950’s with the Baby Boomer
families. We build sanctuaries, parish halls, programs and expectations to match that
population explosion. Then when the bubble burst, we kept on trying to main
Every congregation is different. There is no right or wrong to those differences. Much of it has
to do with the personalities of the people, the mix of talents, who is available to participate, life
in the community and other things happening in church and in the lives of our members. So
keep an eye on the energy level and move towards that which energizes you. Persistent,
consistent progress is what you are looking for, not a quick dash across the finish line!
The basics of this initiative are simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Build a relationship with someone or a family
Pray for them
Invite them to church
Thank them for coming and invite them back

The organizational principles are equally simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Recruit people to invite others to church
Make sure they have the information they need
Encourage and pray for them
Thank them
Tell them about the next event to invite people to attend
Keep track of whoever comes
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7. If they come to church three times, schedule a clergy home visit and have a team who
will be intentional about incorporating them into the life of the church and finding ways
to meet their needs, offer their gifts, etc.
That’s it. As long as you keep that rhythm going, you’ll be fine. Once you get that rhythm in
place, you’ll be able to adapt it to your congregation’s life. The things we often fail to do are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We fail to invite anyone who isn’t already a member
We don’t collect information about people who DO come to service or an event
We don’t follow up with people who came
We don’t thank people for coming or for inviting someone or for leading an event
We don’t invite people to come back
We don’t do anything to incorporate people who show up more than three times
We don’t ask for God’s help or trust that God is acting in and through us

As long as you are aware of and avoid these things, this initiative will work. This is, after all,
about being the people of God....it is not about exhausting the people of God! It is about being
the church, not doing lots of church work. It is about deepening our relationship with God and
each other in Christ, not about generating more things on our “to‐do list.”
So as you come to the end of each phase or whenever you’re feeling tired and discouraged,
stop. Look at what you are doing. Figure out what is giving you energy. Do more of that. Do less
of what drains you. The Holy Spirit IS present among you...and the Spirit gives us life and
energy. Move towards that and it will grow.
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WINTER: Christmas
Tab 2

Second Key Entry Point

IN THIS SECTION:
•
•

Preparation
St. Nicholas Day Party

• Key Entry Point: Christmas Pageant
•
•
•
•

Follow‐up
Lessons and Carols
Winter VBS
Epiphany
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Preparation
The Winter Phase uses the same pattern as the Fall Phase. The key entry point is the Christmas
Pageant—many of our churches are packed for this event. Some are out‐of‐town visitors, some
are your own occasional‐attending members and some are families that are checking out
churches, vaguely thinking it might be time to find a church home. You want to welcome all of
them. That out‐of‐town visitor may not come back next week but if she raves about the
pageant and how nice the people at the church were, her cousin at the Christmas party might
overhear it and respond then or later. You’re planting seeds—to be generous and don’t worry
too much about immediate results. Sometimes it takes awhile.
You may want to do a St. Nicholas Day Party a couple of weeks before the Pageant as a sort‐of
“warm up” event. The outline below will give you ideas of what you can do to create a fun
event and, again, provide parents with something of value to them.
Follow up events you can do include the Lessons and Carols service often done by Episcopal
churches the Sunday after Christmas. This can easily be expanded to welcome the larger
community. Another option is to offer a Winter Vacation Bible School (VBS) the week after
Christmas when most schools are on vacation. In these tough economic times, families need a
low cost place where their children can receive care during the work day. Alternatively, you
might do it evenings (dinner + event) or over the weekend when the parents can join in and
help provide leadership as well as enjoy time together as a family.
Finally, Epiphany offers another time to have a party that you can invite families to attend. We
offer a number of suggestions you can use to make this a fun experience for your families and
the friends they invite to join them.
The first step your team needs to take is to decide which of these events and/or how many you
will do. If you are a very small church, you may choose to focus on just the Pageant. Others may
do two or more events. Remember, the more occasions you have to invite people, the more
likely you are to engage families that do not now attend church.
We will provide ideas and suggestions on the following pages, but not as detailed as before as
much of it would be repetitive. Use the Fall Phase process of invitation, welcoming and follow
up...combined with adjustments you make out of what you learned from your experience.
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St. Nicholas Day Party
One of the challenges parents face is how to handle with that time when their child begins to
realize that there is no Santa Claus. When do they admit that the story is fictional? How do they
deal with fact that they have essentially been lying to their children for years? Will knowing the
truth destroy Christmas for their child—or the family?
St. Nicholas is the basis of the Santa Claus myth. So telling children the St. Nicholas story helps
them understand how that story about a real bishop morphed into the Santa Claus story. This is
useful beyond the Santa Claus story—over time it helps children understand how humans
create stories and find meaning in them. So the clergy time with parents is designed to help
parents with the process.
The party is just a party and follows the same format as the Back‐to‐School Party.
Start with singing Christmas‐related songs. Tell the story of
This is one occasion where
St. Nicholas using information you can glean from a website
teenagers can work with the
at http://www.stnicholascenter.org/pages/around‐the‐
children and they might even
world/. It is fun to have someone dressed as a bishop who
take the lead in planning this
arrives and tells the story of his life. If possible, give the
party. One might dress up as
bishop a red cope and miter, trimmed in white fur so it
St. Nicholas. Or several of
doesn’t take much for children to make the association with
them might re‐enact one or
Santa Claus! Prepare your storyteller and teachers to be
more of the St. Nicholas
prepared to answer the question about whether this is
stories. Invite them to
Santa Claus or how come he resembles Santa Claus. Don’t
explore the St. Nicholas
say: Santa Claus doesn’t exist (it isn’t your job to debunk
website and come up with
that myth and doing so could cause considerable trama).
ideas of what to do.
Rather explain that some people believe that the story of
St. Nicholas is where we got the story of Santa Claus. Show
how the words St. Nicholas and Santa Claus are similar. Point out that both stories are about
giving gifts and explain that gift giving, especially giving in secret, is what both stories are about.
Move the conversation to how we give gifts at Christmas to celebrate God’s gift of the baby
Jesus, given to us at Christmas.

Activities
After the story time, the children go to their Sunday School rooms to make a Christmas related
craft. The St. Nicholas website has lots for fun crafts to choose from including:
(http://www.stnicholascenter.org/pages/crafts/)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Coloring pages you can print out from the website
Felt puppets, slippers and stockings
Directions on how to draw St. Nicholas
16 different ways to make a St. Nicholas figure from cardboard tubes, Pringles cans, etc.
Directions on how to make miters (the bishop’s head wear)
Directions for how to turn a chocolate Santa into St. Nicholas (a perfect way to make
this connection obvious to the children)

Just about anything you’d ever need for a St. Nicholas party can be found on this website. In
addition to crafts there are also articles, clip art, handouts, music, plays, recipes, etc. Since this
website is so rich, we are simply going to send you there instead of replicating it all here! This
website is the ministry of Carol Myers who, with the encouragement and support of the Rev.
Jim Rosenthal (former Director of Communication for the Anglican Communion) has
gathered St. Nicholas resources from around the world. Use the ideas from this website to
organize your party and prepare food, decorations and more.

Closing
After the children present their craft to their parents, serve food. Say thanks, goodbye and
remember to invite guest families to church and especially to the Christmas Pageant. Follow up
as before with an mailed or emailed thank you note and information about the Pageant time,
place, etc. Make sure you collect contact information and track who came to church in the
following weeks.
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Christmas Pageant
The most important thing about the Christmas
Pageant is that it needs to be infinitely expandable.
That means that you can add any number of children
to it even if they arrive at the last minute. There
should always be room for another angel or
shepherd. The main roles will need to be assigned
ahead of time but have an adult angel and shepherd
guide standing by to lead any late arriving children.
Costumes don’t have to be elaborate. Cut out a circle
of white fabric about three feet in diameter, cut a
circle out of the middle—you now have a little
“cape” for the angels. Some glittering gold wire
garland or similar material makes a simple halo. Have
lots of them on hand so any child can be transformed
into an angel at a moment’s notice.
For the shepherds, you can get by with just a two‐
foot square piece of cloth and a long rope‐like length
of 3” wide strip of cloth. But the square piece over
the child’s head and tie the strip of cloth around
their head above the eyes and you have a shepherd.
If you have a collection of bathrobes for the
shepherds and white robes for the angels, those
always add more drama. But you can start simple—
and the advantage to the simple props is that you
can have a lot of them and they don’t take much
room to store! It is better to be simple and include
everyone that have a few elaborate costumes that
exclude all but the privileged few.
The key to a no rehearsal (or just one rehearsal)
pageant is to have the story read by good (really
good) readers. Practice the readers...preferably
teens or older children with a dramatic flair. If you
only have very little ones, use adult readers. Just
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If your own cadre of children is tiny or
non‐existent, you can recruit
neighborhood children, friends or
relatives of members, etc. to
participate. If you really have no
children, recruit adults for the main
roles (Mary, Joseph, Wise Men) and
have one adult shepherd and one
adult angel. The shepherd and angel
can then guide the children who show
up and are recruited at the last
minute. It is also acceptable to have
adults do the pageant if you can’t
recruit any children.
Alternatively, find a good reader and
read the story with drama—and add a
“storytime” later when you read a
Christmas related story. That and
some Christmas carols, candles and a
little gifts of candy at the end will
suffice as a way to start without any
resident children.
This is a time to tap into the
nostalgic—familiar carols, familiar
story, sights and smells. You’re
making memories and creating a
feeling of warmth and welcome. If this
offends your theology or
understanding of church we
encourage you to relax—those good
things can come later. But first you
need to make church an inviting place
for people who otherwise wouldn’t
come in the door.

make sure that the story is read slowly, with pauses (so the actors can get in place) and with
drama—this isn’t an ordinary story so it deserves a ready that conveys that message. See “The
No‐Rehearsal Christmas Pageant” for more suggestions.
After your Christmas Pageant is over, invite the children and their parents to the parish hall for
refreshments (see recipes for ideas) and a time to chat. Make sure you have members in place
ready to talk with visitors—the last thing you want is people standing around awkwardly
holding a punch cup and having no one to talk with. If you have more than about five children,
it is also good to organize a separate place where the children can gather, have food selections
(and helpers) from a low table and something to do—sing Christmas songs, talk about the
pageant/Christmas story, play a game, make something they can take home with them. This
should be short (15‐30 minutes) but it gives parents a chance to chat while their children are
occupied. It also gives the children another opportunity to connect with the other children and
your church.
Remember to have your Invitations Team collect names and email addresses. In this case, tell
parents you will have a couple of parties coming up in the next few weeks and would like to
invite them and their children. If you will have a Winter VBS the following week, make sure you
have posters up and information about it so you can share that with families (yours and any
visiting families).
If a family is from out‐of‐town, they will tell you that and you can let them opt out easily.
Instead, give them a printed card with the events for the next few weeks and encourage them
to share that with family and friends—give them several if they look interested. Smile and
suggest they hand them out at the family gathering. The family that ultimately joins you may be
invited by your pageant visitor!
Station several people next to the exit door(s) with
baskets holding a small gift for each child. This should
be small and modest. It might be a small paper bag
with Christmas candies or cookies (no peanuts and a
mix of items so if someone can’t eat chocolate, it isn’t
all chocolate). Include one piece of fresh fruit for a
diabetic child (Clementines or small seedless oranges
are good). If you have the funds, you can include
something like a cute Christmas ornament or a small
bell, etc.

Teenagers have largely
outgrown the Christmas
Pageant so involve them at the
same level as adults. They can
be readers, shepherd children,
pass out treats, etc. If some are
musically inclined, they can
also play an instrument or sing.

You doorkeepers will pass out the gift, thank each family for coming and wish them a Merry
Christmas. Encourage them to also say a silent prayer for each family and individual as they
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leave. This is not just about recruiting people for church—it is about being “at‐one” with God
and each other in Christ. So holding each other in prayer is one of the gifts we offer each other.
At the end of the party, gather your entire team in a large circle. Invite people to say what they
experienced, learned, want to remember about this time together. Appoint someone to keep
track of what’s said (or record and transcribe it later). These don’t have to be detailed
minutes—just a quick list of the 10‐12 things you want to remember. Then offer this ministry to
God—give thanks for everyone who helped and everyone who came.
Clean up and go home! Make sure the invitations team gets any information you collected
about your visitors so they can do the follow‐up emails.
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Follow‐up
The first follow‐up item is to send an email to any family that came thanking them for coming
and telling them about the events of the next couple of weeks. And send a note to everyone
who helped organize the Pageant thanking them for their contribution. So often we forget to
thank each other for the ministry we do on behalf of God and the church. Don’t forget the
children and youth. If your youth read the lessons/story, send each of them a note thanking
them for helping make the Pageant fun and meaningful for the children and their parents.
Finally, add any local family to your tracking sheet so you can follow up if they come to
subsequent events. If you are a small to moderate sized church, you might even want to keep
track of out‐of‐town visitor and who they were visiting so you can pull it out next year. Nothing
is more impressive than being able to greet them by name and remember that these are Mrs.
X’s grandchildren. This is, by the way, one reason why taking photos of an event is useful. A
photo with people identified can make this much easier.

HOSPITALITY NOTE:
These suggestions about how to remember people and therefore able to greet them by name a
year later probably remind you of a time when a business did this with you. Businesses do it
because they know it makes a difference—they wouldn’t waste the time and money on doing it
if it didn’t. People respond to the personal touch, so businesses work hard to provide it. We can
learn from them. They have lots of money to do the research that affirms what does and does
not work—we can benefit from their research by observing what they do and, when
appropriate, translating it in to our context. We get those benefits for free!
Personalized hospitality is one of those practices that fits us perfectly. But it does require work.
Someone has to identify visitors by name, take pictures, label them and then remember to pull
them out and look at them so you can actually recognize people. A big church with a ton of
visitors probably can’t do that. But a small to medium sized church can. Find people in your
congregation who enjoy doing this kind of thing. And think about how you can get multiple uses
out of that effort. For example, post those pictures on a bulletin board for the month after the
Pageant—that will help everyone who sees a return visitor at the Epiphany party. Pick the best
ones for an article in your newsletter. Include a photo of the family’s child in the thank‐you
note or a Pageant picture in your thank‐you note to adults who helped with the Pageant. Put
one on your website (make sure you get parental permission if it is a close up of a child). Stash
the pictures so you can use them on next year’s invitation.
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Lessons and Carols
Episcopalians love the Lessons and Carols service! It is often a break for clergy (sermon time is
usually replaced by the lessons and carols). And we all get to sing a LOT of our favorite
Christmas carols. But we often forget that this is the perfect service to invite others to attend. It
is fun and relaxed—some churches even encourage casual dress on this day. With very little
effort you can elevate this into a Sunday worth inviting families and anyone else in the
community that loves the Christmas traditions to join you for an inviting service.
So, get your Communications Team to promote this widely in the community, emphasizing that
it is for the whole community. “Last chance to sing your favorite Christmas carols” and “Hear
the Christmas story in a beautiful church setting” and “Enjoy a festive party afterwards.” In
other words, make it sound like it is fun and non‐threatening—i.e., something someone who is
leery of church might just be brave enough to try. Oh, and make sure those carols are generally
favorite carols. This is not the time to get too complicated unless you have a great choir—in
which case THEY can sing that lovely, but difficult to sing, English carol no one in the community
will ever have heard before.
One tradition is for people to bring their leftover Christmas cookies and candies for the party
afterwards. You eat as much as you can and then get to take home someone else’s goodies at
the end since you’re likely tired of eating the ones you originally brought. Supply paper bags or
boxes—your local Chinese restaurant may be willing to donate or sell you those take‐out boxes
they use. They are perfect to give to each person to fill. You can even have children decorate
them (they generally come “flat” so are easy to decorate and then assemble).
If you have a moderate sized group of children and good kitchen space, you can also make
Christmas cookies. Set up a hand washing station and give each child plastic gloves and sugar
cookies to decorate. If you don’t want to bother mixing up cookie dough, store‐bought rolls of
cookie dough make this real easy—just slice and you’re ready to go. Set out lots of little dishes
of colored sugars, pearls, candies, etc. for them to use. Put the finished cookies on cookie
sheets and draw a map of which child’s cookie located where on the sheet to avoid disputes
later. Cookies bake fairly quickly (9‐12 minutes) and you can put a good number through a
standard sized oven in a short period of time. If you want multiples stations, and IF you have
good electrical connections, you can bring in a few toaster ovens so you can have cookies
baking in several places. But it is wise to test having all of the lights, oven and toaster ovens on
at the same time beforehand to see if you’ll blow a fuse!
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You can also bake the cookies ahead of time and just have the children decorate them. In this
case, provide lots of different colors of frosting in lots of small bowls along with colored sugars,
pearls, candies, etc. This is a lot easier to organize—but the smell of baking cookies is hard to
resist! If you decide to have children decorate more cookies than they and their parents can
eat, provide a way for them to package them and take them home without messing up their
handiwork. Aluminum foil can be used to carefully wrap cookies and then tuck them into boxes
(recycled boxes work fine).
Again, your Invitations Team needs to collect names and email addresses—and your
Communications Team needs to have information about the Winter VBS (if any) and Epiphany
Party available. If you plan to have a Winter VBS, you can set up a registration table and
encourage families to register their children. Winter VBS programs will generally start the
following day so this is a good time to get families on board.
The farewell ritual is the same as before: Make sure you have people stationed at doors to say
“thanks for coming” and “hope to see you again.” Keep it light. Smile. Be a gracious host.
Silently offer a prayer asking a Christmas blessing on each family and person as they leave.
Convene your team to check in and say what they experienced, learned, and want to remember
to do or not do next time, etc. Thank everyone for their help. Give thanks to God. Clean up and
go in peace!
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Winter Vacation Bible School (VBS)
A Winter VBS program is no different than a Summer VBS program—it just occurs in the winter!
It is scheduled during the school week (usually the week after Christmas) and can use any of the
regular VBS programs that aren’t specifically summer‐oriented (e.g., focus on planting a
garden—unless you live in a climate where that’s possible). You may have to make some
adaptions if they have outdoor activities suggested and your climate is too cold, but you can
easily throw in some wintery games and Christmas songs.
Offering a Winter VBS is especially important in these tough economic times. Lots of families
can’t afford the extra burden of childcare costs or risk having a parent take time off of work. If
your congregation doesn’t have enough people to organize a VBS, consider inviting a
neighboring congregation or other faith group to join you. This is a good time to build bridges
with your neighboring faith communities. Also consider doing this during the evening (5‐8:30
with dinner) or over the weekend. If you have teens, involve them in the planning and
implementation. They are good helpers and often have great ideas!
Do your best to think of a fun name for this—preferably one other than VBS! We’re using VBS
here as a short‐hand way of referring to a weekday (or evening) children’s program. But most
children want time off from school and do not want go to another version of school. So make it
fun, engaging and interesting. Focus on crafts, music, story, games and activities. Do those in
the context of prayer and the norms of Christian living (caring for one another, etc.).
The goal here is to provide hospitality and a service to parents as much as it is to do Christian
formation (or, if you’re doing it with a Jewish/Muslim group, faith formation). This is a low‐
threat entry point—a way for families to come into your church and meet some of your people
without feeling pressured to join the church. It is, in other words, an invitation and serving
others in Jesus’ name.
Again, your Communications Team needs to publicize this widely and encourage early
registrations. We encourage you to charge a fee to cover costs and offer scholarships for those
who can’t afford the fee. People value what they pay for—and your fee is likely to be a fraction
of the cost of childcare. A fee may enable you to pay some older high school or college youth to
help out and will help defray the costs of supplies. You may even find some school teachers
willing to lead this if you can provide a stipend (or sometimes even if not). Younger teachers, in
particular, often have low pay and huge debts—a little extra goes a long ways.
If you plan to do a full day, have the children bring their own lunch so you don’t get into the
complexities of food service laws (unless you’re already equipped to do that). And do ask
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people from the congregation and community to contribute supplies, snacks and money to a
scholarship fund—people are often willing to support a program like this even if they aren’t
part of your church. Ask your local grocery store or bakery if they have goodies or drinks that
they can contribute. Don’t assume that your parish has to absorb the full‐cost of paying for this
or do it yourself. Be creative about engaging the full community. You might even turn this into
something that is more community oriented—Children’s Art Festival or a week of art, dance
and music, etc. That could enable you to find more people to staff the week and garner more
community support. Again, what you want right now is to find ways to bring families into your
church and get them to meet your members. So focus on that.
Use the same invitation method as before—encouraging your members to invite people they
know or with whom they have built a relationship. Collect names and email addresses (easy
since you’ll need that and more to register the children). Make sure your Hospitality Team
members are present (or have recruited someone) to greet families each day as they arrive
(even if they are only there as “greeters” and then need to leave). Have enough people present
so they can escort people unfamiliar with your building to the right place. Set up take‐out
coffee and tea so parents can grab a cup on their way to work.
And again, have your members present to say “goodbye, thanks for coming” (remember to
speak to the children) at the end of the day. Set up a hospitality table with coffee, tea, cookies
and a comfortable place to sit and chat. Encourage parents to come a bit early for a few
minutes of relaxation. Either station this close to the nursery where there are toys for little ones
or include a play area nearby so if mom comes with a little one, she can sit a few minutes, keep
an eye on that child while she waits for the other children to finish up. Oh, and she gets a
chance to meet and chat with your members who are also just sitting around, relaxing and
being available to chat (because you DID remember to have some people there just for that
purpose—right?!).
This may not work in your context (e.g., if your parents are in a rush and won’t engage in
conversation), but give it a try—and describe that option as part of your communications with
families. You have to create environments where people can meet each other. Food and drink
are the best vehicles for doing that, so offer food and drink. You can have the same set up in
the morning—perhaps your parents would rather stay and have a cup of coffee after dropping
of their children. Try different ways to connect with parents—and if one doesn’t work, try
something else! Sometimes it is as simple as where you set up the hospitality center, whether it
looks inviting, who is staffing it. Experiment until you find what works for you.
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The following programs are available from LeaderResources (http://leaderresources.org/vbs):
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Aslan is on the Move! – Using an animated version of C.S. Lewis' timeless The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe, this five‐session or weekend program offers participants an
opportunity to experience the story through imaginative role‐playing, games and
discussion. Perfect for an intergenerational event!
Wizards and Wonders – based on the Harry Potter books, this is one of our most popular
resources for a Sunday School break or VBS. A five session program that brings your
whole church family together for fun and learning, Wizards and Wonders will surprise
you in how well it deals with Christian themes in the popular children's series. Through
drama, crafts and games, participants connect the hero's story to Bible stories. In an
engaging set of experiences, mirroring some of Harry's, you will explore issues of
identity, alliances, team work, spiritual gifts, life's direction, temptations, moral choices,
courage and faith.
Dare to be Different – using the book A Wrinkle in Time, by beloved Episcopal author
Madeleine L'Engle. This children's program uses games, crafts and other adventures to
help us learn about our spiritual gifts and how our differences make us special.
Pilgrimage: Seeking the Kingdom of God – take your VBS on a pilgrimage to five
Medieval pilgrimages destinations: Rome, Canterbury, Santiago de Compostela,
Dunfermline (Scotland) and Croagh Patrick (Ireland). During their imaginary journey,
they will learn about the life and legacy of a Saint revered since the Middle Ages and
pretend to make the trek to see and hear the story for themselves.
Praying All the Time: Using Children’s Books to Explore Different Ways to Pray – This
creative program teaches children about different forms of prayer using wonderful
children's books ‐‐‐ classics such as Eric Carle's The Very Hungry Caterpillar and works
byTomie dePaola, as well as new favorites like the marvelous Old Turtle by Douglas
Wood.
Wild Willy and the Prodigal Son – based on Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, a
children's book by Roald Dahl, published in 1964. This resource was originally conceived
as a five‐week series to be used in a mid‐week program for children during Lent, but it
can be adapted to other formats and uses, such as Sunday School or VBS.
[under development – using Dr. Suess books to focus on bullying]

Celebration
If at all possible, have a celebration at the end of the VBS week. You could do this on Saturday
but if you do it as part of your coffee hour after church you will bring families back into your
church on a Sunday morning. They may not come for worship but if you invite them to come to
see their child do something at a closing event, most parents will come. This is a time for the
children to sing a song they learned, show off the crafts they did, tell a story, re‐enact a play,
etc. Keep it short and fun and had a festive party afterwards. Present each child with a
certificate and/or small remembrance gift. Remember, what you are doing is communicating to
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the children and their parents: “we care about you, God cares about you, you are welcome
here....even, you belong here in God’s house.” Let your actions speak louder than your words.
People who have not been to church often feel guilty or conflicted about coming to church—so
be welcoming and inviting but not pushy.

Follow‐up
Use the same follow up process as before: an email thanking them for attending, an invitation
to the next event (e.g., an Epiphany party) and to church and Sunday School. Keep it short and
simple. Do NOT add them to your parish newsletter list and start sending them a bunch of
churchy things until they have shown up at your church for worship at least three times. THEN
your Incorporation Team steps in and engages them, asks if they can add them to the parish
newsletter list, finds out what groups they want to join, etc. But wait. You earn the right to
invite by building a relationship with people. And you earn the right to invite them in deeper by
waiting to see when they tell you they are ready, rather than when you want it to happen. The
goal is to attend to the needs of those whom we invite. That means paying attention to what
they are or are not saying with how they respond to our invitation. Sometimes it takes a long
time before people are ready....and we need to wait. Sometimes people are ready and just
need to have the door opened for them...and we need to be ready to open the door when we
see those signs. But learn to look for the signs.

“Hospitality isn’t about anything as simple as the best china, lace
napkins, and crystal wineglasses. It might include these, but the real
meaning of hospitality has to do with what one friend called, ‘making
room inside yourself for another person.’”
(Benedict’s Way, p. 69)
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Epiphany Party
January 6th is Epiphany—perfect time for a party! It celebrates the arrival of the three Magi or
wisemen who give the baby Jesus gold, frankincense and myrrh. The word Epiphany (from the
Greek epiphania) means revelation or manifestation. The three kings (Magi) are named Caspar
(or Kaspar or Gaspar), Melchior or Balthasar but those names are not biblical (nor is the number
of them) but became traditional over the years. Much of the story as we know it comes from
tradition, not the Bible. The Bible story is succinct and sparse on details. Some travelers (no
number mentioned) follow a star and arrive in Jerusalem from afar, see Herod and go to
Bethlehem where they present gifts and return home another way. Matthew has the child
already two years old rather than having this all happen on a single night. It might be
interesting to quiz the adults to see how many of them know the biblical story vs. traditional
story and use this as a teachable moment.
The day is known by different names in different cultures: Epiphany, Three Kings Day or Día de
los Reyes in Spanish‐speaking countries, Little Christmas or the Twelfth Night. In all cases it
marks the last day of the Christmas Season—the twelfth day after Christmas.
In some cultures this, rather than Christmas, is the primary gift‐giving day with children writing
letters to the Three Kings the way they would to Santa. Another tradition is putting the shoes
out the night before to be filled, much as others hang stocking by the fireplace. Water and grass
is left out for the camels, just as cookies are left for Santa.
Some churches have a service; others just do a party. In either case, it is a great time to have
some wisemen show up! You can use a crèche to tell the story. You can set this up at the
Christmas Pageant and move the wisemen closer and closer each day. If you are doing a party,
you can have fun re‐enacting the journey. Have the children imagine what woes, dangers and
adventures the Maji might have encountered. Teenage or adult actors can travel around the
church family and mime the various troubles as they are made up by the children. Or write your
own play and do it. This is a time to have fun and be imaginative.
Another option is to read The Fourth Wiseman by Henry Vandyke. You can find it here:
http://www.classicreader.com/book/593/1/ or rent and show the movie version of the story
(make sure you have a public viewing license). This is the story of Arteban, the wiseman who
was not able to complete the journey to the Christ Child but lived the message of the gospel
anyway. Other good books to read include Baboushka and the Three Kings by Ruth Robbins and
Nicolas Sidjakov and We Three Kings by Gennady Spirin or The Legend of Old Befana" by Tomie
De Paola. Gather the children around a really good story‐reader, lower the lights around the
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room but have a standing lamp or focus light on the reader to help create a sense of drama for
the story.

Activities
You might want to encourage each family to bring gifts for those in need—staple food items are
good gifts as are personal items (soap, shampoo, toothpaste and brushes, deodorant, etc.).
Provide aluminum foil and other colored foils or shiny wrapping paper and
wrap some of them as gifts. You can also wrap a large box to resemble a
Treasure Chest and collect the gifts in it. These are then taken to a
homeless shelter or food pantry. If you don’t have a regular arrangement
with such an organization, check ahead of time for what they will accept so
you don’t collect items they can’t use.
An easy activity is to make crowns for each child. Cut them out of poster board or stiff colored
construction paper. Make them 3‐6” wide and 18‐24” long and cut diagonals to create the
crown peaks; glue or tape the strips to fit the head of each child. It is best to make them
variable sizes so you can fit various head and allow children the freedom to
create their desired effect. You can cover them with aluminum foil or let
children choose whatever colored version they like. Then they can glue on fur,
glitter, faux gems, stickers, etc.—whatever your imagination leads you to
offer them! If you want a fancier template, you can download one from here:
http://www.fantasyjr.com/homemade‐princess‐party‐invitations‐party‐game‐and‐party‐
favors/.
You can also have each person leave one shoe in the hallway as they arrive and hobble around
on one shoe for the first part of the party...to give them an experience of the hardships the
Magi endured in their long journey. Then at some point when you can sneak out, put candy or
small gifts in each shoe and have the Magi deliver them to the person whose foot has the mate
to that shoe.
A game to engage children includes cutting out 34 stars in each of several
different colors and hide them everywhere around the church. So if you
have five colors, divide the children into five teams and send them out to
find the stars of their color. Each star has one letter of the phrase: “Wise
Men came from the East. A child is born.” (You can shorten the phrase if you want to do fewer
stars.) The winning team has to find all of the stars in their color and put them into the right
order to spell out the phrase. Have a little prize for the winning team.
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Let each child make a Treasure Box. Buy plastic boxes (or ask your grocery
store or bakery to donate them—the size for a single pastry is ideal). Or
you can buy wood boxes or paper boxes. Or make your own using the
template. Provide different colored foil and let children decorate their
Treasure Box with foil, faux gems, and various trims from the sewing
department. Give each child a gold coin (chocolate coin with gold foil), a
small incense or cinnamon stick and brown/gold toned rock crystal candy or anything that looks
like that (search the internet for pictures of myrrh and find something that looks sort of like the
real thing!).
Make fragrant stars. Dip whole star anise into shiny gold paint and let dry
(you might want to do this ahead of time). Glue one star on the tip of a
cinnamon stick using a hot glue gun. You could use as a little gift to give to
everyone to remember the gifts of the Magi.
Make Epiphany stars using the directions found here:
http://www.christiancrafters.com/craft_epiphany_stars.html
Find activities online:
•

•

http://www.nickjr.com/parties/dora‐the‐explorer/party‐themes/dora‐three‐kings‐
party/ has several things you can download and print including invitations and thank
you notes.
The American Bible Society has a Treasure Hunt and other ideas at
http://bibleresources.americanbible.org/bible‐resources/bible‐resource‐center/church‐
resources/church‐seasons/epiphany‐activities

SING! Sing during the service. Sing during the party.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We three kings of Orient Are (obviously)
God in Man Made Manifest (adult)
What Star is This That Beams so Bright (also adult)
The 12 Days of Christmas (see About the 12 Day of Christmas Song)
This Little Light of Mine or Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star (for little ones)
We are marching in the light of Christ (Siyahamba)
Go Tell it on the Mountain
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If you have the capacity to project from a computer, you can find some clips online you might
use:
•
•

•
•
•
•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qxqCEqf0N0&feature=related is a one‐minute
cartoon version of the story.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cq8hQmGM8cs&feature=related is an Epiphany
rhyme that’s a bit hard to understand but someone could translate and teach to our
children—or use as a base to create your own!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6a6MW0fEKrA&feature=related provides music and
a montage of images
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlfUI_GUVuQ&feature=related is the King’s College
rendition of We Three Kings
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyPqny8ruAU&feature=related provides lyrics,
music and drawings for We Three Kings
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3KdCDtbrRo&feature=fvwrel does the same thing
but has children singing and video of real people.

Refreshments
Serve a Twelfth Night cake or a Rosca de Tres Reyes (Three Kings Cake) or a Gallete des Rois.
Twelfth Night cakes can be a fruit cake (traditional) or almost any other type of cake with a
hidden treasure such as a coin or bean or a baby Jesus doll (wrapped in foil). The person who
got the treasure was the king/queen for the party. But you can make any kind of cake and put
some hidden treasure into it before you bake it. For safety sake, you might want to make it a
larger coin, a baby Jesus doll, candy or strawberry. Alternatively, you might copy the 18th
century innovation which served the slices of cake on pieces of paper (different colors for males
and females)—two have a special mark that selects a queen and a king. See the recipe section
for recipes.
Tres Reyes cakes are traditional among Latino communities. It is a sweet yeast bread shaped
into a circle (crown) and often includes fruits, pastry cream and in some countries, a hidden
treasure. In French speaking countries the cake is known as a Gallete des Rois that is two rings
stacked with pastry cream in between.

Departure
Use the same farewell procedure as you have before—people stationed at doors to say
“goodbye, thanks for coming, we look forward to seeing you again. ” Invite everyone to go
home and bless their home for the coming year. If your priest/pastor is present he/she can
bless the chalk that you will give them.
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You can do this as elaborately or simply as you choose. You can give each family and individual
a copy of the Blessing of a Home at Epiphany liturgy (see following pages) along with a piece of
chalk. Have white and colored chalks so you can give those with white doors a colored chalk
and those with colored doors a white chalk—so they can see the inscription!
If you want to do something simpler, you can give them a card with the following on it:
The three Wise Men,
C Caspar,
M Melchior,
B and Balthasar
followed the star of God’s Son who became human
20 two thousand
12 and twelve years ago.
++ May Christ bless our home
++ and remain with us throughout the new year. Amen.
God is love, and those who abide in love abide in God, and God abides in them. Christ, God’s
incarnation, is present in the love and care we manifest to each other in our ordinary daily lives
together.
May all who come to our home this year rejoice to find Christ living among us; and may we seek
and serve, in everyone we meet, that same Jesus who is your incarnate Word, now and forever.
Amen.
God of heaven and earth, you revealed your only‐begotten One to every nation by the guidance
of a star. Bless this house and all who inhabit it. Fill us with the light of Christ, that our concern
for others may reflect your love. We ask this through Christ our Savior. Amen.
Loving God, bless this household. May we be blessed with health, goodness of heart,
gentleness, and abiding in your will. We ask this through Christ our Savior. Amen.
From A New Zealand Prayer Book page 762

Chalk blessing prayer for use by clergy at the party or Epiphany service:
Loving God, bless this chalk which you have created, that it may be helpful to your people; and
grant that through the invocation of your most Holy Name all those who with it write the
names of your saints, Caspar, Melchior, and Balthazar, may receive health of body and
protection of soul for all who dwell in the homes where this chalk is used, we make this prayer
through Jesus the Christ. Amen.
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Figure 1: Treasure Chest Template
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“The Twelve Days of Christmas” Song
The familiar Twelve Days of Christmas song is a fun addition to an Epiphany party. According to
Twelve Days of Christmas: A Celebration and History, by Leigh Grant, the words from this song
first appeared in Mirth without Mischief publishing in 1780 (or 1783) in England. The tune is
likely much older and may have come from France. The book describes "The Twelve Days of
Christmas" as a "memory and forfeits game" played by children at that time. The leader recited
the first verse, the next child recited the second verse, and this continued until someone missed
his or her verse and had to pay some kind of penalty in the game. So if you like, you could sing
the song and then play this game—either by having people recite or sing the next verse from
memory. Make the “penalty” something easy that any adult or child can do—like serve
everyone a piece of Christmas candy!
Some people believe that this song was also used in England as one of the "catechism songs" to
help young Roman Catholics learn the tenets of their faith—a memory aid, at a time when
being caught with anything in writing indicating adherence to the Catholic faith could not only
get you imprisoned or even killed. In this case the "true love" mentioned in the song refers to
God and the partridge in a pear tree is Jesus Christ. In the song, Christ is symbolically presented
as a mother partridge which feigns injury to decoy predators from her helpless nestlings, much
in memory of the expression of Christ's sadness over the fate of Jerusalem: "Jerusalem!
Jerusalem! How often would I have sheltered thee under my wings, as a hen does her chicks,
but thou wouldst not have it so..."
The other symbols are said to mean the following:
2 Turtle Doves = The Old and New Testaments
3 French Hens = Faith, Hope and Charity, the Theological Virtues
4 Calling Birds = the Four Gospels and/or the Four Evangelists
5 Golden Rings = The first Five Books of the Old Testament, the "Pentateuch"
6 Geese A‐laying = the six days of creation
7 Swans A‐swimming = the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit, the seven sacraments
8 Maids A‐milking = the eight beatitudes
9 Ladies Dancing = the nine Fruits of the Holy Spirit
10 Lords A‐leaping = the ten commandments
11 Pipers Piping = the eleven faithful apostles
12 Drummers Drumming = the twelve points of doctrine in the Apostle's Creed
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While we have nothing to tell us if this was actually used in England at the time (and some who
dispute it), it is fun to think of how you could make the twelve items into a teaching tool. You
can share these or you can invite people to see if they can come up with their own correlations!
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Blessing of the Home on Epiphany
This blessing of the home and inscription of the initials of the three Magi above each door can
be done by a priest (if present), or the eldest adult member of the family—or the tallest person!
Leader: Peace be to this house.
All: And to all who live here!
Leader: Nations shall come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your rising.
All: From the east came the Magi to adore the Christ Child; and opening their treasures they
offered precious gifts: gold and frankincense, and myrrh.
All: (say or sing the Magnificat)
During the Magnificat, the room may be sprinkled with holy water and incensed.
The Song of Mary Magnificat

Luke 1:46‐55

My soul proclaims the greatness of the Lord,
my spirit rejoices in God my Savior; *
for he has looked with favor on his lowly servant.
From this day all generations will call me blessed: *
the Almighty has done great things for me,
and holy is his Name.
He has mercy on those who fear him *
in every generation.
He has shown the strength of his arm, *
he has scattered the proud in their conceit.
He has cast down the mighty from their thrones, *
and has lifted up the lowly.
He has filled the hungry with good things, *
and the rich he has sent away empty.
He has come to the help of his servant Israel, *
for he has remembered his promise of mercy,
The promise he made to our fathers, *
to Abraham and his children for ever.
Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit: *
as it was in the beginning, is now, and will be for ever. Amen.
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Leader: Nations shall come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your rising.
All: From the east came the Magi to adore the Christ Child; and opening their treasures they
offered precious gifts: gold and frankincense, and myrrh.
Leader: O God, by the leading of a star you manifested your only Son to the peoples of the
earth: Lead us, who know you now by faith, to your presence, where we may see your glory
face to face; through Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit,
one God, now and for ever. Amen.
All: The Lord has shown forth his glory: Come let us adore him.
Leader: Let us pray. May all who come to our home this year rejoice to find Christ living among
us; and may we seek and serve, in everyone we meet, that same Jesus who is your incarnate
Word, now and forever. Amen.
God of heaven and earth, you revealed your only‐begotten One to every nation by the guidance
of a star. Bless this house and all who inhabit it. Fill us with the light of Christ, that our concern
for others may reflect your love. We ask this through Christ our Savior. Amen.
Loving God, bless this household. May we be blessed with health, goodness of heart,
gentleness, and abiding in your will. We ask this through Christ our Savior. Amen.
From A New Zealand Prayer Book page 762

After the prayers of the blessing are recited, each room of the home may be sprinkled with
Epiphany water and incensed. The initials of the Magi are written above the entry door with
chalk (colored chalk if your door trim is white). E.g. 20 + C + M + B + 12 (or 13, or 15, etc.). The
initials, C, M, B, can be interpreted as the Latin phrase "Christus mansionem benedicat" which
means "Christ bless this house." While inscribing the numbers and letters, a member of the
family says:
The three Wise Men,
C Caspar,
M Melchior,
B and Balthasar
followed the star of God’s Son who became human
20 two thousand
12 and twelve years ago.
++ May Christ bless our home
++ and remain with us throughout the new year. Amen.
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Winter Review
This is the end of Winter Phase. Take the occasion to review how things are going and identify
what you’ve learned, what you want to do differently going forward. Again, if you have a new
team taking over the Spring events, have them attend...perhaps even along with members of
the Fall Team. The purpose of this review is simply to share wisdom. Make sure you do not get
into who is to blame for something or over‐analyze what happened. Identify what worked and
what didn’t work well. Name where you sensed God’s presence, where your energy went way
up, where you felt you were in a holy moment. What were you doing then? Do more of that. If
something didn’t work (and especially if it didn’t work in either the Fall or Winter Phase) don’t
keep doing it—try something else!
End with a time of prayer. Join hands in a circle and invite people to speak what is on their
hearts. Celebrate the good news. Give the troubles over to God! Move on to the Spring Phase.
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SPRING: Easter
Third Key Entry Point

Tab 3

IN THIS SECTION:
•
•

Preparation
Lent, Palm Sunday & Holy Week

• Key Entry Point: Easter Day & Egg Hunt
•
•
•

Compassion Sunday
Holy Humor Sunday
Pentecost
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Preparation
Depending on the year, there can be a significant time lag between Epiphany and Easter. If you
don’t plan to offer anything special during Lent, you may choose to send one email with news
about your Lent, Holy Week and Easter schedule a week before Ash Wednesday and a second
on a week before Palm Sunday.
This is the time of the year when energy begins to lag—the February doldrums kick in and then
Lent start and Holy Week gets super busy making it easy to fall back into being internally
focused. You may need a break at this point—and if so, do it intentionally. This is a good time to
take a few weeks off after your Epiphany party and then re‐group two weeks before Ash
Wednesday so you can plan what you’re going to do. Look over the ideas on the following
pages and see what energizes you and what best fits into your congregation’s life and rhythm.
If the Spring Team didn’t attend the Winter Team’s review, check in with members of the Fall
and Winter Teams to find out what they learned. If they discovered that certain things didn’t
work in your setting, now’s the time to think of another way to do it—or not do it at all.
Remember, always focus most of your energy on whatever worked well. Do more of that.
Invest more time, energy, and resources on what is working.
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Lent, Palm Sunday and Holy Week
While Lent is an entry point to adults, it traditionally didn’t attract families with children. But
more churches are now offering Lent programming specifically for children. Lent is often a time
when you can attract adults and families will come if you provide simultaneous programming
for older children and childcare for younger ones.

Lent
You can offer meaningful Lent programs for children. Look at VBS programs—they tend to have
five “days” which can easily fit into the five weeks of Lent. Choose one with a theme that
coordinates with Lent rather than something that might be more outdoor or fun oriented. For
example, LeaderResources has “Praying All the Time” and “Wild Willy and the Prodigal Son”
both VBS programs originally designed for Lent. “Dare to be Different” would also be
appropriate as would some of the programs from the Episcopal Relief and Development Fund.
You can find information about those programs here:
•
•
•
•

http://leaderresources.org/praying‐all‐time
http://leaderresources.org/wild‐willy
http://leaderresources.org/dare‐be‐different
http://www.er‐d.org/Children

You can also find a variety of Lent programs from various publishers. LeaderResources has
several (see www.LeaderResources.org and look for the seasonal or Lent/Easter sections under
Children, Youth and Adults). One popular one, for example, is Know Chocolate for Lent which
offers a thematic approach for communicating the message of Lent and Easter to children,
youth and adults. It uses the growing and manufacturing process of chocolate as a metaphor
for the growth of faith and discipleship in the Christian life. Know Chocolate for Lent includes:
creating visuals, decorating worship centers, special holiday services, reading Scripture,
children's messages, etc.. It includes Adult Education sessions and a Women's Retreat called "A
Chocolate Feast: Celebrating God's Goodness" (which could be used for any group). In addition
to weekly worship helps, the book includes family devotions and activities which are available
in small, individual booklets. (http://leaderresources.org/know‐chocolate‐lent) If you church
sells Fair Trade Chocolate, this would be a perfect time to encourage people to focus not on
giving up chocolate for Lent, but buying, selling, and even eating chocolate to raise money for
those in need.
Intergenerational programs allow families to be together and often make it easier for them to
attend. Three Lent programs to consider are:
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•

•

•

Journey to Easter is a five session program based upon the fourteen Stations of the
Cross (drawings included) that helps participants understand and share Jesus’ feelings
and experiences on the way to Calvary and identify with the persons—good and bad—
who were involved in his crucifixion prepare for Easter hope. It also help participants
learn about the Lenten devotion known as the Stations of the Cross and to worship
using the Stations. (http://leaderresources.org/journey‐easter‐lent)
Create in Us a New Heart is a collection of Lent resources including a program to learn
about and create Stations of the Cross, a set of Holy Week Services for children
(including a Children's Stations of the Cross) and adults and meditations on the Stations,
one which can be printed as Lent Booklets for distribution to your congregation.
(http://leaderresources.org/create‐us‐new‐heart‐lent)
Words of Truth—Words of Life: The Seven Last Words of Jesus helps us explore the
meanings of Jesus’ seven last words so that we can be closer to him in his experience, so
that his courage and fidelity can give meaning to our lives.
(http://leaderresources.org/words‐truth‐words‐life)

Wednesday evenings are a popular time for Lent programs. It is helpful to start with a meal and
make sure you end early as it is a “school night.” As before, it is important that your members
invite friends and neighbors to these special events. The fact that it is NOT happening on
Sunday morning and it is something other than standard worship makes Lent programs
attractive to some people who are not church goers. If you have a larger congregation, consider
offering different options for adults: a study group, a movie or book group, a spirituality‐
focused group, an intergenerational offering for families and something that is a more
traditional presentation‐style “class” by the clergy or a lay person with teaching skills. Ask your
Communications Team to advertise these groups widely in your community and emphasize that
each group is open to the community.
Remember to provide hospitality. Greet people when they arrive. Invite them to register for
their group (so you can gather names and addresses) and provide them a nametag (which
everyone needs to wear) and the information they need: a schedule, an outline of what will
happen, a map of your facility with their meeting space and nearest restrooms clearly marked,
handouts for the first session, etc. If you are providing a book or other materials, it is best to
suggest a donation amount but not charge as you can’t predict whether people came prepared
to pay. Set it up so someone can comfortably contribute or not without being obvious about it.
Provide coffee, tea and modest munchies in each meeting room and encourage people to help
themselves. Food gives new people something to do and helps ease the awkwardness of
entering a room where you don’t know anyone. Your Hospitality Team members and others in
your congregation need to be ready to engage newcomers in general conversation before the
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group convenes. The best way to do that is to serve as hosts—but make sure you don’t get
engaged in talking with each other and thereby ignoring the newcomers!
As much as possible, keep the meeting space and format for all of the weeks the same so
newcomers don’t have to adjust to lots of changes on top of getting used to being in a new
space. Use normal inclusion methods, but don’t single out newcomers. Ask everyone to say
their name without having to say whether they are or are not from your church. That allows the
newcomers to be present without knowing whether they are the only newcomer or whether
half of the people there are new.
Make sure your group leaders have basic leadership skills or provide training. They need to
know how to invite people in without making them feel vulnerable or forced to participate. And
they need to know how to manage over‐talkers and the occasional bully, overly intellection
wise‐guy, etc.
It is generally best to keep the closing time brief and quieter—it is Lent, after all! So after the
group has finished for the evening, say goodbye, thanks for coming, hope to see you next week.
Make sure you have a full Lent/Easter schedule printed that goes through Pentecost Sunday.
Make it attractive and have something that’s easy to carry (e.g., small enough to tuck into a
purse or pocket). A very useful way to do that is to print your church information the front side
and the Easter schedule on the back of a business card (you can print those on a laser printer).
You can do a brochure or poster as well (so people can put it on their refrigerator or a bulletin
board somewhere). Give to each registrant one of each (big and small schedule) and have a
stack of them on each hospitality table every week. Invite people to take extras to share with
others.

Palm Sunday
About ten days before Palm Sunday send out an invitation to anyone who came to any of your
events so far. Don’t assume they know what this is about—if they haven’t been to church in the
last 20‐30 years, they’ve never experienced it. So tell them what will happen and why children
would want to be part of it. Everyone loves a parade and the opening liturgy can be lots of fun
and something different from what people expect from church! Most churches do a dramatic
reading of the Passion Narrative on this day. Some churches include children while others
provide a child‐appropriate version in the Sunday School area. This can be especially helpful for
younger children who may find the more dramatic reading and room full of adults shouting
“Crucify him!” confusing and even a bit scary. Plan accordingly.
A fun activity for coffee hour is teaching children (and adults) how to turn their palm frond into
a cross. You can find several instruction videos on YouTube such as:
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•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT‐0Z6YSJoU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJ2vFOqyzes&feature=related

Palm Cross #1
A palm frond about 1/4 inch wide and 13 inches long will make an average size cross.
1. Hold the frond horizontally

2. Bend the right end straight up from the center to form a right angle.

3. Fold this same top strip, from the center, back and down, up and over again,
to form a square at the back. It will still be a right angle at this point.
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4a) Bring the left strip forward and fold over the center towards the right.
4b) Fold away from you and pull through the square at back, all the way.

5. Bend the top strip forward and put the end through the center square to make a shaft.

6. Fold left hand strip backwards and put through the back square.
This makes the left crossbar and should be in proportion to the shaft.

7. Fold the right strip back, put through the back square and fasten.
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Palm Cross #2
This pattern is easier to learn, especially when teaching children.
1. Take a palm frond about 1/2 inch wide and 13 inches and hold
upright.
2. Fold the top down, away from you, and the bottom up, away
from you, to form the shaft of a cross of desired length.
3. Turn the end down and twist around to the right and across the
front of the shaft to make a crossbar in proportion to the length.
4. Fold the end around behind the shaft.
5. Bring the end from behind, under the center. Fold from the bottom right to the top left and
under again from the bottom left to the top right.
6. Fasten the end through the back loops to lock.

Palm Crown of Thorns
1. Take two palms and cut them half lengthwise, leaving the pieces
attached near the end.
2. Put the two palms together at the attached ends and staple them or have someone hold the
ends together while you braid the palm pieces. Since it's harder to braid four strands, weave in
the fourth after you have completed the braid, or braid it as one with one of the three pieces.
3. Tie ends of completed braid together. To make the thorns, partially slit fronds.
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Other Palm Sunday Crafts
You may want to provide a variety of craft options in addition to the cross‐making activity
(which can be done quite quickly) or you may need craft ideas to use with younger children
during the service. Here are some options:
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

http://mybiblecrafts.com/CraftThemes/EasterTheme/palmsundaycrafts.html has a
variety of coloring pages and projects that you can download, print and use.
http://catholicicing.com/2010/03/palm‐sunday‐crafts‐and‐ideas‐for‐kids/ provides
additional ideas and links to other sites.
Die Easter eggs (real ones or decorate Styrofoam ones)—or make Ukrainian painted
eggs. http://www.learnpysanky.com/ is a good learning site. If no one in your
congregation has done this before, a couple of you might want to practice ahead of time
so you can coach others. If you want to keep the focus on Palm Sunday, make eggs with
palm branches on them.
Paper Bag Donkey directions and template are at: http://www.dltk‐
kids.com/animals/mbagdonkey.htm. After the donkeys are finished, have children use
them as puppets to talk with each other through the donkey’s voice about what it was
like on Palm Sunday. Where were they when the disciples came? What did they think
when they took you? What was it like to have Jesus ride on you? Where did you go
afterwards? Etc.
Palm Collage: Lightly sketch a full palm frond on a large sheet of poster board (use a
pencil). Gather a large stack of magazines. Invite children to find and cut or tear out
everything they see that is green. Tear into small (½ inch) pieces and glue onto the palm
drawing to create a multi‐shaded green palm collage. As you work, talk about how easy
it is to blend into the crowd and become one of the people who are cheering—or
jeering—as Jesus comes into Jerusalem or, later, goes to Calvary. All the green pieces
blend together to make the whole picture.
Make a Palm Sunday diorama—start with the entry into Jerusalem today and add the
crucifixion and empty tomb later. Or you can work on this all through Lent, adding in the
Last Supper and the various stops on the way to the cross (before Pilate, before the High
Priest, etc.). A good way to review the story—especially with older elementary students.
Easy, downloadable crafts for very little ones can be found here: http://sunday‐school‐
fun‐zone.com/freelessons/palmsunday.html.
Stones that “Cry Out”: Collect smooth stones (or buy at a nursery or craft store)—wash
ahead of time. It is best if they are about the size of a child’s fist. Paint with acrylics
(messy and permanent so use cover‐ups or old clothes) or tempura paint (finish with
acrylic varnish to seal). Or heat the rocks in the oven, give each child a potholder and
crayons to draw faces on the rock. Or you can glue felt pieces on the rock to make a
face. Talk about how people cheered when Jesus came, the authorities ordered him
make them stop and he said if they stopped, “the stones would cry out.” Why did Jesus
say that? What do they think the stones would say? At the end of the class, have them
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•

let their stones “cry out,” giving voice to what they would say as Jesus comes into
Jerusalem.
Crown him the King of Kings! Make small crowns that can fit over their palm crosses. Or
make large crowns that they can wear. Talk about the difference between being a king
like the people thought Jesus was when they hailed him and being a Messiah—the King
of Heaven and the King of our souls.

Hospitality
This entire week is a time to extend hospitality to visitors. Make sure your coffee hours is
generous. Have greeters available to welcome people as they arrive and escort them to
wherever your Palm Sunday procession begins. Offer an explanation of what will happen. Have
people ready to talk with visitors as soon as the service is over and walk them to the coffee
hour—inviting them to make a cross out of their palm or have their children join other craft
projects. Make sure there are people stationed at the door to say goodbye and invite them
back. And again, have your Holy Week and Easter schedule available in many places. Take time
to tell parents about the different services and say why their children would like them
(assuming you’ve planned your liturgies to include children). If you do your Holy Week services
for adults only, think about how you can include children or provide an alternate program for
children. Holy Week services can be interactive and great for children—but it does require
planning and a willingness to let go of the more traditional adult service mode.

Maundy Thursday
Consider doing your service around tables in the parish hall; you can include a meal (e.g., soup
and bread meals are popular). If you are small or your church has chairs that you can move
around, you can even set up tables in the church. Providing a more “Upper Room” setting helps
make this evening more “real”—especially for children. If you have a sizable cadre of people
who are committed to a traditional way of doing the service, consider doing an early service for
families in the parish hall and a traditional service later.

Good Friday
Children and youth are often engaged by a Stations of the Cross liturgy—especially when they
do the artwork for the stations. This liturgy might be held in the late afternoon or early evening.
Provide childcare for young children so their parents can attend the evening Good Friday
liturgy. Older children and youth can participate in or assist with the Good Friday liturgy.
Teenagers can carry in a large cross—or create sound effects by pounding nails into wood
before the adoration of the cross (practice ahead of time so they can learn to pace the
pounding). You can also involve a variety of people of all ages in reading the prayer petitions.
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Note: Create in Us a New Heart includes a children’s version of the Stations
of the Cross (http://leaderresources.org/create‐us‐new‐heart‐lent).
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Easter Vigil
The Easter Vigil is a great time for families to participate—IF your liturgy is designed for them.
Listening to five to nine scripture readings interspersed by the choir chanting psalms is not
something to invite families to attend. But if you are willing to have your stories re‐enacted by
children, told by a storyteller, sung by a children’s choir, etc., you can make this service
engaging and inspiring for children and youth as well as adults. What is needed is an
atmosphere of the family gathered to tell and hear the family stories and join in a great
celebration. That means an atmosphere more like a family reunion than a solemn ceremony.
Again, if you have lots of people who really love the fully formal service, consider doing a family
Easter Vigil at about 7 pm and a more formal one at 10 or 11. That adds a lot to an already
overloaded Holy Week schedule but it may provide a transition for your congregation if you
want to include children and youth but sense that part of your congregation isn’t ready to do
that yet.
Some ideas for how to incorporate children:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Have seven parent‐child pairs read each day of the creation story with the parent
reading the passage and the child saying: “And God said, It is good!”
Do the creation story as a dramatic reading with children holding up posters of each
day’s creation. Spend time in Lent making the posters. This works well with the younger
children who might fall asleep during the service (especially if you start late and go long)
Have the children sing a creation song in place of the creation story. Search the internet
to find your favorite.
o http://havefunteaching.com/songs/science‐songs/creation‐song/
o http://www.perpetualpreschool.com/christianthemes/bible_themes/creation_s
ongs.htm
o http://www.dltk‐bible.com/poems‐creation.htm
Do the dry bones reading with sound effects provided by children using stick they
“rattle” every time the dry bones, whistling for the breath of God, etc.
Have the children act‐out the Exodus story
During Lent, make and decorate Pascal candles with older children and teens they use
during the service. http://catechistsjourney.loyolapress.com/2009/03/04/4040‐lenten‐
activities‐making‐a‐paschal‐candle/ Making a traditional large Pascal candle is beyond
the ability of the average person but you can decorate a plan one.
Gather children around the new fire and the baptismal font so they can see and
experience the wonder of those moments. If you are a middle to high church, you might
invite the children to dip their finger into the font and bless themselves by making a sign
of the cross.
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•

•

•

•
•

Sing the response between the Scripture passages—perhaps using the same song so the
children can learn it. For example:
o O Lord, Hear My Prayer in Wonder, Love and Praise (#827)
o Bless the Lord, My Soul (http://www.turnbacktogod.com/bless‐the‐lord‐my‐soul‐
song/)
o All Praise to Thee (v. 1 & 2), Hymnal 1982 (#43)
Encourage families to bring bells for each child to ring during the Gloria; especially good
for little ones. Children can also help bring flowers out of hiding and place them around
the altar during the Gloria – or help light the candles.
Encourage families to bring Easter Baskets filled with eggs, lambs, etc. to receive a
blessing. You might choose to explain to parents that the bunny is a pagan symbol that
can be fun—but encourage them to include at least a few Christian symbols.
Have a reception for food for children afterwards! Good time to bless (and eat) the
baskets.
If you have an adult sermon, consider doing Resurrection Cookies with the children in
the kitchen. Preheat the oven ahead of time (you’ll have to go to the kitchen early
enough to have about 25 minutes with the children before you head back upstairs) and
then mix and explain the cookies to the children.

Resurrection Cookies
Ingredients (double the ingredients if you want more then about a dozen cookies):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup whole pecans
1 teaspoon vinegar
3 egg whites
a pinch salt
1 cup sugar
a couple of zipper baggies
2” wide shipping tape
parchment or wax paper

Directions
Set up everything ahead of time: Separate the eggs and leave them on the counter so they are
room temperature. Measure the sugar and put the nuts into the baggie(s).
The instant you arrive in the kitchen, preheat oven to 300F. *** (this is VERY important ‐‐‐ don't
wait until you are half done with the recipe). Explain that you are going to make the cookies
tonight but, just like the disciples put Jesus in the tomb, you’re going to put the cookies in the
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oven and leave them there overnight. That will make sure the children don’t expect a treat right
away. They have to come back in the morning to see the Resurrection Cookies!
Let children beat the pecans with the back of spoons to break into small pieces. Explain that
after Jesus was arrested, he was beaten by the Roman soldiers. (John 19:1‐3)
Let the children smell the vinegar. Add 1 teaspoon vinegar into mixing bowl. Explain that when
Jesus was thirsty on the cross He was offered vinegar to drink. (John 19:28‐30)
Add egg whites to vinegar. Eggs represent life. Explain that Jesus gave His life to give us life.
(John 10:10‐11)
Sprinkle a little salt into each child's hand; let them taste it and add a pinch of salt into the
bowl. Explain that this represents the salty tears shed by Jesus' followers (Luke 23:27)
Add 1 cup sugar, explaining that the sweetest part of the story is that Jesus died because He
loves us. He wants us to know and belong to Him. (Psalm 34:8 and John 3:16)
Beat with a mixer on high speed for 12 to 15 minutes until stiff peaks are formed. Take this time
to clean up the kitchen and put everything away.
Fold in broken nuts. Drop by teaspoon onto cookie sheets lined with parchment or waxed
paper. Make smaller mounds if you need more cookies and larger ones if you only anticipate
needing a few to give to the children the next morning. Explain that each mound represents the
rocky tomb where Jesus' body was laid. (Matthew 27:57‐60)
Put the cookie sheet in the oven, close the door and turn the oven OFF.
Give each child a piece of tape and seal the oven door. Explain that Jesus' tomb was sealed.
(Matthew 27:65‐66)
It is now time to go back upstairs (or, if you sent this home with families, it is time to go to
bed!). Explain that they may feel sad to leave the cookies in the oven overnight. Jesus' followers
were sad when the tomb was sealed. (John 16:20‐22)
On Resurrection Sunday (Easter) morning, open the oven and give everyone a cookie. Notice
the cracked surface and take a bite. The cookies are hollow! On the first Easter Jesus' followers
were amazed to find the tomb open and empty. (Matthew 28:1‐9)
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Easter Day
Most churches will not alter their Easter Day traditions and, frankly, most visitors expect the
traditional service. Try to pick familiar hymns...and make sure you have members ready to
welcome people as they arrive. If you don’t have Sunday School on Easter, older children and
teens can attend the primary worship service—provide childcare for younger children. But
consider having some teaching piece for children. This might be the one Sunday in a year when
a child comes to church so you have only this opportunity to convey the basic Christian
message of Christ’s death and resurrection to them. Don’t assume that you can’t do that or
that it isn’t important. You never know what a child might hear, remember and come back to
years later. Make this Sunday memorable!
One tradition families love is the “flowering of the cross.” Someone needs to build a wooden
cross that is made out of three boxes about six inches deep with the open end covered with
chicken wire. Alternatively, build a wooden cross and drill LOTS of
different sized holes all over it to receive the flowers (test depth and
diameter ahead of time). Give children flowers in assorted colors and tell
them what will happen. They can join the procession and do it during the
opening hymn, do it at the offertory or at the end of the service. In any
case, invite children to bring their flowers (have adults standing by to give
flowers to any child without one). You’ll need two or three adults to help
the children stick the flowers into the cross. When you’re finished, you’ll have a cross of
flowers. If you construct this with the back facing the congregation, you can
turn it around when it is finished to show the flowered cross.
If your children will not be in the worship service, an alternative activity you
can do in Sunday School classes is to make a tissue paper cross for each child.
You’ll need colored tissue paper, LOTS of double stick tape (wide tape is
faster and easier to use), scissors and poster board or cardboard. Cut out 6‐
8” high crosses ahead of time using poster board or cardboard. If your time is short (or children
are young), cut the tissue paper into 1‐2” squares ahead of time. If you want this activity to take
more time, let the children do this. Cover the cross with double stick tape. Gently bring the four
corners of a square together around your index finger and firmly press the center of the square
(only the center dot under your finger tip) onto the top corner of the cross. Then put 2‐3 more
squares of different colors next to it in the same way and continue until you’ve covered the
entire cross in colored tissue paper.
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Another tradition is to dig up or retrieve the Alleluia you buried or hid the
first Sunday in Lent. If you buried it outdoors, you’ll want to dig it up
before the service starts and let the children bring it in during the
procession. If you hid it, you’ll uncover it during the early part of the
service or just before the peace so the children can carry the Alleluia
banner around the church while singing/shouting Alleluia! How you do this will depend on your
church architecture, your congregation’s worship style, your clergy and members comfort level,
how many children you have, etc. Some churches make this a grand event; others do it in a
more subdued manner.
And, of course, host an Easter Egg Hunt. Invite members of the community to come—and if the
weather is nice, set up your coffee hour outdoor and nearby. That will give the adults
something to do. And it may distract any overly pushy adults who might show up to “egg on”
their children!
Involve your youth and older children in hiding the eggs—that can be as much fun as finding
them. If you live in a warmer climate, avoid chocolate (which melts). Be aware of squirrels—
they love to steal the eggs and are quite adept at opening plastic eggs and extracting the candy.
Have a separate area for the smallest children so they don’t get trampled. Have supervisors
available to help children and to make sure each child gets some of the eggs.
Remember that you are doing two things: provide a fun event for children (a service) and create
an environment in which you can connect with families. So focus most of your attention on
making sure you have members ready and willing to talk with the parents. Also, remember to
invite the families to your church next week! Tell the parents about your planned events and
give them a printed schedule from now until Pentecost. Make that communications piece very
inviting as you are not likely to be able to collect email addresses to follow up with attendees at
this event. So you need to invite them verbally and in print.
Recruit people who will be ready to say “goodbye, thanks for coming” and “come back next
week for (Holy Humor) or (Compassion and Mercy Sunday!)”
Gather your team for a very quick check in and review: how did it go, what did we learn, what
do we want to celebrate, what do we offer to God? Give thanks to each other and to God.
Proclaim an Alleluia! Grab a candy and head out for Easter dinner.
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Holy Humor Sunday
The Sunday after Easter is often known as “Low Sunday” because the attendance is low! Partly
that may be only in contrast to the previous week. But partly it may be because people are
“over‐churched” after a full week of services the previous week. So a couple of new traditions
are emerging: Holy Humor Sunday and, borrowing from the Roman Catholics, Compassion and
Mercy Sunday. You can do either or both—and both are designed to be lighter, more laid‐back
days. Let’s start with Holy Humor Sunday.
Holy Humor Sunday draws on an ancient tradition when churches saw the Sunday after Easter
as a time to celebrate the joke God played on sin, death and Satan by raising Jesus from the
dead. This Sunday is also known as Laughter Sunday, Bright Sunday or Holy Hilarity Sunday –
take your pick of names. It is a time for people to join in praise, joy, laughter and good
humor...to be a people so filled with joy that we laugh for joy!
Churches do all kinds of things. Check out this news story: http://www.newsday.com/long‐
island/holy‐humor‐sunday‐lights‐up‐congregations‐1.3658053. What you do will depend on the
culture of your congregation. Some churches tell jokes during the service, have the choir sing
silly songs or have a preacher acting as a stand‐up comic (only works if your preacher is truly
funny so recruit someone who qualifies). Some have parishioner dress in outlandish outfits—
something that can at least apply to children and teens, if not adults.
In fact, that’s a good way to introduce this. Have it focused initially on the children and youth
who can do some silly and joyful things. A couple of cautionary notes: humor can become
mean. The idea is NOT to make fun of people, something that is often embedded in jokes. The
idea is to have fun and be joyful, not just be funny. Second, some people will find it offensive if
you do this during worship or go overboard. The best way to introduce it (and almost anything
else new!) is to focus on the children and youth. Let them take the lead with the silliness and
join them in the fun.
So here are some things to consider:
•

•

Use or adapt parts of this liturgy: http://lectionaryliturgies.blogspot.com/2011/04/holy‐
humor‐sunday‐easter‐2.html. More formal churches will want to use this at an
alternative time, like Sunday afternoon (good excuse to skip the morning service) and
some denominations will need permission to use something this unconventional. Or just
use this to give you some ideas of how you might weave a bit of humor and joy into
your worship.
Find church‐related jokes
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

o http://revsmilez.com/2010/04/12/jokes‐from‐holy‐humor‐sunday/ (but skip the
one about poisoning the wife—a good example of an offensive joke)
o http://tgulcm.tripod.com/ohc/humor.html (again, skip the ecumenical
encounter one—why offend members of your church who have been or whose
family or friends are members of other groups?)
Create a lectern hanging that says: “Lighten up!”
Invite people to come in really, really bright colored clothing or in Easter bonnets and
silly hats
Do some fun songs like “Dry bones” with stick clacking, children dancing, and a bit of
silliness
Sing hymns like: Joyful, Joyful We Adore Thee (good idea for more formal worship)
Arrange to fill lots of brightly colored balloons with helium gas and let everyone (choir,
clergy and all the children) carry them in the opening procession—give everyone an un‐
inflated balloon stamped with “Christ is Risen! Alleluia!” to take home as an Easter
reminder.
Fill plastic eggs (from the Easter Egg Hunt) with a joke and pass them out—invite people
to tell jokes during the service (if you have an informal service) or at coffee hour.
Print and post pictures of Jesus laughing...and pictures of people laughing, children
having a good time, etc.
Go to this website: http://www.joyfulnoiseletter.com/hhsunday.asp It publishes a
newsletter with a ton of ideas, stories about what others have done in their church and
the impact Holy Humor Sunday has had on congregations.

Make sure you prepare your congregation ahead of time if this is the first time you’ve done
this! Announce it several times, weeks in advance. And remind people as they arrive. Have
people ready to greet visitors and explain what will happen, inviting them to relax and enjoy
the silliness. If it is your first time, start gently and consider moving the humor part to coffee
hour to avoid offending people who might find this does not help them worship nor do they
find it fun or funny!
See the recipe section for some fun and funny recipe ideas you can use for coffee hour and/or
during Sunday School.
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Compassion and Mercy Sunday
The Lord is full of compassion and mercy. (James 5:11c)

The Sunday after Easter provides a special opportunity to do acts of compassion and mercy. In
gratitude for the gift of the Resurrection, we go out into our communities, offering gifts of food,
clothing, a listening ear, a kind touch, a helping hand, a caring presence.
Organize a range of opportunities and encourage people to select one that fits their gifts, skills
and passions. This is yet another time to invite the larger community to join you in addition to
the families your members specifically invite or who receive a follow‐up email invitation
because they attended an earlier event. Your Communications Team can alert the local media
to this event as well as provide your members with posters, suggest they post on blogs, list
serves, Facebook, Twitter and other social media they may use. Provide a list of service
opportunities—and make sure there are lots of opportunities for children and teenagers.
It is helpful to include a lunch on this Sunday and encourage people to come to church dressed
for their service ministries. So if they are going to work on a Habitat for Humanity’s house,
show up in work crew clothes. If you’re doing Holy Humor Sunday that morning, people can
come to church in a wide variety of interesting and fun clothing! Make sure you have extras and
invite community members who may join you to do the service ministries to join you for lunch
as well.
What you do as your acts of compassion and mercy will depend on your circumstances. Here
are some ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serve lunch or dinner at a local soup kitchen
Take food to the homeless on the streets
Help build a Habitat for Humanity house
Collect furniture/dishes and set up an apartment/home for a homeless family
Visit a nursing home
Take a choir to sing at a hospice
Collect and deliver pet food to a local animal shelter—spend time helping clean up, play
with the animals, etc.
Do the preparation work for a community garden (or plant if you live in a zone where
that’s possible)
Pick fruit (an orchard may let you have fallen fruit for free) and deliver to a soup kitchen
or other place that can use it (check ahead of time as fallen fruit will need to be
processed immediately)
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Collect nine‐volt batteries (ask parishioners and local hardware stores to donate them)
and visit homes (especially of the elderly and poor) and offer to replace batteries in their
smoke detectors. Bring extra smoke detectors. Carry a ladder and tools.
Walk your neighborhood and ask people for donations of non‐perishables food for your
local food pantry. Offer a cookie or candy as a thank‐you...along with information about
your food pantry and church.
Do spring clean‐up yardwork for several elderly folks.
Set up and staff a “clinic” in your church where people can get basic health services.
Coordinate with medical facilities in your community to provide services like blood
pressure checks, cholesterol, diabetes, prostrate cancer screening, etc.
Provide a nutrition/healthy cooking class
Partner with a legal association to provide free legal advice on things like
tenant/landlord issues, immigration, driver’s license/tickets, etc.
Offer a Parent’s Day Off—provide childcare for children and a variety of recreational
events for parents to attend (or let them do whatever they like with the time)
Offer relief‐care for caregivers. Have two or more people stay with the elderly, shut‐in,
patient, etc. and either give the caregiver a few hours to themselves or take them to a
nice lunch, drive them to run errands—whatever they need most.
Collect snacks and water and go to a place where people don’t often get gifts with no
strings attached—pass out treats to whoever passes by.
Set up a “drop off food” day—spread the word widely and encourage everyone to drive
through your church parking lot to drop off non‐perishable food for the community food
pantry. Give each person a small bottle of water as a thank‐you. A good project to do in
cooperation with other churches—pick a central church and encourage people to come
by on their way home from church.
Go to a distressed neighborhood and walk, observe and see what you are moved to
do—or perhaps just learn. Stop in a local café, offer to buy coffee/soda for whoever is
there, sit and talk with local people. Find a place where you can hang out and connect
with people.
Plant trees and shrubs in a neighborhood that is devoid of them (work with your local
community staff and nurseries).
Clean up a waterway, park, neighborhood by collecting trash.
Paint over graffiti (after getting the OK in writing from the city and the property owner).
Etc.
Etc.
Etc.

If your church is small, you may want to pick just one or two things to do. If you have a larger
church, organize several things and let people pick which activity they want to join. Consider
ways to involve different ages and abilities.
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Some things to consider as you organize:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Avoid the Lady Bountiful syndrome where you maintain your “one‐up” stance and “help
out some poor soul.” This is an act of thanksgiving—and you have much to learn and
receive as well as give. Open your heart and mind.
Make connecting with people, listening to them, caring for them above doing things that
make you feel good about what you’ve accomplished. This is more about connecting
than it is about fixing problems.
Put the needs of others above your own needs or desires.
Respect the dignity of all people.
Consider safety issues: always travel in teams, use common sense, don’t try to do things
you aren’t skilled at doing, have someone spot you on the ladder, make sure food is
packaged appropriately, keep an eye on the children, etc.
Talk with the agencies, organizations, etc. LONG BEFORE you show up with your good
works. Do what they need you to do, not what you think would be a good idea.
Be modest—it is better to do one small thing well than make a mess of something that
is beyond your capabilities. Small things make a big difference.
Invite other churches or organizations to join you.
Begin and end in prayer—heartfelt thanksgiving for the love of God for you and for all
people and a deep desire to love and serve God’s people in Jesus’ name.
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Pentecost
If you don’t attend a church, Pentecost isn’t likely to be high on your list of times when you’d go
to church! But, it is a good follow‐up event to invite families to come to when they’ve already
shown up at one or two services. So, for example, if someone came to Easter and joined you for
a project the following week...and then disappeared, this is the perfect time to invite them to
come back. Provided, that is, that you do something more oriented to children than the usual
Eucharist with just the Collect for Pentecost thrown in! But if you do things that engage
children, this can be a fun Sunday to invite families.
If you want to make this one of your extra invitation times, give careful thought to how to make
this day special and especially attractive for families. Here are some things that churches do on
Pentecost:
•
•
•
•
•

Invite people to wear red—encourage children to wear as many red things as they can
find in their closet (and it doesn’t matter what it is—any garb works today)
Have balloons or banners carried by children in the opening procession or when the
children come in during the offertory
Have children make banners, doves (assembled into a mobile), Holy Spirit wind socks,
etc. (see below)
Have the children sing a special song
Etc.

Pentecost Activities
The following activities can be done during Sunday School or during the coffee hour—especially
if you include children in your worship or want to engage youth and adults in the fun.

Holy Spirit Wind Sock
Give everyone a sheet of white paper and invite them to draw a Pentecost symbol on it (dove,
flames, wind, different languages, etc.)—or you can pre‐print symbols (especially for little ones)
and they can just color them. Cut out the Pentecost symbols and paste them in the middle of a
sheet of red construction paper. Turn the red paper over and staple two, three or four (or
more) 12” long pieces of yellow and orange crepe paper or ribbon at the BOTTOM of the paper.
Put a piece of tape across the TOP edge of the paper on both sides. Use wide, clear scotch tape
or put two strips next to each other so you have about a 1” strip all along the top edge of your
paper. You’re going to mount your “handle” here so this will make sure the paper doesn’t tear.
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You should have a sheet of paper with your symbol on one side and a
ribbon on the other side. Roll up the paper to make a cylinder with
the ribbon INSIDE, staple the top and bottom where the edges of the
paper meet. Tape the edges with clear scotch tape.
Punch two holes across from each other on the top edge of the paper
(you’re going to be punching through those two layers of tape you put
there earlier. Thread string or yarn through the holes and tie to make
a “handle.” If you like, you can do four holes and a quadrant handle to
make the wind sock more stable. Show younger children how they can pull their wind sock and
make the ribbon flutter to remind them of the movement of the Holy Spirit, flowing out like the
wind.

Doves
You can build a dove mobile or just let each person take their
creation home. Draw a dove without wings (or use our
drawing) on posterboard (use red, yellow and orange). Cut a
horizontal slit about 1 ½ inches long in the middle of the
body where the wings will go. Fold coffee filters in an
accordion fold and slip in into the slit. Punch a hole above
and slightly in front of the wings. Thread a string through the
hole. Either tie the string and give to each child to take
home. Or tie the doves onto a sticks you’ve assembled ahead of time to make a mobile.

Pentecost Kites
Purchase or order kite making kits from a place like Oriental Trading Company. These are very
inexpensive ($10+ for a dozen kits) and make this a lot easier to do than trying to make your
own. http://www.orientaltrading.com/design‐your‐own‐kites‐a2‐48_6348‐12‐
1.fltr?Ne=90000&Ntt=kites
Use magic markers to draw Pentecost symbols on the kite, assemble and let the children and
youth (and adults) fly the kites!

Bubble Prayers
Buy a bottle of bubble solution with a wand for each child. Tell the children that bubbles remind
of us the Holy Spirit and that they can help us see our prayers going to God. Give each child a
bottle of the solution and ask them to stand in a circle (preferably outdoors so your custodian
doesn’t have to clean up bubble solution afterwards! Ask them to think of someone or
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something they want to pray for or about. Go around the circle and invite each child to say or
think their prayer and then blow a bubble. After everyone has offered their prayer bubble, end
by saying: “For these things we pray and now we say “Thank you God for sending us the Holy
Spirit!” –and everyone blows lots of bubbles!
Bubble Recipes

Or

Or

•
•
•
•

½ cup Joy dishwashing liquid (Joy seems to work best; Dawn is a second choice)
2 cups water
2 teaspoons of sugar
Food coloring (optional)

•
•
•

½ cup Joy dishwashing liquid
4 ½ cups water
4 tablespoons glycerin (available at a pharmacy)

•
•
•

2 cups Joy dishwashing liquid
6 cups water
¾ cup corn syrup

Make bubble wands out of pipe cleaners, plastic lids with the center cut out (eg. sour cream,
cottage cheese, etc.), cookie cutters, or anything you have around that has a ring with a hole in
the center. You can cut the ends off of metal cans if you have a can opener that opens the seam
(called either safe or safety can openers) rather than cutting the lid (which creates a
dangerously sharp edge. This can allow you to make BIG bubbles if you use a big can (e.g.,
coffee can).
Check out the Recipes for interesting Pentecost recipes you can use for your coffee hour.
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Spring Review
Gather your team to review how things have gone for the Spring Phase. What went well? What
did you learn? What would you do differently next time?
Review the tracking sheets to identify who invited families and which families have come to
church or other events.
Celebrate the good things. Give the troubles to God.
Focus on integrating what worked well for you into the next phases and especially your plans
for the next year. Let go of whatever didn’t work well—do something else. One of the mistakes
we often make in church is that we just try harder when something doesn’t work. But the
answer is often not to try harder—but rather to try something else. If you did something well,
gave it your best shot, and it didn’t work...don’t keep doing it expecting a different result. And
don’t look for who or what to blame. Just accept that, in this situation, this doesn’t seem to
work.
Focus on what works—no matter how small and seemingly insignificant it might be. Whatever
gave you joy, brought energy level up, put a smile on people’s face, was what people
mentioned when they returned or what they expressed gratitude for...whatever you did that
helped you and anyone else feel closer to God—do THAT again. Look for where you
encountered God. What were you doing when you felt the presence of the Spirit? What was
“holy” for your congregation or visitors? When did you know this was your ministry, that it was
something holy and important? When did your invitations, organizing, events, etc. become holy
hospitality?
Talk about these things. Name these moments. Identify patterns. Focus on those things and do
more of them. What you focus on in a system (organization), grows. So focus on what you want
to have grow!
Move on to the Summer Phase—but remember that now is the time to start the process over
again. While the second year will not need as much preparation for the fall, you still need to
recruit invitors, think of who you will invite to the fall Back‐to‐School party and how you will
build a relationship with them over the summer. So while your Summer Team starts their work
on VBS and Summer Church, the congregation as a whole needs to begin to looking towards the
fall.
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SUMMER: Vacation Bible School
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Preparation
The Summer Team needs to decide how much to do during the summer. If your church tends to
have most of your families disappear during the summer, talk with several families to see what
they’d find most helpful. We often assume that families disappear because they are on
vacation, busy doing fun things or just want some time off. But, to be honest, families in many
other denominations don’t disappear for the summer. One big reason our families don’t come
to church is because Sunday School ends! So they go away until the fall when Sunday School
begins again.
If this is your pattern, find out whether your families are interested in doing a children’s
program during the summer. Talk about their summer schedule. It may be that Sunday
mornings really aren’t a good time for families. One church found that by offering “Thursday
Church” (play time at 5 pm, cookout at 6 pm, Eucharist at 7 pm) all of those disappearing
families would come and then be able to go to the beach on the weekend—guilt‐free! Another
church found that over half of their children and youth came to church all summer when they
offered a one‐room schoolhouse‐style Sunday School so there was a reason for them to come.
Talk with your existing families and explore various options such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Vacation Bible School (VBS) during a week: half‐day, full‐day, evening, three days, five
days, weekend?
Summer Church—a more relaxed, fun‐oriented Sunday School each week
Intergenerational Events—perhaps monthly—lunch and a re‐enactment of a Bible story
or a movie with activities and discussion for all ages
Several social events like Sundae Sunday or Singing Sunday, designed for fellowship or
fun more than anything else
Several service events like a local park clean‐up day, work on a community garden,
repairing homes for the elderly, etc.
A continuation of Sunday School and youth group events (if you have enough children
and youth to make this viable)
Some combination of the above—or something you invent!

OPEN DOORS will provide general guidance for summer events, but you can find lots of
information about things to do—or create your own. So the following are just suggestions to
get your creative thinking going!
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Vacation Bible School (VBS)
Almost all of the denominational publishers offer VBS programs. Some are very complex and
complete—everything you need comes in the box: lesson plans, handouts, coloring sheets,
crafts, music, games, etc. The advantage is that you just open the box and follow the directions.
The disadvantage is that they are expensive and tend to be designed for more evangelical,
suburban, white congregations (their biggest market). If your congregation doesn’t fit that
pattern, it may not be a good fit.
In the middle are programs that give you lesson plans but that you need to duplicate handouts,
gather craft supplies, music, etc. The advantage to these is that they are cost effective and fairly
easy to adapt to fit your situation. The disadvantage is that they require more work and
creativity on the part of the leadership team.
At the other end is the “do‐it‐yourself” VBS. The advantage to this is that you get exactly what
you want! The disadvantage is that you have to invent it from scratch—and if your team
doesn’t have the requisite skills, it could prove to be challenging in both the creation and
implementation phases.
Your first decision is which of these routes is best for your situation. Most major publishers
offer a variety of VBS programs. One of the best places to get VBS ideas is from Virginia
Seminary’s annual review of VBS programs. You can find the reviews at www.vts.edu: go to the
Center for the Ministry of Teaching section and look for the annual reviews (in 2012, that url
was https://www.vts.edu/ftpimages/95/download/VBS%20reviews%202012,%20web.pdf).
You can also look at publisher websites:
•
•

•
•
•

Our site is www.LeaderResources.org/VBS (Episcopal)
Lutheran site are Augsburg:
http://store.augsburgfortress.org/store/category/260821/Vacation‐Bible‐School and
Concordia: http://vbs.cph.org/2012/index.asp
The Methodist site is: http://www.cokesburyvbs.com
Group Publishing is: http://group.com/childrens‐ministry/vbs (non‐denominational;
evangelical)
The Episcopal Relief and Development Fund has a series of programs you can use for
VBS or a Summer Sunday Series. The Abundant Life Garden Project works well as a
summer program and includes planting a garden! You can find this and other themes at
http://www.er‐d.org/Formation.
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If your congregation is Latino or wants to reach out to the Latino community, consider a
Spanish language or bilingual language program. Concordia Publishing House offers a good
selection of Spanish language programs that are good for Spanish‐speaking churches or
outreach to the Latino community.
The Storykeepers program is an animated video series that is an adventure series with a biblical
theme – a group of children are on the run from persecution in Nero’s Rome. Storykeepers
presents the story in English and Spanish making it possible to do a bilingual program. See
www.LeaderResources.org/storykeepers and the Recursos en Español section.

Things to consider
This traditional summer VBS program is changing in several ways. Eliminating “school” from the
name is one change, leading to names such as: Summer Camp for Kids, Day Camp, VBS Camp,
Vacation Bible Retreat, Summer in the City or just the theme name. This is one way to make this
experience feel less like school and more like summer fun.
The other change is the schedule. The traditional one week, half‐day model is still popular, but
is being replaced by a variety of new models that may better accommodate the needs of
today’s families. Some churches are meeting evenings, starting with a family dinner to
accommodate working parents. Some are extending the schedule to a full day so parents have
all‐day care for their children instead of disrupting five working days. Some churches are
moving to a weekend format with programming for the entire family: Friday night pizza party
and introduce the theme, all‐day Saturday sessions and Sunday with a special worship service,
closing session and meal together. Still other congregations are doing lunch and a Sunday
afternoon session over a series of weeks. The schedule you choose will depend on your
circumstances.
Recruiting a team to plan and implement the program is important. Some congregations ask all
parents to contribute by assisting or providing supplies as a way to engage parents in their
children’s formation. Engage as many members as possible in helping – don’t forget teenagers,
older adults or even the parents of community children. Helping out is a way for non‐members
to connect with your congregation as well as giving them a way to contribute.
Consider doing this as a cooperative venture with neighboring churches or even other faith
groups. Look at the Winter VBS notes—as was said there, you don’t need to do this alone nor
do you need to cover all of the costs yourself. Collaborate, charge a fee, ask for donations,
recruit helpers (teenagers, college students, teachers, etc.).
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Review
At the end of the VBS, do a review of what went well and what you learned. Make note of
things to remember for the Winter VBS or for the next summer. Also, go through the list of
children who attended who were not part of your congregation. Ask your Invitation Team and
you Incorporation Team to attend if you have more than just a couple of newcomers. They
need to gather all of the information the teachers and helpers can offer about each family. Who
are they? Who, in your congregation, knows them (sometimes that’s more than just the family
who invited them). Who might be a good “match” for them (similar interests, age of children,
etc.)? What did this child and/or family seem most interested in and how might that relate to
any future events you have planned? This information will be useful in the follow‐up phase.
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Follow‐up
Collecting contact information is a given in the case of VBS—you get that at registration
because you need it so you can contact parents in case of an emergency. Now you need to use
that information judiciously.
Sort your VBS attendees into two groups: first‐timers and returnees. Send both groups a follow‐
up email thanking them for coming to the VBS and inviting them to whatever you plan for your
next family event. If you have a photograph of their child or of all the children, attach a copy.
You can send emails that invite families who have come before to more things and invite them
to worship. But be selective about how often you invite first‐timers. Pick the event that best fits
their child. So if you had a teenager who came with one of your teens to help with VBS, invite
that teenager and his/her family to an event that has your teenagers featured prominently.
Review any information gathered at the end of VBS and see if there is something a good match.
So, for example, if one family was especially musical or talked about going to concerts, etc.,
send that family a personal invitation to any musical event your plan and say “I remember that
your child was musically talented and thought you might find this event especially interesting.”
That kind of personal touch is important. Yes, it does take work to make it happen, but it is
worth doing. It sends the message that you care about that child and that family—and not that
you are just running an event they happened to attend. It says you were paying attention to
them enough to notice that music was important to them.
Try to invite everyone to one event a month over the summer...even if they don’t show up
again after the VBS (assuming you did VBS early in the summer). And in any case, find someone
in your congregation to invite them—in person—to the Back‐to‐School Party in the fall. You can
send an email (or snail mail) invitation, but you need someone who knows them (or will get to
know them) who will invite them to the Party. Your Invitations Team or your Incorporations
Team (if they came more than three times) will need to track this so they know exactly who is
inviting whom. So often we make a general announcement on Sundays and think it will be
done. Not likely! Someone needs to keep track of who is inviting whom...and be the
encourager, supporter, cheerleader for the inviter. Again, don’t forget children and youth—
they are often your best inviters.
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Summer Church
“Summer Church” is a term some congregation’s use to signal that things will be more relaxed
than usual...or maybe that Sunday’s will be substantially different. It might mean a change in
your Christian Formation program, your Sunday schedule or even the location of your worship
service. As you plan, remember that what you expect is largely what you get. So if you expect
people to quit coming to church in the summer and you scale back your summer schedule to
accommodate that, fewer people will come. If you expect that summer is a time to do lots of
fun things that will bring out people who might not ordinarily come, they will show up—
because you’re doing something that is attractive. But don’t expect more people to come when
you offer less!
One other thing to consider: summer is often a time when newcomers who are looking for a
church or when existing church members thinking of a move check out a new church. Some
churches report that over 50% of their new members started attending in the summer. So this
is NOT a time to kick back and assume that no one will come until the fall. In addition to being
ready to welcome people who show up on their own, summer church is often more relaxed and
can be an easier time to invite someone to worship. Add a picnic with a Frisbee contest or ball
game and you’ve got a environment that makes it easy for a family to “try out” church.
As you plan, think about your schedule and what is likely to work well for you. You might just do
one event on the first Sunday of each month. Or you might do one event (e.g., worship on the
beach) every Sunday. Or, if your church is larger, you might do a different event every week. If
you do several different things, invite a team of several people to “host” each one. That way
the work gets spread around and everyone only has one week to plan and do.
Reach out to people who might not otherwise take on a leadership role. Someone who is leery
of a committee assignment or unwilling to commit to teaching Sunday School might well be
willing to plan just one Sunday event. This is great way to engage people in the “attend but not
very involved” level—or even people who only attend occasionally. Find out what interests
them and invite them to share that through an event. This can lead to a side benefit—
increasing the involvement of existing members.
If you have lots of events, your Invitations Team, Communications Team and Inviters will have a
busy summer! Watch for burn‐out. The idea of the summer is to keep it relaxed, fun and light.
So don’t over‐do it. Do whatever people have energy to do. If it sounds like fun and someone is
energized by an idea, deputize them to take it and run. Avoid lots of meetings, complicated
plans, too elaborate events, etc. As much as possible, do things that can be put together quickly
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and easily. The idea is to have fun, not kill ourselves! It is better to have five quick, easy, fun
events than one big, complicated and exhausting event that everyone helps with out of a sense
of duty. You should feel energized after the end of the event, not exhausted!
That said, here are some ideas to get you thinking about what you can do to make summers
more engaging and therefore more likely to keep or attract families.

Intergenerational Adventures
Order pizza or do a potluck lunch or set up grills for hot dogs and hambergers. Make the
worship service a bit shorter than usual and encourage everyone to stay for lunch and a fun
event. The event portion could be:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Act out a Bible Story: the Exodus story, Noah, Adam and Eve, Moses getting the 10
Commandments or sharing the work with the 70, Ruth and Naomi, Jonah and the
Whale, Daniel in the Lion’s Den, Paul’s conversion are some fun stories. Use characters
of all ages with lots and lots of “crowd scenes” that involve plenty of people. Have
simple activities for the little ones (e.g., coloring sheets you find on the internet or a
craft) while older children, youth and adult engage in a discussion about what the story
teaches us about God, each other and the relationship between God and people.
Divide into teams and give each team one parable to plan and present in modern
language and imagery—ask: What do you imagine Jesus would have said or done if he
had lived today? Have a show, doing presentations to the whole group.
Watch a movie followed by activities and discussion.
Do a virtual trip: set up one or more “busses” (groups arranged as if sitting in a bus) and
have them travel from room to room, singing bus songs as they go. Set up a “station” at
different spots when the travelers can get off of the bus and experience or learn about
something. Paul’s missionary journey’s is a one option—pick several sites to visit, have a
tour guide describe what they are seeing (e.g., the prison when Paul was held, the arena
where he preached, etc.). Put a timeline on one side of the hallway. Post a map to track
his travels.
Camp Bonfire: Create a virtual (or real) bonfire. For a virtual bonfire, set some logs and
arrange red, yellow and orange paper for the flames. Gather around the campfire and
sing songs. See if the songs have changed over the ages. What songs did the elders sing
when they went to camp? Have them sing and tell stories...see if the children and youth
know those songs. If not, let the elders teach them. Then flip and have the children sing
one of their camp song...and teach the elders. Serve Smore’s!
Scavenger Hunt: Divide into teams of 6‐7 people (all ages) and come up with interesting
and obscure things for them to “find.” You can have them use cell phone camera to take
pictures of each items as they find around the church (e.g., find the piscina). Some might
be things they need to find in the Prayer Book, Hymnal or Bible. You can also have some
of them only “findable” on the internet (make sure each team has at least one cell
phone with internet search access).
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Fun and Fellowship Events
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Sundae Sunday is just what it sounds like: Put out several kinds of ice cream and lots of
toppings (include some unusual and fun items) and let people make their own ice cream
sundae.
Cool Cookie Sunday: Buy or bake sugar cookies (or any 3‐4” flat cookie); set out many
different colors of frosting and lots of decorating options and let everyone decorate
cookies. You can have a theme (smiley faces, disciples, OT characters, etc.), contests,
etc.
Do a cookout. Set up several grills and do hot dogs, hamburgers, veggie burgers, etc.
Provide Frisbees, balls and other outdoor play toys.
Game On! Invite everyone to show up with a board game or puzzle to share....and a
sandwich cut into quarters plus a small baggie of chips per person. If you have the
capacity to do so, set up a couple of Wii stations. Provide a big bowl (or two or three)
and have everyone dump in their chips for a “mixed chip salad.” Set out plates and
invite people to share their sandwiches—designate meat, fish, veggie areas so people
can choose appropriately. Provide pickles, carrot sticks, condiments and drinks.
Spuds Sunday: Bake lots of baked potatoes (white and sweet); provides a lots of creative
toppings and let everyone make their own.
Karaoke Sunday: Set up a mike and invite people to sing along!
Dance Sunday: Get people of different ages teach each other dances that were popular
when you were X age, etc.
Have people prepare a meal for two and pack it into a box they have decorated. Provide
a menu for an auctioneer who auctions off each box. The cost can be money (if used as
a fundraiser) or whatever the bidder wants to offer—like something silly, sing a song,
etc. The winner gets to eat the meal with the person who prepared it.
Hobo Stew: Invite everyone to bring stew ingredients. Set up tables and cutting boards
from some people to chop and dice while others play games or sing. Put several large
pots on your stove and throw in the ingredients. Make one pot beef, one chicken and
one vegetarian. It is helpful to have large cans of tomatoes or tomato juice and several
cans of mushroom soup on hand along with condiments (salt, pepper, spices) so you can
season the stews. Serve with sour cream, hot pepper sauce, grated cheese, etc.
Old Time Religion: Invite people to come dressed for an earlier age—from the 1940’s to
the 1800’s. Hats and gloves for the ladies, hats and ties for the men—fans for everyone
(no air conditioning!). Or pick a specific time (e.g. 1928 for the old Prayer Book or the
date of your church’s founding). Research and post recipes of that time and encourage
people to bring “old foods.” Sing old‐time songs and tell old‐time stories and jokes.
Eatable Books: Have a cake contest portraying books and read favorite children’s stories
Green Sunday: Serve only food that is green—either naturally or by adding food coloring
(e.g. to mashed potatoes or whipped cream). Invite participants to bring or tell about
how they keep the earth “green” – share your favorite tips and tricks!
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Worship in a New Way
Summer is a great time to experiment—or to relax and “do church” in a different context.
•

•

•

•

•

Thinking you might want to launch an emergent service in the fall? Do a few “practice
runs” in the summer. It will help you work the bugs out of the system and allows
members of your congregation who will NOT be attending the service to get some sense
of what it might be.
Want to involve children and youth more in your worship life? Use the summer to try
out a variety of roles, coach little readers, organize several children to do a choral
reading of a lesson, add sound effects to the readings or to a musical rendition, act out
the lessons, etc., etc. People will be more open to creative options in the summer and
you can gauge your congregation’s reaction to various ideas. And, of course, involving
children and youth means your families will attend....and can invite their children’s
friend to come and watch or even join in the fun.
Want to make it easy for families who go on recreational trips on the weekend to still
attend church? Have a Flip‐flop Worship on Sundays (somewhere between 5 and 7 pm)
where you show up in swim suits, flip‐flops or any other summer attire. If you have lots
of really little ones, this is a great time to do things geared to them: simple songs sung
with guitars, piano or no accompaniment, little ones taking up the offering and helping
set the altar for the Eucharist, etc.
Want to make it easy for unchurched people to see what’s happening without having to
“come to church?” Take church to them. Do your service in a park or on the beach. Have
a picnic afterwards. Invite people around you to join you—which means big signs saying:
Free Food and Fun! Coach your children and teenagers to engage other young people in
games and invite them to the meal. Do this service regularly and some of the bystanders
may join you in worship too—something that’s easier to do after you’ve played volley
ball and ate together the last couple of weeks.
Want to invite people into your church? Do a special service like a choral evensong with
noted musicians or with artwork displayed/projected on a screen or with a theatrical
presentation or a liturgical dance, etc., etc. Anything that is notable, unusual,
interesting—something that makes it worth putting an article in the local paper, putting
up posters and inviting your friends and neighbors to attend. Beyond worship, you can
also do an art festival, music festival, drama, puppet show, BIG puppets show, Family
Fun Day, etc. In any case, remember to collect email addresses so you can invite them to
another event—and remember to get to know people (build relationships) so you can
invite them to church. Food is a great way to connect with people so if you have a
concert, festival, event, provide food (even if you need to charge for it or if you have
someone else provide it). Then prepare your members to circulate, sit down at table,
engage people in conversation. We’re not trying to convert people—we’re just getting
to know them, connecting with them, building relationships—opening doors for them.
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Review
As before, do a quick review after each event and for the whole summer—lunch and an hour’s
conversation will do. Name what worked best and what you won’t do again!
Invite the Fall Team to attend so they know what happened and how it might impact their
plans. This is also a good review for your Invitations Team and Incorporation Team to attend so
they can take notes on whom to invite to the Back‐to‐School Party and/or who is ready to
become more involved in the congregation’s life.
As usual, celebrate the good things, offer the troubles to God and then let them be. Pray
together. Remember to get the Prayer Team information about who and what to pray for. Pass
the baton to the Fall Team.
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Going Out
Community Ministry Ideas
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Play Time
So what does this have to do with the Christian faith?

Tab 5
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Going Out
When you open the doors of your church to invite families it, it is easier to remember that
those open doors also are inviting us out. So often when we think about families (or anyone)
becoming a part of our church community, we often forget that our church is part of a larger
community. It’s not just about inviting people to join us—we need to join them. In fact, we are
more likely to understand some of the dynamics of entering an unfamiliar community if we do
it ourselves. The door swings both ways.
The first year you might well focus on just inviting families in. But by the second year, at the
latest, you want to begin venturing out of those open doors. Or you may have a group of
people who are more interested in being out in the community instead of just doing the “same
old thing” at church and can launch a parallel process. You might pick and choose—do a few of
the projects in the “inviting in” process and select a few from the following “going out” section.
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Play Ball!
One of the challenges of today’s church is that many schools schedule sports events on Sunday
mornings. So churches have started taking church to the ball field instead of expecting the
players to come to them. How do you do that?
First: Stop thinking of church as what happens on Sunday morning in the church building. Start
thinking of church as the community gathered—in different groups, different times and
different places. Once you’ve made that shift, it is easy to see that you have an early service
congregation that meets in the chapel, the family service congregation that meets in the parish
hall, the formal service congregation that meets in the main sanctuary and the game church
congregation that meets on the ball field.
Second: Join the fun. Go to the game, sit in the bleachers and cheer! Do worship on site or
nearby. If the weather is nice, just gather in a circle on the field or on the bleachers or in the
parking lot. Keep the service simple and family oriented. Involve as many people as you can. Do
a tail gate party instead of a coffee hour. If your situation doesn’t lend itself to an outdoor
service, find an indoor place VERY nearby. Don’t look for fancy—look for proximity. Ideally, use
any enclosed space that is right where the sports event is being held. The closer it is to the
game, the more likely it is that families will stay for a service and lunch (and yes, food is
important—these kids are hungry after a game!).
Third: Let go of the idea that worship has to be from a book and has to last an hour....or even
that it has to be the Eucharist every week. Learn to worship without books. Sing songs people
know and/or can easily pick up. Go to http://www.allsaintscompany.org/resources#videos and
learn some of the songs they teach communities to sing without any paper. Have lessons
printed out for readers and a Book of Common Prayer for the celebrant. Do the bidding prayer
forms that don’t require corporate responses—encourage people to offer their prayers freely.
Keep it short and simple.
Recruit a Game Team willing to go to where the families are. What you need is folks who are
comfortable in that environment and can lead a great, informal worship service. If you have a
priest available (i.e., not leading worship at the main service the same time), you can have a
simple Eucharist. If not, it can be a simplified Morning Prayer. The sermon can be a shared
sermon or offered by a lay person—including youth. What is important is that the leaders are
comfortable and competent. That means being selective (recruit rather than taking volunteers)
and practice, practice, practice.
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Add generous food—asking people to contribute food or money is reasonable and is a way to
make people part of the community instead of mere recipients of your largess. Food is the glue
the helps form a community and holds it together. Think of the shared food as a agape‐style
Eucharistic fellowship. Focus on being the Body of Christ and you might be surprised at how
that can happen—even on the edge of the ball field.
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Do Good
Many young people today want to make a difference. And they want to teach their children the
value and importance of making a difference. Of course, this can quickly turn into an
opportunity to play Lady Bountiful, reinforcing our superiority over the poor people we are
helping out and making us feel better about ourselves and our vastly better life. It can “pay off”
some of our guilt for having much while others have little.
But this desire to make a difference can also be an entry into a deeper spiritual life and a faith
that transforms that desire into true service and a ministry. One route to that is life in a
congregation. But another is to go to where the people are busy doing good and join them
there. How do you do that?
First, figure out where they are! Are they digging in a community garden that provides food to
the poor? Are they volunteering at the local animal shelter (or, if not, might they be attracted
to doing that?). Are they helping clean up a park? Visiting elders at a nursing home?
Go online to see what is being offered. Check out the United Way or YMCA websites. Go to
http://www.doinggoodtogether.org for ideas. Read your local newspapers. Listen to what
families are talking about. Ask families what they do or would like to do or what they hear their
friends are doing.
Identify a weekly or monthly service activity. It might be the same thing or a different thing
every time. Or you might do the same thing the first week of each month and a different thing
the second week. This will take some time to figure out what works in your local situation.
Second, join people already doing good—or go with them, if you are organizing it. You might
not immediately attach worship to the service activities...unless your families want that. Find a
core group of families who don’t attend church but want to do good. Talk with them about
what they want to do or research a list of options with them, and then take it from there.
Follow their lead. If they want to volunteer at the animal shelter, meet there and bless the
animals! If they want to clean up a park, join in and give thanks for God’s creation.
Third, design what you do according to your group and the situation. Church doesn’t have to be
a worship service! Start by just working together—and maybe offering a shared prayer
together. Keep it simple. Build relationships. Only when you begin to know some of them better
begin to wonder aloud if there is any interest in doing something more spiritual. See what they
say. Respond to their expressed desires and needs. Be creative. Don’t immediately push
“churchy” things, put them on the newsletter list, ask them to serve on a committee at church,
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etc....focus on building relationships and doing good. Eventually your community or some
members in it MIGHT be open to those things. But don’t assume that. Instead, focus on building
what church is and means for your community out where it is. Don’t try to pull them into
traditional church...build church where they are.
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Museum Mornings
Lots of museums (or Art Centers) are offering free Sunday morning admission and even events.
They are designed for families so it is easy for you to join them there. There are several
strategies you can adapt to fit your situation.
If you live in a larger city or urban area and can find four or more museums offering this type of
programming, form a Museum Morning Club and go to a different museum each week of the
month, cycling back through over time. In the beginning, you’ll probably just do whatever the
museum offers and get to know your families (connection the two‐three families from your
church with the families you invite). You’ll also connect with other families that come to these
events and can build relationships with them. Over time, you can extend the experience by
going adding a lunch and maybe even your own activities. Eventually this can morph into a
Christian gathering. How that progresses depends on your situation.
In some cases your families might be interested in going directly into a Christian community.
Spend a couple of hours at the museum and then gather for worship and lunch. You might tie
the museum event into a faith‐based discussion. For example, a morning helping children learn
about the environment has an easy tie into talking about God’s creation and care for the earth.
Your museum might be willing to be a location for a worship service—most likely before their
public event. But that means families can come to worship (short, informal and largely
paperless) and then do the museum or art institution programming afterwards. Check out
http://thads.org/worship to see how an Episcopal congregation in Santa Monica, CA has done
this. This will, obviously, require a museum or art institution’s cooperation and a moderately
sizable group from your existing church (or the entire congregation, if you, like St. Thad’s, are
willing to or need to leave your building).
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Family Fun
One reason families don’t come to church on Sunday morning is because it is one of the few
times they have available to be together as a family. Coming to a traditional church setting
means that children go one place, youth another and parents yet another place...and don’t see
each other for most of their time at church. While some parents welcome that, others want to
spend that time with their children.
So, plan fun things for the family to do together. Perhaps a neighborhood house church—
informal gathering of a few families with comparable aged children, do activities together,
worship and share a meal together. Or find something several families enjoy doing together
and do that, followed by a shared meal, discussion and worship around the tables. Or offer a
variety of Family Fun Events—a different one each week or maybe just the first Sunday of the
month. That would be something you could do with some of your members and invite other
families to attend.
Again, talk with your families. Listen to what works for them and follow that lead. Set aside
your preconceived ideas of what MUST be done for it to be church. Instead, focus on building a
community and together discover what church is for you. Try things. Is it more talk time than
formal worship? Is it more fun time than discussion? Is it more about meaningful worship and
fellowship than when, where or how it is done? Is it more about the community than exactly
what you do? Every situation will be different—you have to decide what works best for your
situation.
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Eat Around the World
Some families enjoy and want to introduce their children to the cultures and cuisines of the
world. Create a club that features a different country every week (or once a month). Different
families volunteer to either cook the meal comprised of foods from that country or organize
learning activities related to that country. You even could learn about the life of the church in
that country. Or simply discuss the lectionary reading for that week as you gather around the
table. You can learn songs in different languages as part of your worship. And, depending on
the country, you might incorporate traditions from the church in that country.
If the group is small, this would be a good house church theme. Or you can move to larger
quarters, for Sunday lunch or Wednesday evening dinner. Remember—it doesn’t have to look
like “church” and it doesn’t have to be on Sunday mornings!
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Build It and They Will Come!
Find something that needs to be built—a big project of some sort that needs a large contingent
of people and a fair amount of time and effort to accomplish. Habitat for Humanity houses are
a good example, provided you find ways to involve younger children. Other projects include
building a community garden, installing a labyrinth in a local park, building a playground, etc.
Include food, fun, activities for children, etc. so it can be a family event.
How you engage the community in this will depend on your context. You might just join the
effort if it is already underway. Or your team might organize the effort. You might find quiet
ways to be openly a people of faith without making worship or anything overtly “churchy” part
of the project. Or you might have worship or Bible study or a book discussion and activities for
children and youth as part of the project. Again, this depends a lot on what the families that
join you want and need. Don’t bring your expectations and agenda. Ask. Listen. Be flexible. Be
responsive. Be creative.
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Arts Festival
Find a place in your community that offers families opportunities to create art together. Or
assemble a group of artists willing to share their gifts. Or find several organizations that are
interested in creating an arts festival (or whatever you choose to call it) that meets weekly or
once a month. Then invite families to come and learn how to make pottery, draw, paint, build
sculptures, etc. Charge a fee to cover the costs of supplies and artists fees. Provide food! Do art
with families, eat with families, build relationships.
Talk with your artists. Many of them are “spiritual but not religious” and they might be
interested in doing art AND something spiritual. Start there. Maybe the art could be around
spiritual themes. Maybe you create a dialogue around what is The Holy One and how do we
represent and intersect with The Holy One. Maybe you develop a closing ritual that has a
spiritual dimension.
Think about family members that might not be into doing art. Set up some tables, munchies
and newspapers, books on the theme, maybe even a way to play a movie or other video
presentation that engages those folks in conversation and connects them with the theme.
If your art community is wary of church and Christianity (as many might well be), go slowly.
Build relationships. Be authentic about who you are but don’t assume that the only way to
connect with God is through traditional church activities and patterns. Discover how they
discover God in their lives. Look for what is holy in who they are and what they do. Encourage
families to do the same. Ask wondering questions: I wonder.... But be truly open and
wondering. These are changing times. We have to look for God’s presence in new ways and in
new places. I wonder what you would discover if you just looked for where “church” is
happening outside of your church building. Go out and see.
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Musical Tunes
Music, like art, draws people in and is a great way to engage families. Find organizations that
are offering musical opportunities. Or find musicians interested in teaching or leading
musicians. Plan a musical production. All of these are ways to gather families to do something
together and that allows you to connect with them. You could, of course, invite them into the
parish hall to do this. Or you could meet people in the space where they are already making
music.
If you want to “go out” and connect with families that are unlikely to “come in” to your church,
simply because it is a church, then start with a space outside of your building. After a time of
working together, they might be more willing to consider moving closer to your church...and
maybe even into the door! Using the church as a performance space is one way to begin
making that transition. Offering the parish hall and classrooms as rehearsal space is another.
Alternatively, you might discover that it is better to simply become church in another space.
You don’t have to worship in a church building! If you have a meeting space that works for your
music, it is likely to work for a Christian community to love, laugh, learn and pray together.
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Play Time
Play Time could be two totally different things:
•
•

Do a theatre production together. Follow the same ideas as in the arts and music
sections above.
Set up a playground and/or play areas—especially for families with very little ones. Have
a family play time.

Again, in either case, provide food and a gather spot for adults nearby. Offer newspapers,
books, videos, etc. If parents have little ones, they are likely to be distracted by their child’s
play—watching to make sure their child is not getting hurt, wandering off (if you’re outdoors),
etc. So don’t do anything too long. Keep it short and simple.
Theatre production works best with families that have elementary school children or older.
Provide child care for younger children and think about how you can incorporate Christian
formation and worship into this context. You might not start there—but if this is to become
“church” for you and these families, you need to build a Christian community that has a life in
Christ. How you do that will depend on your context and participants.
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So what does this have to do
with the Christian faith?
Good question!
“Going out” assumes that God is already at work in the world and we are going out to join in
God’s mission. That’s all well and good. And if we are honestly looking to connect with God and
God’s mission outside of the church walls, we might find “church” becomes something very
different from what we now know it to be.
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

A worship service projected onto the screens at a local bar that serves a free brunch to
anyone who comes to participate in it.
A house church with a group of families that talk about how their faith guides their daily
life and prays together.
A group of artists and their families and friends that are on a mission to bring visual joy
to a blighted neighborhood—and gather after working on art projects for lunch, a hearty
hymn sing and some heart‐felt prayers.
A congregation that lets go of their building and moves into the Art Institute where their
moderately traditional services are open to the public.
A “pop‐up” church that literally “pops‐up” in different locations once a month—does an
“installation” of artwork, music and words that engages people in an encounter with the
Holy for a couple of days and then disappears.
A community group that gathers for brunch and worship at a local restaurant.
A theatre group that works together on an intergenerational production with each
rehearsal also being a time for worship and Christian formation.

All of these are examples of the kinds of things that might emerge (as they already have for
others). But we don’t know what will happen when we follow God out into the wilderness—we
just know that we are called to follow the cloud by day and the fire by night. We have no idea
where we are going or what constitutes the “Promised Land.” We just work and discerning
God’s call and following it where it leads us. That’s the call of “going out.”
The dangers of going out is that we will get lost. It is way too easy to stop following God and
just follow our own hearts or follow the culture. So we can quickly find ourselves becoming
“spiritual but not religious” to the point where we are no longer Christian. So this process
requires mature Christians as leaders and, if it is a small group from your congregation, it
requires ties back to the mother church. The larger congregation needs to stay connected with,
pray for and help the leaders of the “going out” mission group stay grounded in their faith. It
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may take lots of time and patience before people who are not part of a church are willing or
able to enter into a dialogue about who Jesus is. But at the end of the day, our mission is to go
forth into the world to proclaim the Good News of Jesus and baptize people in the name of the
Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. We aren’t just out there doing good, learning,
creating, cooking or making music. We are there, just as we are in the rest of our daily lives, to
live out and proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
That doesn’t mean we have to worship, pray, preach or teach all of the time. Because it may
mean we need to be the Christ to others before we build a worshipping community. So it is
right that we enter into God’s mission happening out there in the world gently, respectfully and
with an eye towards what we will learn, how we can be drawn into God’s work and what gifts
we receive as well as give.
Episcopalians, in particular, as pretty good at that...sometimes TOO good at it! We’re happy to
labor in the field with no one ever knowing that we have any relationship with Christ or a
church. Many of us are very private people—we don’t talk about our faith much. We largely
express it in and through our liturgy. And when you take us away from our liturgy, we tend to
just do the work we have been given to do. So the challenge for us is learning how to “bear
witness” to our faith in a way that is authentic to us and yet isn’t silent. People aren’t mind
readers—and they can’t learn about Jesus if no one ever says his name!
If you choose to start a “going out” strategy, keep this in
The Episcopal Church’s Standing
mind and have regular times when the “going out” team can
Commission on Mission and
meet with others and talk about how they are proclaiming
Evangelism shared the following video
the Gospel as well as living it out. We don’t need to be
clips in their report to the church as a
way to help people begin to think
obnoxious or pushy....we know too much of that from other
about what evangelism in this context
Christians and it makes most of us uncomfortable. But how
might look like.
can we proclaim the Good News? How can we share our
faith in those contexts where we have gone to join in God’s
http://youtu.be/wXr-E6Orrnk
mission in the world? How can we be open and honest about
our faith? Those are the questions we need to ask ourselves as we “go forth into the world.”
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